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ORDINARY COUNCIL MEETING
THURSDAY 16 DECEMBER 2021
Welcome to the Ordinary Council Meeting of the Shire of Dandaragan.
Please be advised that the Ordinary Meeting of Council will be held on the following dates, times
and venues:
DAY

DATE

TIME

MEETING VENUE

Thurs

16 December 2021

4.00pm

Jurien Bay

Thurs

27 January 2022

4.00pm

Jurien Bay

Thurs

24 February 2022

4.00pm

Jurien Bay

Thurs

24 March 2022

4.00pm

Jurien Bay

Thurs

28 April 2022

4.00pm

Badgingarra

Thurs

26 May 2022

4.00pm

Jurien Bay

Thurs

23 June 2022

4.00pm

Jurien Bay

Brent Bailey
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

DISCLAIMER
INFORMATION FOR THE PUBLIC ATTENDING A COUNCIL MEETING
Please note:
The recommendations contained in this agenda are Officer’s Recommendations
only and should not be acted upon until Council has considered the
recommendations and resolved accordingly.
The resolutions of Council should be confirmed by perusing the Minutes of the
Council Meeting at which these recommendations were considered.
Members of the public should also note that they act at their own risk if they enact
any resolution prior to receiving official written notification of Council’s Decision.

Brent Bailey
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

COUNCIL MEETING INFORMATION NOTES
1.

Your Council generally handles all business at Ordinary or Special Council Meetings.

2.

From time to time Council may form a Committee, Working Party or Steering group to examine subjects and then report
to Council.

3.

Generally all meetings are open to the public; however, from time to time Council will be required to deal with personal,
legal and other sensitive matters. On those occasions Council will generally close that part of the meeting to the public.
Every endeavour will be made to do this as the last item of business of the meeting.

4.

Public Question Time. It is a requirement of the Local Government Act 1995 to allow at least fifteen (15) minutes for
public question time following the opening and announcements at the beginning of the meeting. Should there be a
series of questions the period can be extended at the discretion of the Presiding Member.
Written notice of each question should be given to the Chief Executive Officer fifteen (15) minutes prior to the
commencement of the meeting. A summary of each question and response is included in the Minutes.
When a question is not able to be answered at the Council Meeting a written answer will be provided after the
necessary research has been carried out. Council staff will endeavour to provide the answers prior to the next
meeting of Council.
Council has prepared an appropriate form and Public Question Time Guideline to assist.

5.

Councillors may from time to time have a financial interest in a matter before Council. Councillors must declare an
interest and the extent of the interest in the matter on the Agenda. However, the Councillor can request the meeting to
declare the matter trivial, insignificant or in common with a significant number of electors or ratepayers. The
Councillor must leave the meeting whilst the matter is discussed and cannot vote unless those present agree as above.
Members of staff, who have delegated authority from Council to act on certain matters, may from time to time have a
financial interest in a matter on the Agenda. The member of staff must declare that interest and generally the Presiding
Member of the meeting will advise the Officer if he/she is to leave the meeting.

6.

Agendas including an Information Bulletin are delivered to Councillors within the requirements of the Local Government
Act 1995, i.e. seventy-two (72) hours prior to the advertised commencement of the meeting. Whilst late items are
generally not considered there is provision on the Agenda for items of an urgent nature to be considered.
Should an elector wish to have a matter placed on the Agenda the relevant information should be forwarded
to the Chief Executive Officer in time to allow the matter to be fully researched by staff. An Agenda item
including a recommendation will then be submitted to Council for consideration should it be determined
appropriate by the Chief Executive Officer.
The Agenda closes the Monday week prior to the Council Meeting (i.e. ten (10) days prior to the meeting).
The Information Bulletin produced as part of the Agenda includes items of interest and information, which does not
require a decision of Council.

7.

Agendas for Ordinary Meetings are available in the Shire of Dandaragan Administration Centre and all four libraries as
well as on the website www.dandaragan.wa.gov.au seventy-two (72) hours prior to the meeting and the public are
invited to secure a copy.

8.

Agenda items submitted to Council will include a recommendation for Council consideration. Electors should not
interpret and/or act on the recommendations until after they have been considered by Council. Please note the
Disclaimer in the Agenda (page 3).

9.

Public Inspection of Unconfirmed Minutes (Reg 13)

A copy of the unconfirmed Minutes of Ordinary and Special Meetings will be available for public inspection in the Shire
of Dandaragan Libraries and on the website www.dandaragan.wa.gov.au within ten (10) working days after the
Meeting.
NOTE:
10.3 Unopposed Business
(1)

Upon a motion being moved and seconded, the person presiding may ask the meeting if any member opposes
it.

(2)

If no member signifies opposition to the motion the person presiding may declare the motion in sub clause (1)
carried without debate and without taking a vote on it.

(3)

A motion carried under sub clause (2) is to be recorded in the minutes as a unanimous decision of the Council or
committee.

(4)

If a member signifies opposition to a motion the motion is to be dealt with according to this Part.

This clause does not apply to any motion or decision to revoke or change a decision which has been made at a Council or
committee meeting.

SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN
QUESTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC

The Shire of Dandaragan welcomes community participation during public question time as per the
Shire of Dandaragan Standing Orders Local Law.
A member of the public who raises a question during question time is requested to:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

provide a copy of his or her questions at least 15 minutes prior to the commencement of the
meeting;
first state his or her name and address;
direct the question to the President or the Presiding Member;
ask the question briefly and concisely;
limit any preamble to matters directly relevant to the question;
ensure that the question is not accompanied by any expression of opinion, statement of fact or
other comment, except where necessary to explain the question;
each member of the public with a question is entitled to ask up to 3 questions before other
members of the public will be invited to ask their questions;
when a member of the public gives written notice of a question, the President or Presiding
Member may determine that the question is to be responded to as normal business
correspondence.

The following is a summary of procedure and a guide to completion of the required form.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

10.

11.
12.

This is a “question” time only. Orations, explanations or statements of belief will not be accepted
or allowed.
Questions must relate to a matter affecting the Shire of Dandaragan.
Questions must be appropriate and made in good faith. Those containing defamatory remarks,
offensive language or question the competency or personal affairs of council members or
employees may be ruled inappropriate by the Presiding Member and therefore not considered.
Frame your question so that it is both precise and yet fully understood. Long questions covering
a multitude of subjects are easily misunderstood and can result in poor replies being given.
Write your question down on the attached form, it helps you to express the question clearly and
provides staff with an accurate record of exactly what you want to know.
When the President or presiding member calls for any questions from the public, stand up and
wait until you are acknowledged and invited to speak. Please start by giving your name and
address first, then ask the question.
Questions to be put to the President or presiding member and answered by the Council. No
questions can be put to individual Councillors.
The question time will be very early in the meeting. There is only 15 minutes available for
Question Time. Questions not asked may still be submitted to the meeting and will be
responded to by mail.
When you have put your question, resume your seat and await the reply. If possible, the
President or presiding member will answer directly or invite a staff member with special
knowledge to answer in his place. However, it is more likely that the question will have to be
researched, in which case the President or presiding member will advise that the question will
be received and that an answer will be forwarded in writing. Please note under NO
circumstances, will the question be debated or discussed by Council at that meeting.
To maximise public participation only three questions per person will initially be considered with
a time limit of 2 minutes per person. If there is time after all interested persons have put their
questions the President or presiding member will allow further questions, again in limits of two
per person.
To fill out the form, just enter your name and address in the appropriate areas together with
details of any group you are representing, then write out your question.
Please ensure your form is submitted to the minute’s secretary.

If you have difficulty in or are incapable of writing the question, Shire staff are available on request to
assist in this task.
We hope this note assists you in the asking of your question and thank you for your interest and
participation in the affairs of our Shire.

SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN
QUESTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC
Any member of the public wishing to participate in Public Question Time during Council or
Committee meetings is welcome to do so, however, Council requires your name, address and
written questions to be provided to the meeting secretary.
Name:

Signature:

Address:

Contact No:

Meeting Date:

Council Agenda
Item No:
Name of Organisation Representing:
(if applicable)

QUESTION:
Each member of the public is entitled to ask up to 3 questions before other members of the public will be
invited to ask their question. 15 Minutes is allotted to Public Question Time at Council Meetings.

Please see notes on Public Question Time overleaf…
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1

DECLARATION OF OPENING / ANNOUNCEMENT OF VISITORS
1.1 DECLARATION OF OPENING
“I would like to acknowledge the traditional owners of the land we are
meeting on today, the Yued people of the great Nyungar Nation and we pay
our respects to Elders both past, present and emerging.”
1.2 DISCLAIMER READING
“No responsibility whatsoever is implied or accepted by the Shire of
Dandaragan for any act, omission, statement or intimation occurring during
this meeting.
It is strongly advised that persons do not act on what is heard, and should
only rely on written confirmation of Council’s decision, which will be provided
within fourteen days.”

2

RECORD OF ATTENDANCE / APOLOGIES / APPROVED LEAVE OF
ABSENCE
Members
Councillor L Holmes
Councillor P Scharf
Councillor J Clarke
Councillor A Eyre
Councillor W Gibson
Councillor R Glasfurd
Councillor M McDonald
Councillor R Rybarczyk
Councillor R Shanhun

Staff
Mr B Bailey
Mr S Clayton
Mr L Fouché
Mr B Pepper
Ms R Headland
Mr R Mackay
Ms M Perkins

(President)
(Deputy President)

(Chief Executive Officer)
(Executive Manager Corporate & Community Services)
(Executive Manager Development Services)
(Executive Manager Infrastructure)
(Council Secretary & Personal Assistant)
(Planning Officer)
(Manager Community & Customer Service)

Apologies

Approved Leave of Absence
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3

RESPONSE TO PREVIOUS PUBLIC QUESTIONS TAKEN ON NOTICE

4

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME

5

APPLICATIONS FOR LEAVE OF ABSENCE

6

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
6.1 MINUTES OF THE ORDINARY MEETING HELD 25 NOVEMBER 2021

7

NOTICES AND ANNOUNCEMENTS BY PRESIDING MEMBER WITHOUT
DISCUSSION

8

PETITIONS / DEPUTATIONS / PRESENTATIONS / SUBMISSIONS

Doc Id: SODR-1739978813-4351
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9

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES AND OFFICERS
9.1 CORPORATE & COMMUNITY SERVICES
9.1.1

ACCOUNTS FOR PAYMENT – NOVEMBER 2021
Location:
Applicant:
Folder Path:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Senior Officer:

Shire of Dandaragan
N/A
SODR-2042075298-28896
None
3 December 2021
Scott Clayton, Executive Manager Corporate
Community Services
Brent Bailey, Chief Executive Officer

&

PROPOSAL
To accept the cheque, EFT, BPAY and direct debit listing for the
month of November 2021.
BACKGROUND
In accordance with the Local Government Act 1995, and Financial
Management Regulations 1996, a list of expenditure payments is
required to be presented to Council.
COMMENT
The cheque, electronic funds transfer (EFT), BPAY and direct debit
payments for November 2021 totalled $2,155,699.11 for the
Municipal Fund.
Should Councillors wish to raise any issues relating to the
November 2021 Accounts for payment, please do not hesitate to
contact the Executive Manager Corporate and Community Services
prior to the Council Meeting, in order that research can be
undertaken and details provided either at the time of the query or at
the meeting.
CONSULTATION
 Chief Executive Officer
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
 Regulation 13 of the Local Government Financial Management
Regulations 1997.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
There are no policy implications relevant to this item.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no adverse trends to report at this time.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
There are no strategic implications relevant to this item.

Doc Id: SODR-1739978813-4351
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ATTACHMENTS
Circulated with the agenda are the following items relevant to this
report:
 Cheque, EFT and Direct Debit listings for November 2021(Doc
Id: SODR-2042075298-29614)
(Marked 9.1.1)
VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That the Cheque and EFT listing for the period ending 30
November 2021 totalling $2,155,699.11 be adopted.

Doc Id: SODR-1739978813-4351
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9.1.2

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS - MONTHLY REPORTING FOR THE
PERIOD ENDING 30 NOVEMBER 2021
Location:
Applicant:
Folder
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Senior Officer:

Shire of Dandaragan
N/A
SODR-1743450996-1841
None
6 December 2021
Scott Clayton, Executive Manager Corporate and
Community Services
Brent Bailey, Chief Executive Officer

PROPOSAL
To table and adopt the monthly financial statements for the period
ending 30 November 2021.
BACKGROUND
In accordance with the Local Government Act 1995 and Financial
Management Regulations (1996), monthly financial statements are
required to be presented to Council. Circulated are the monthly
financial statements for the period ending 30 November 2021.
COMMENT
Regulation 34 of the Financial Management Regulations (1996)
requires the following information to be provided to Council:
1.

Net Current Assets
Council’s Net Current Assets [i.e. surplus / (deficit)] position as
at the 30 November 2021 was $6,887,628. The composition of
this equates to Current Assets minus Current Liabilities less
Cash Assets that have restrictions on their use placed on them,
in this case Reserves and Restricted Assets. The current
position indicates that Council can easily meet its short-term
liquidity or solvency.
The Net Current Asset position is reflected on page 12 and
reconciled with the Statement of Financial Activity on page 3 of
the financial statements.
The amount raised from rates, shown on the Statement of
Financial Activity (page 3), reconciles with note 6 (page 13) of
the financial statements and provides information to Council on
the budget vs actual rates raised.

2.

Material Variances
During budget adoption a 10 percent and $10,000 threshold for
these variances to be reported was set.

Note 12 of the attached report details any significant variances.
Should Councillors wish to raise any issues relating to the 30
November 2021 financial statements, please do not hesitate to
contact the Executive Manager Corporate and Community Services

Doc Id: SODR-1739978813-4351
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prior to the Council Meeting in order that research can be
undertaken and details provided either at the time of the query or at
the meeting.
CONSULTATION
 Chief Executive Officer
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
 Regulation 34 of the Local Government Financial Management
Regulations (1996)
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
There are no policy implications relevant to this item.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no adverse trends to report at this time.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
There are no strategic implications relevant to this item.
ATTACHMENTS
Circulated with the agenda is the following item relevant to this
report:
 Financial statements for the period ending 30 November 2021
(Doc Id: SODR-1743450996-1859)
(Marked 9.1.2)
VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That the monthly financial statements for the period 30
November 2021 be adopted.

Doc Id: SODR-1739978813-4351
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9.1.3

AUDIT COMMITTEE MINUTES – 16 DECEMBER 2021
Location:
Applicant:
Folder Path:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Senior Officer:

Shire of Dandaragan
N/A
Business Classification Scheme / Financial
Management / Audit / Internal
Nil
9 December 2021
Scott Clayton, Executive Manager Corporate and
Community Services
Brent Bailey, Chief Executive Officer

PROPOSAL
To receive the Audit Committee Meeting Minutes (unconfirmed)
held on 16 December 2021.
BACKGROUND
The Local Government Act 1995 requires Council to establish an
Audit Committee to assist Council to fulfil corporate governance,
stewardship, leadership and control responsibilities in relation to the
Shire’s financial reporting and audit responsibilities.
Due to the small number of audit committee meetings held during
the year there is a significant delay between the audit meetings and
the subsequent confirmation of the minutes of that meeting at the
following audit committee meeting and hence, a further delay in
presentation to Council of the minutes for adoption.
Therefore, it is considered more appropriate to present the
unconfirmed minutes to Council for receipt. Should any issue arise
at the adoption of these minutes at the following audit committee
meeting varying the accuracy of the unconfirmed minutes, these
changes will be presented to Council at the following Council
meeting.
COMMENT
The purpose of the Audit Committee Meeting held 16 December
2021 was to consider the Independent Audit Report for the 2020 /
2021 financial year.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
There are no strategic implications relevant to this item.
ATTACHMENTS
Circulated with the agenda is the following item relevant to this
report:
 Minutes of the Audit Committee Meeting (unconfirmed) held on
16 December 2021 (Doc Id: SODR-2042075298-29837)
(Marked 9.1.3)
VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple majority

Doc Id: SODR-1739978813-4351
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OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council;
1. Receive the unconfirmed minutes of the Audit Committee
Meeting held on 16 December 2021.

Doc Id: SODR-1739978813-4351
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9.1.4

ANNUAL REPORT AND ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT
INCLUSIVE OF AUDITORS REPORT
Location:
Applicant:
Folder
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Senior Officer:

Shire of Dandaragan
N/A
None
9 December 2021
Scott Clayton, Executive Manager Corporate &
Community Services
Brent Bailey, Chief Executive Officer

PROPOSAL
To accept the 2020 / 2021 Annual Report and the 2020 / 2021
Annual Financial Statements including the Auditors Report for the
Shire of Dandaragan and to receive the Auditor’s Management
Letter and set a date for the Annual General Meeting of Electors.
AT THE TIME OF PUBLISHING THIS AGENDA THE FINAL
AUDIT REPORT HAS NOT YET BEEN RECEIVED. ONCE THE
REPORT HAS BEEN FINALISED THIS ITEM WILL BE UPDATED
SECTION 5.54 OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT REQUIRES
THE ANNUAL REPORT TO BE ACCEPTED BY COUNCIL NO
LATER THAT 31 DECEMBER THEREFORE THERE IS SOME
URGENCY IN PRESENTING THIS ITEM AT THE DECEMBER
COUNCIL MEETING
CONSULTATION
 Chief Executive Officer
 Office of the Auditor General
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
Section 5.53 and 5.54 of the Local Government Act 1995 requires
preparation and acceptance of the annual report.
5.53. Annual reports
(1) The local government is to prepare an annual report for
each financial year.
5.54. Acceptance of annual reports
(1) Subject to subsection (2), the annual report for a financial
year is to be accepted* by the local government no later
than 31 December after that financial year.
* Absolute majority required.
Section 7.12A (3) of the Local Government Act 1995
(3) A CEO is not to be a member of an audit committee and may
not nominate a person to be a member of an audit committee
or have a person to represent the CEO as a member of an
audit committee.

Doc Id: SODR-1739978813-4351
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Local Government Act (1995) s5.27
5.27. Electors’ general meetings
(1)A general meeting of the electors of a district is to be held
once every financial year.
(2)A general meeting is to be held on a day selected by the
local government but not more than 56 days after the local
government accepts the annual report for the previous
financial year.
(3)The matters to be discussed at general electors’ meetings
are to be those prescribed.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
There are no policy implications relevant to this item.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no financial implications relevant to this item.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
2019 – 2023 Corporate Business Plan
Scope of Shire Services
ATTACHMENTS
Circulated with the agenda are the following items relevant to this
report:
 Annual Report 2020 / 2021 Part I (Doc Id: xxxxx)
 Annual Report 2020 / 2021 Part II (Doc Id: xxxxx)
 Transmittal letter from Office of Auditor General (Doc Id: xxxx)
(Marked 9.1.4)
VOTING REQUIREMENT
Absolute majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION 1
That Council,
1. in accordance with section 5.54 (1) Local Government Act
1995, Council accept the 2020 / 2021 Annual Report and the
2019 / 2020 Annual Financial Statements inclusive of the
Auditors Report;
2. in accordance with Section 7.12A (3) of the Local
Government Act 1995 determine that there are no matters
raised in the auditor’s report that require further action
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION 2
That Council In accordance with section 5.27 of the Local
Government Act (1995) set the date for the Annual Meeting of
Electors as 27 January 2022 at 5.30pm in the Jurien Bay
Council Chambers.

Doc Id: SODR-1739978813-4351
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9.2 INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES

9.3 DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
9.3.1

PROPOSED WORKFORCE ACCOMMODATION – LOT
WONGONDERRAH ROAD, NAMBUNG
Location:
Applicant:
Landowner:
Folder Path:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Senior Officer:

4113

2269 Wongonderrah Road, Nambung
Tecon Australia
Genocanna Nominees Pty Ltd
SODR-1262144384-12708
Nil
1 December 2021
Rory Mackay, Planning Officer
Louis Fouche, Executive Manager Development
Services

PROPOSAL
The applicant is seeking development approval for an 84-bed
workforce accommodation camp at Lot 4113 (2269) Wongonderrah
Road, Nambung.
BACKGROUND
The subject property which is also known as ‘Nambung Station’ is
zoned ‘Rural’ under the Shire of Dandaragan Local Planning
Scheme No.7 (Scheme). The property currently has a nonconforming land use approval as a caravan park and hosts the
annual Nambung Country Music Muster.
The caravan park land use is non-conforming as such a land use is
now not permitted in the Rural zone of the Scheme. However,
clause 3.8 of the Scheme states that no provision of the Scheme is
to be taken to prevent the continued use of any land for the purpose
for which it was being lawfully used immediately prior to the Gazettal
date of the Scheme.
The proposed workforce accommodation camp will be sited away
from the existing property improvements but will utilise the exiting
property driveway for access to Wongonderrah Road. 21
transportable dwellings will make up the proposed 84-bed camp
over a 1ha (10,000m2) footprint. Communal kitchen, dining and
laundry facilities will also be provided.
A dedicated onsite manager of the camp will oversee and be
responsible for the daily running operations of the camp. The daily
running of this camp, where feasible, will utilise the contractors and
services of the nearby towns including provision of food, cleaning
and maintenance.
Wastewater is to be dealt with via an onsite system, approved to
the requirements of the Department of Health and the Shire. Power

Doc Id: SODR-1739978813-4351
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supply to the camp is currently the subject of negotiation and further
studies to be undertaken through Western Power.
The proposed camp would be required for the life of the mining
operations which the applicant advises, is expected to be three to
four years with possibilities (subject to further studies) of an
extension to the north.
The proposed land use of ‘workforce accommodation’ is a land use
not listed under the Zoning Table of the Scheme. In accordance with
Clause 3.4.2 of the Scheme, Council is to either:
a) Determine that the use is consistent with the objectives of the
particular zone and is therefore permitted;
b) Determine that the use may be consistent with the objectives of
the particular zone and thereafter follow the advertising
procedures of clause 64 of the deemed provisions in considering
an application for development approval; or
c) Determine that the use is not consistent with the objectives of
the particular zone and is therefore not permitted.
The Rural zone of the Scheme has the following objective:
To provide for a range of rural activities such as broadacre and
diversified farming so as to retain the rural character and amenity of
the locality, in such a way as to prevent land degradation and further
loss of biodiversity.
The Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes)
Regulations 2015 define ‘workforce accommodation’ as a:
premises, which may include modular or relocatable buildings,
used:
(a) primarily for the accommodation of workers engaged in
construction, resource, agricultural or other industries on a
temporary basis; and
(b) for any associated catering, sporting and recreation facilities
for the occupants and authorised visitors.
The Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) have
additionally released a position statement on workforce
accommodation. The purpose of the Position Statement is to
provide guidance to local governments on the role of the planning
framework in the planning and development of workforce
accommodation. The position statement states that where
practicable, workforce accommodation should be provided in
established towns.
A 1.3ha suitably sized site zoned ‘Tourist’ at 97 Seville Street,
Cervantes could be utilised for the development if cleared by the
Development WA as the land manager. However as outlined in the
WAPC’s Making Good Planning Decisions, Council in its Quasijudicial role of determining development applications is not to
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determine whether the proposed development is the best possible
development, as a ‘better development’ is not a relevant planning
consideration. Council as a planning decision-maker is to determine
the application before it, and not what other land uses could be
achieved on this site or another.
The Shire’s Local Planning Strategy 2020 (Strategy) states the
following in regards to workforce accommodation:
The Shire encourages operators to locate non-key permanent staff
in established townsites. Where this is not possible due to the
remoteness of a mining activity, Shire will consider the on-site
provision of temporary and permanent workers accommodation
based on the merits of specific applications by considering the
following:
 suitable access to the property being provided;
 the availability of services and infrastructures;
 the management of potential adverse impacts and land use
conflict;
 consideration of fire risks and management;
 adequate landscaping and screening;
 the need for security and lighting and associated impacts; and
 rehabilitation of the site after the cessation of operations.
COMMENT
The proposed camp location is only approximately 2km from the
mine site, while the nearest town of Cervantes is some 30 minutes
away by light vehicle. The applicant has stated that the camp
location is required on practical grounds, as accommodating
workers for the Atlas Project in towns some 40km away is not
amenable to Image Resources’ operations perspective.
Additionally, the applicant states that Cervantes and Jurien Bay are
limited in their ability to accommodate the proposed workforce
within existing facilities as they are tourist towns and
accommodation facilities within these towns could be compromised
from a tourism perspective if workers were to occupy existing
hotels, motels, campgrounds, etc.
A substantial property driveway exists to serve the existing caravan
park land use. While the proposed camp will also utilise a small
portion of this driveway a new looped accessway and vehicle
parking area will be constructed to the same gravel standard to one
side. 56 light vehicle bays and three long vehicle bays will be
constructed. The applicant has outlined that though the camp can
accommodate up to 84 workers, not every worker has a vehicle on
site and communal travel to the camp is encouraged. A light bus will
transport workers to and from the mine site on shift changes. It is
recommended that an overflow parking area is constructed to a
suitable standard to cater for high accommodation periods given
there is a shortfall of 25 parking bays to the number of camp beds.
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The applicant commissioned Shawmac to prepare a Transport
Impact Statement (TIS) to support the development. The TIS
concluded that the proposed camp will result in a minor increase in
light vehicle traffic and that it is considered the existing road
formation in the vicinity of the camp is adequate. Some minor
upgrades to roads and intersections may be required for the camp’s
light vehicle traffic and as such will be monitored with measures
implemented if required as detailed below:
Roads
 Bibby Road: deemed adequate.
 Munbinea Road: unsealed Section: may require pavement
upgrades and/or monitoring and maintenance.
 Munbinea Road: sealed Section: deemed adequate.
 Wongonderrah Road: Image Resources are encouraging
personnel to not use this road. Road condition and traffic to be
monitored.
 Jurien Road: deemed adequate.
 Cervantes Road: deemed adequate.
Intersections
 Bibby Road & Brand Highway: deemed adequate.
 Wongonderrah Road & Brand Highway: Non-conforming
approach sight distance. Image Resources are encouraging
personnel to not use this road. Consideration to be made for
improvement to advance warning signage.
 Bibby Road & Munbinea Road: Consider extending seal length
to 100m for the southern Munbinea Road length to reduce dust
tracking at intersection.
 Wongonderrah Road & Munbinea Road: consider pavement
upgrades and/or monitoring and maintenance including bend at
camp access approach.
 Munbinea Road & Cervantes Road: deemed adequate.
 Cervantes Road & Indian Ocean Drive: deemed adequate.
 Jurien Road & Indian Ocean Drive: deemed adequate.
 Jurien Road and Munbinea Road: deemed adequate.
It is recommended that Council enter into a road user agreement
for Wongonderrah Road and the unsealed portion of Munbinea
Road regarding the development’s regular light vehicle traffic which
will increase current traffic counts on this road significantly. A further
agreement is in negotiations for the mine site’s heavy haulage use
of the Shire’s local roads outside of this development application.
Infrastructure Services advise that generally unsealed gravel roads
are typically graded three times each year. Those being a
maintenance winter grading, a summer grading and a minor touch
up grading in between. The applicant should be required to cover
the cost of any additional grading and pavement works required.
The proposed development site is not located in a designated
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bushfire prone area, however given the camp will house people
unfamiliar with their surroundings, the proponent has submitted a
Bushfire Management Plan in the event of a nearby bushfire. This
management plan has been prepared to a sufficient standard as
confirmed by the Emergency Management Coordinator.
As the adjoining Pinnacles and wider Nambung National Park are
identified as a prominent dark sky and astrotourism location, it is
recommended the applicant submit and have approved, and
thereafter implement for the life of development management plans
for construction and dust management. All external lightning should
be consistent with the WAPC’s dark sky and astrotourism principles
of limiting light pollution by: eliminating light spill; avoiding overlighting; using energy-efficient bulbs; ensuring lights are not
directed towards reflective surfaces; and using warm white colours.
It is not considered that the development will have an impact on the
visual and landscape qualities of Nambung National Park due to the
development’s location on the subject property, in excess of 6kms
away from the eastern edge of the Pinnacles Desert. The
development is also sited at a position some 30m below the
Australian Height Datum of the Pinnacles Desert.
A search of Aboriginal Heritage surveys found that the nearest
known heritage site is 5kms from the proposed development.
The applicant has stated that the mine site may be operational for
3-5 years. As such it is advisable that should development approval
be forthcoming for the workers accommodation camp, that the
approval be time limited for a maximum period of 5 years. On the
cessation of this period, the camp shall be removed entirely, and
the land returned to its pre-development state. It is further
recommended that the work camp is only used for mine site staff
and no other third parties outside of the construction phase for the
work camp.
The limited time needed for the work camp has influenced the
officer’s recommendation which is consistent with the two other like
developments (Tronox’s and Iluka’s workforce camps on Cataby
Road, Cataby) approved by Council through the same process on
Rural zoned land. The property also already has an approved
accommodation use established on site. Council is therefore
recommended to first determine that the development is consistent
with the Rural zone it is located within and secondly, provide
conditional development approval to the proposal.
The applicant has the right to lodge an application for review to the
State Administrative Tribunal regarding Council’s decision on the
development application or if Council finds that the development is
not compatible with the Rural zone.
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Alternative Motion for Officer Recommendation 2
Refuse the development application for Workforce Accommodation
upon Lot 4113 (2269) Wongonderrah Road, Nambung for the
reason that the development is inconsistent with the Shire’s Local
Planning Strategy and the Western Australian Planning
Commission's Workforce Accommodation Position Statement to
provide workforce accommodation in the nearby established towns
to facilitate the ongoing sustainability through integration of the
mining activity’s workforce into such towns.
CONSULTATION
As the reporting officer considered the use may be consistent with
the objective of the Rural zone, the application was advertised to
adjoining neighbours and the wider public from 27 October to 3
December 2021.
All submissions received and the officer’s response to each are
detailed in the attached Schedule of Submissions.
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
 Local Planning Scheme No 7
 Planning and Development
Regulations 2015.

(Local

Planning

Schemes)

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Western Australian Planning Commission – Position statement:
Workforce accommodation January 2018:
Under the Planning and Development Act 2005 planning decisionmakers can control the following in regards to workforce
accommodation development applications:
1. The terms of an approval related to: timeframe; setbacks;
landscaping; parking and access; location and appearance of
buildings; integration with surrounding areas; and any other land
use planning matters relevant to the site.
2. The ability to approve/refuse a proposal considering local
planning scheme requirements.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The applicant has paid the required development application in
accordance with the Shire’s Fees and Charges.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
 Local Planning Strategy (Draft 2019) – as outlined.
 Strategic Community Plan – Envision 2029
02 – Propensity

Priority Outcomes
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Our Shire has a contemporary land Ensuring that our planning framework is modern and
use
meets the needs of industry, small business, and
planning system that responds to, emerging opportunities.
and
creates,
economic
opportunities.

ATTACHMENTS.
Circulated with the agenda are the following Items relevant to this
report:
 Development application 97/21 (SODR-1262144384-12312)
 Schedule of Submissions (SODR-1262144384-12709)
(Marked 9.3.1)
VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1. Determine that the proposed land use of ‘Workforce
Accommodation’ is consistent with the objectives of the
‘Rural’ zone and therefore can be considered for
development approval in accordance with provision 3.4.2 of
the Shire of Dandaragan Local Planning Scheme No.7.
2. Grant development approval for Workforce Accommodation
upon Lot 4113 (2269) Wongonderrah Road, Nambung
subject to the following conditions and advice:
a) All development shall be in accordance with the approved
development plans (attached), which form part of this
development approval, to the specifications and
satisfaction of the Shire of Dandaragan.
b) This approval is for ‘Workforce Accommodation’ as
shown on approved plans and defined in Schedule 1 of
the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes)
Regulations 2015.
c) All external lighting shall comply with the requirements of
AS4282 – Control of Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor
Lighting and the Western Australian Planning
Commission’s Dark Sky and Astrotourism Policy Measure
Principles to prevent light pollution from the site to the
satisfaction of the Shire of Dandaragan.
d) The proponent shall provide and maintain a potable water
supply to the development with sufficient on-site storage
for a minimum of 48 hours peak usage to the satisfaction
of the Shire of Dandaragan.
e) All stormwater must be contained and disposed of on-site
at all times, to the satisfaction of the Shire of Dandaragan.
f) This development approval is valid for a period of five (5)
years. On or prior to the end of this period, the
development is to be permanently removed from the lot
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and the land reinstated to its original condition.
g) Prior to the occupation or use of the development the
approved parking plan for 56 light vehicles and 3 long
vehicle parking bays are to be constructed and thereafter
maintained to the satisfaction of the Shire of Dandaragan,
for the life of the development.
h) Prior to the occupation or use of the development an
overflow parking area of sufficient size for the shortfall of
25 light vehicle parking bays is to be constructed and
thereafter maintained to the satisfaction of the Shire of
Dandaragan, for the life of the development.
i) Prior to commencement of the approved use, the
proponent is to enter into a Road User Agreement with the
Shire of Dandaragan regarding the development’s traffic
utilisation of unsealed local roads to establish
contributions by the proponent necessary to achieve the
Shire of Dandaragan’s desired infrastructure standard for
such roads for the life of the development.
j) The development shall only be occupied by mine site
workers to the satisfaction of the Shire of Dandaragan. No
accommodation is permitted to third parties without
written confirmation from the Shire of Dandaragan.
k) Prior to commencement of the approved use, the
proponent must submit and have approved by the Shire
of Dandaragan, and thereafter implement to the
satisfaction of the Shire of Dandaragan, an Operational
Management Plan addressing the following matters:
i. Operating Strategy;
ii. Emergency Evacuation Plan; and
iii. Management Plans for the operational Waste,
Wastewater, Dust and Noise of the development.
l) Prior to commencement of construction, the proponent
must submit and have approved by the Shire of
Dandaragan, and thereafter implement to the satisfaction
of the Shire of Dandaragan, a Construction Management
Plan addressing the following matters:
i. How materials and equipment will be delivered and
removed from the site;
ii. How materials and equipment will be stored on the
site;
iii. Parking arrangements for contractors;
iv. Construction waste disposal strategy and location of
waste disposal bins;
v. How risks of wind and/or water borne erosion and
sedimentation will be minimised during and after the
works; and
vi. Other matters likely to impact on the surrounding
properties.
Advice notes:
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a) Waste/rubbish (e.g. plastic, spoilt food, kitchen waste etc.)
should be stored as to prevent animals or humans from
dispersing the contents. The bins should be located on a
hard stand and constructed in a way as to prevent liquids
and other forms of waste from escaping into the
environment and contaminating the site. Segregation of
waste materials should be undertaken to ensure they are
appropriately disposed of.
b) This approval is not an authority to ignore any constraint to
development on the land which may exist through contract
or on title, such as an easement, memorial or restrictive
covenant. It is the responsibility of the applicant and
landowner and not the Shire of Dandaragan to investigate
any such constraints before commencing development.
This approval will not necessarily have regard to any such
constraint to development, regardless of whether or not it
has been drawn to the Shire of Dandaragan’s attention.
c) This is a development approval of the Shire of Dandaragan
under its Local Planning Scheme No.7. It is not a building
permit or an approval to commence or carry out
development under any other law. It is the responsibility of
the applicant/landowner to obtain any other necessary
approvals, consents, permits and licenses required under
any other law, and to commence and carry out development
in accordance with all relevant laws.
d) If the development the subject of this approval is not
substantially commenced within a period of 2 years, or
such other period as specified in the approval after the date
of the determination, the approval shall lapse and be of no
further effect.
e) Where an approval has so lapsed, no development shall be
carried out without the further approval of the local
government having first been sought and obtained.
f) Should you be aggrieved by this decision, or any
conditions imposed, there is a right of review by the State
Administrative Tribunal in accordance with Part 14 of the
Planning and Development Act 2005. An application must
be submitted within 28 days of the determination.
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9.4 GOVERNANCE & ADMINISTRATION
9.4.1

PROPOSED LEASE – JURIEN BAY FORESHORE CAFE
Location:
Applicant:
Folder Path:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Senior Officer:

N/A
Shire of Dandaragan
SODR-1792953452-20
Nil
6 December 2021
Brent Bailey, Chief Executive Officer
Not applicable

PROPOSAL
The purpose of this item is for Council to consider public
submissions associated with the proposed disposal (lease) of
property being the Jurien Bay Foreshore Café to the Lobster Hut
Hospitality Group Pty Ltd which required public advertising in
accordance with Section 3.58(3) of the Local Government Act 1995.
It is recommended that Council proceed with the lease and
authorise the CEO to finalise lease negotiations.
BACKGROUND
The Jurien Bay Foreshore Masterplan included provision for a new
Café / Kiosk within the new foreshore pavilion. The pavilion
construction is budgeted for development this financial year and
Council awarded the construction contract to Hickey Construction
Pty Ltd at the November Ordinary Council meeting.
At a Special Council Meeting on 26 March 2021 Council considered
proposals for the lease of the café / kiosk space which included
provision for a license over a negotiated portion of the alfresco area
underneath the pavilion. The space is offered empty for the lessee
to fit out. The Lobster Hut Hospitality Group Pty Ltd (LHHG) were
selected by Council as the preferred respondent and the CEO was
authorised to negotiate a draft lease with the proponent.
In issuing its response to the proposed lease opportunity LHHG
outlined a proposal for increasing the footprint of the café and
alfresco area and worked with Shire staff and the architect to amend
the design of the building. Key alterations to the original building
design include:
1. Increase in floor area of kitchen / café space.
2. Inclusion of a decked area on the western / ocean side of the
building.
3. Amended design of the glass sliding doors around the alfresco
area to allow full enclosure via sliding / stacking glass panels for
protection of patrons in adverse weather conditions.
4. Addition of a new bin locker closer to the road verge and away
from the main building.
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The revised floor plan of the building, and associated increase in
functionality as a business venture is shown below and the
exclusive use of this area has been revalued by an independent
licensed property valuer which materially increased the return on
the lease from $21,000 to $56,160.

COMMENT
The lease area is shown in the building floor plan above and is
230.9m². As outlined in the agenda item considered by Council in
November the lease value is $56,160 which was determined by an
independent market valuation which will be indexed annually to CPI
and with a full market revaluation every three years.
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The proposed terms are considered reasonable, commercially
realistic and would allow the Shire to achieve the objective of having
a significant food and beverage offering within the foreshore area of
Jurien Bay. As a guide, total rental return in today’s dollars and
without rent price escalation would yield $842,400 over the lease if
both 5-year options are exercised (15 years total).
At the November Ordinary Council meeting, after evaluating the
financial outcomes of the building construction tender, Council
determined that it would undertake the construction of the project
without any private capital contribution from the LHHG. This
decision supported negotiations for the lease of the commercial
site being on full market based rental terms. It also allows Council
to consider any of the public submissions received through the
advertising period, and ultimately whether to enter into a lease with
LHHG without the influence or a reliance on external funds to deliver
the project.
A minor amendment to the proposed terms is recommended which
is to allow the CEO to determine the commencement day of the
lease to coincide with the café’s opening day. This provision will
provide reasonable opportunity and flexibility for the lessee to fit out
and prepare the premises for operation and not incur lease costs
while the business is not earning revenue.
Public advertising was carried out in accordance with the provisions
of section 3.58(3) of the Local Government Act 1995 with notices
placed in local papers, the West Australian, the Shire’s website and
social media pages. The closing date for submissions is 15
December 2021. At the time of writing this agenda report there were
no submissions received which are provided within the
attachments. Councillors will be updated with any additional
submissions once the public advertising period closes.
It should be noted that the lease is still subject to the completion of
construction of the facility and will not come into effect until the
following remaining matters have been satisfied.
These matters are:


This decision by Council pursuant to section 3.58(3) of the Local
Government Act 1995 to proceed with the transaction, after the
public advertising period and consideration of any public
submissions.
 Final signing, execution, and lodgement of the lease with the
Minister for Lands.
CONSULTATION
 MCG Architects
 Council Solicitors
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STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
Local Government Act 1995 S3.58 – Disposing of Property
Local Government (Functions and General) Regulations 1996
Section 30
3.58.
Disposing of property
(1) In this section —
dispose includes to sell, lease, or otherwise dispose of,
whether absolutely or not;
property includes the whole or any part of the interest of a local
government in property, but does not include money.
(2) Except as stated in this section, a local government can only
dispose of property to —
(a) the highest bidder at public auction; or
(b) the person who at public tender called by the local
government makes what is, in the opinion of the local
government, the most acceptable tender, whether or not it
is the highest tender.
(3) A local government can dispose of property other than
under subsection (2) if, before agreeing to dispose of the
property —
(a) it gives local public notice of the proposed
disposition —
(i) describing the property concerned; and
(ii) giving details of the proposed disposition; and
(iii) inviting submissions to be made to the local
government before a date to be specified in the
notice, being a date not less than 2 weeks after the
notice is first given;
and
(b) it considers any submissions made to it before the date
specified in the notice and, if its decision is made by
the council or a committee, the decision, and the
reasons for it are recorded in the minutes of the
meeting at which the decision was made.
(4) The details of a proposed disposition that are required by
subsection (3)(a)(ii) include —
(a) the names of all other parties concerned; and
(b) the consideration to be received by the local government
for the disposition; and
(c) the market value of the disposition —
(i) as ascertained by a valuation carried out not more than
6 months before the proposed disposition; or
(ii) as declared by a resolution of the local government on
the basis of a valuation carried out more than 6 months
before the proposed disposition that the local
government believes to be a true indication of the value
at the time of the proposed disposition.
(5) This section does not apply to —
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(a) a disposition of an interest in land under the Land
Administration Act 1997 section 189 or 190; or
(b) a disposition of property in the course of carrying on a
trading undertaking as defined in section 3.59; or
(c) anything that the local government provides to a particular
person, for a fee or otherwise, in the performance of a
function that it has under any written law; or
(d) any other disposition that is excluded by regulations from
the application of this section.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The outcomes of this lease and the development of a permanent
commercial venture at the Jurien Bay foreshore is consistent with
Policy 9.13 Jurien Bay Commercial Development Plan.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Revenue associated with this lease has been outlined above.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
Strategic Community Plan - Envision 2029
01 - Infrastructure

The Shire will work cooperatively with
private enterprise and government
agencies to develop and maintain a
dynamic
infrastructure
network
responsive to usage demand that
attracts and retains residents and
businesses.
Priority Outcomes
Our Role
Our communities contain vibrant, To manage and facilitate community
activated public open space and buildings assets that are flexible, vibrant adaptable
with high levels of utilisation and and enjoyable places to occupy
functionality.
employing the principals of placemaking
and design thinking.
Our investments in public assets are Increase activation of our public open
based on responsible and sustainable space and buildings rather than
asset custodianship
increasing
quantity
without
a
demonstrated need.

ATTACHMENTS
Circulated with the agenda is the following item relevant to this
report:
 Draft Lease – Jurien Bay Beach Café (Doc Id SODR1540645505-1317)
(Marked 9.4.1)
VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple Majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
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That Council:
1. After considering public submissions in accordance with
Section 3.58(3) of the Local Government Act
1995, authorise the disposal of property and
approve the proposed lease of the Jurien Bay Foreshore
Pavilion Café between the Shire and Lobster Hut
Hospitality Group Pty Ltd inclusive of the following
material terms:
a. Land: Portion of Crown Reserve 28541, Lot 303 on
Deposited Plan 414324 (Volume LR31731, Folio 254)
situated at Corner of Roberts Street and Heaton Street,
Jurien Bay
b. Premises: Vacant space (230.9m²) consisting of the areas
marked on Annexure A in the lease document as “kiosk
tenancy”, “alfresco dining” and “timber decking”.
c. Initial Term: 5 Years.
d. Further Term Options: 2 further terms of 5 Years.
e. Rent: $56,160 p.a. excluding GST.
f. Rent Review: CPI with Market Rent Review every 3 years.
g. Proposed Business Use: Café / Kiosk for retail sale of
food and beverages.
h. Cleaning: Council’s cleaning contract will continue to
service the ablution facility once daily in the morning.
Lobster Hut Hospitality Group Pty Ltd to carry out
cleaning throughout the opening hours of the Business.
2. Authorise the CEO to finalise lease negotiations which will
include determining the commencement date of the lease
to coincide with the opening date of café to the public.
3. Authorise the CEO to submit the lease to the Minister for
Lands for final approval.
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9.4.2

ENDORSE DRAFT PUBLIC ART AND PERCENT FOR ART
POLICY FOR PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Location:
Applicant:
Folder Path:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Senior Officer:

Shire of Dandaragan
N/A
SODR-437506902-6478
Nil
30 November 2021
Michelle Perkins, Manager Customer and
Community Services
Scott Clayton, Executive Manager Corporate and
Community Services

PROPOSAL
To seek Council approval to release for public comment the draft
Shire of Dandaragan Public Art and Percent for Art Policy for a
period of one month.
BACKGROUND
The drafting of the Shire of Dandaragan’s first Public Art and
Percent for Art Policy was discussed at the 27 August 2020 Council
forum.
This followed a recommendation from the Vibrant
Communities Arts and Culture Plan, adopted by Council in August
2020, to “Adopt [a] Public Art Policy to support co-creation and
commissioning of public art on foreshores, Turquoise Way, DS4A
art trail and all public art installation”. Currently the Shire has no
adopted policy around development and/or support of public art or
a percent for art scheme.
At the August 2021 Ordinary Council Meeting (OCM), Council were
presented with a draft Public Art and Percent for Art Policy after the
public were given the opportunity to view and provide feedback on
the draft policy. At the meeting, the officer recommendation to
“adopt the Public Art and Percent for Art Policy” was not passed.
Council’s preference was that the policy remove the requirement of
private developers to contribute funds toward public art, but instead
encourage and recommend developers participate in a percent for
art component to their developments. Council resolved:
COUNCIL DECISION
Moved Cr Shanhun, seconded Scharf
That Council defer adoption of the Public Art and Percent for Art
Policy to enable further consideration, by staff and Council, of
issues raised through the public consultation process.
CARRIED 7 / 0
COMMENT
Currently, the approach by the Shire for art projects has been
predominantly community-driven with no clear thematic or strategic
direction on the surrounding environment or site, and although Shire
officers have developed procedures to review any submissions, the
Officer recommends a more strategic approach to art project
support, development, and funding throughout the Shire.
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Subsequent to the August 2021 OCM resolution, which related to
Council’s concerns that a developer-contribution to the percent for
art policy would be a detriment to development in the Shire and
would produce a barrier to the Shire being seen as an attractive
place for new industries and commercial developments, changes to
the draft policy from the original version include:


Change from the percent for art contribution for new private
developments being a requirement, to being a non-mandatory
recommendation
 Change to two streams of funding allocation by the Shire of
Dandaragan, being:
1. Addition of a commitment to allocate 1% of the gross yield of
budgeted rates income to the Shire of Dandaragan Public Arts
Fund (Percent for Public Art) to be expended in accordance
with this policy rather than contributions from private
developers. An indicative figure for this Shire contribution
would be approximately $65,000 annually: and,
2. the allocation of funds for public arts to be included within each
Shire of Dandaragan public building, urban planning, or urban
landscape project as a percentage of capital cost for projects
of $500,000 or more. One per cent for public art will be applied
to urban planning, public open space and public building
projects
involving
either
new
developments
or
redevelopments.
 Requirement for all artworks with a value of over $10,000 to be
endorsed by Council prior to selection.
Funding stream 1 mentioned above, would be considered annually
during budget deliberations and placed in a Shire of Dandaragan
Public Arts Fund (percent for public art) reserve account at the start
of each financial year. Any unspent funds will remain in the Reserve
for the purposes of future public art projects.
Given the significant changes to the draft policy, it is the officer’s
recommendation that the public is given an opportunity to provide
further feedback prior to adoption of the policy.
CONSULTATION
A comprehensive community consultation phase was held during
the development of the Vibrant Communities Arts and Culture Plan
which highlighted the need for a public art policy.
In April / May 2021, a draft Public Art and Percent for Art Policy was
advertised to the public for a period of 25 days, prior to being
presented to Council for consideration. A schedule of submissions
was presented to Council at the 26 August 2021 Ordinary Council
Meeting which contained 9 submissions from individuals and
community organisations from around the Shire.
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It is recommended that the edited draft Public Art and Percent for
Art Policy be advertised for public comment prior to being
considered for adoption at a future Ordinary Council meeting.
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
Local Government Act 1995 S6.11 - Reserve Accounts
6.11. Reserve accounts
(1) Subject to subsection (5), where a local government
wishes to set aside money for use for a purpose in a
future financial year, it is to establish and maintain a
reserve account for each such purpose.
(2) Subject to subsection (3), before a local government —
(a) changes* the purpose of a reserve account; or
(b) uses* the money in a reserve account for another
purpose, it must give one month’s local public notice
of the proposed change of purpose or proposed use.
* Absolute majority required.
(3) A local government is not required to give local public
notice under subsection (2) —
(a) where the change of purpose or of proposed use of
money has been disclosed in the annual budget of
the local government for that financial year; or
(b) in such other circumstances as are prescribed.
(4) A change of purpose of, or use of money in, a reserve
account is to be disclosed in the annual financial report
for the year in which the change occurs.
(5) Regulations may prescribe the circumstances and the
manner in which a local government may set aside
money for use for a purpose in a future financial year
without the requirement to establish and maintain a
reserve account.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
This item recommends the advertising of a draft policy.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are financial implications if the Shire adopts the Public Art
and Percent for Art Policy in relation to promotion and advertising
of the draft policy.
The policy commits to an allocation of funds for public art of 1% of
the value of any future capital project where the capital cost is
$500,000 or more.
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In addition, the Shire will allocate 1% of the gross yield of budgeted
rates income (indicative contribution is $65,000 per year) to the
Shire of Dandaragan Public Arts Fund (Percent for Public Art) to be
expended in accordance with this policy if adopted at a future OCM.
This policy does not, by default, apply to capital transport
infrastructure assets, unless determined otherwise by Council.
At annual budget deliberations, to ensure a balanced budget and
avoid a reduction in services in other areas, Council would need to
consider funding the increased costs as a result of this policy with a
1% increase in rates, to fund the 1% of proposed rateable income
allocation to public arts.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
Strategic Community Plan – Envision 2029
04 Community

Priority Outcomes
A Shire built on the strengths of
community spirit and resilient, connected
communities.

The Shire’s resident population will be the fastest
growing population in the region supported by
increased community recreation and cultural
opportunities and access to key liveability factors
such as health and wellbeing services and
educational opportunities.
Our roles
Recognise the value of creative and cultural arts
and support its continued growth in our
communities.

ATTACHMENTS
Circulated with the agenda are the following items relevant to this
report:
 Shire of Dandaragan Draft Public Art and Percent for Art Policy
(Doc Id: SODR-437506902-6812)
 Vibrant Communities Arts and Culture Plan (Doc Id: SODR437506902-6820)
(Marked 9.4.2)
VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple Majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council endorse the draft Public Art and Percent for Art
Policy for public advertising and consultation.
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9.5 COUNCILLOR INFORMATION BULLETIN
9.5.1

SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN – NOVEMBER COUNCIL STATUS
REPORT
Document ID: [SODR-1739978813-4352]

Attached to the agenda is a copy of the Shire’s status report from
the Council Meeting held Thursday 25 November 2021. (Marked
9.5.1)
9.5.2

SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN
NOVEMBER 2021

–

BUILDING

STATISTICS

–

Document ID: [SODR-2045798944-423]

Attached to the agenda is a copy of the Shire of Dandaragan
Building Statistics for November 2021. (Marked 9.5.2)
9.5.3

SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN – PLANNING STATISTICS –
NOVEMBER 2021
Document ID: [SODR-2045798944-424]

Attached to the agenda is a copy of the Shire of Dandaragan
Planning Statistics for November 2021. (Marked 9.5.3)
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11
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12

ELECTED MEMBERS MOTIONS OF WHICH PREVIOUS NOTICE HAS BEEN
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SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN
FINANCIAL ACTIVITY STATEMENT by Department
as at 30 November 2021

Leg.

Budget
2021/2022

Note
$

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Adjusted net current assets at start of financial year - surplus/(deficit)

FMR34(2)(a)

Budgeted deficiency before general rates
Estimated amount to be raised from general rates
Adjusted net current assets at end of financial year - surplus/(deficit)
Budget adjustment - Provisions
Budget Surplus / (Deficiency)

FMR32(f)

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
FMR = Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996

3

1,409,809

1,409,809

2,285
562,279
365,954
24,572
0
1,046,155
228,493
303,908
93,905
129,944
2,757,496

95%
111%
101%
170%
100%
101%
99%
112%
111%
239%

(632,696)
(220,674)
(1,472,914)
(357,450)
(122,643)
(2,295,672)
(3,439,818)
(5,671,766)
(789,288)
(646,728)
(15,649,649)

(206,790)
(81,886)
(526,642)
(128,742)
(35,280)
(848,983)
(1,345,033)
(2,359,826)
(289,252)
(244,441)
(6,066,874)

(211,801)
(77,964)
(473,066)
(116,257)
(34,392)
(843,916)
(1,350,652)
(2,440,830)
(281,321)
(223,182)
(6,053,382)

102%
95%
90%
90%
97%
99%
100%
103%
97%
91%

5,805,209
(4,519,061)

2,415,235
328,427

2,387,312
501,235

10
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

6,280,449
404,900
(2,815,185)
(258,048)
(1,246,500)
(5,832,756)
(1,284,628)
(1,246,620)
0
(5,998,388)

343,775
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(3,775,711)
(3,431,936)

354,554
267,182
0
(11,419)
(506,433)
0
0
0
(2,635,065)
(2,531,181)

4
4
4
4
4

2,393,000
(193,266)
(35,100)
45,032
35,100
(32,716)
(180,933)
(1,233,428)
(3,264,545)

2,393,000
(58,029)
0
20,586
0
(13,919)
0
(0)
(2,341,638)

2,393,000
(58,029)
(35,100)
20,586
0
(14,569)
(2,108)
(0)
(2,303,780)

(7,252,905)
6,607,075
(645,830)

(761,871)
6,605,356
5,843,485

273,834
6,613,793
6,887,628

645,830
0

645,830
6,489,315

8
8

FMR34(2)(a)

Variance

$

2,408
507,929
364,009
14,490
0
1,039,828
231,422
271,063
84,799
54,309
2,570,257

Non-cash amounts excluded from operating activities
Amount attributable to operating activities

FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds from new borrowings
Repayment of borrowings
Payment of self supporting loan to community group
Self-supporting loan principal income
Community group cash advance principal income
Payment of right of use lease
Transfer to reserves
Transfer from reserves
Amount attributable to financing activities

Actual
2021/2022

10,876
1,001,030
415,592
14,690
20,000
1,265,337
451,912
327,522
245,147
136,028
3,888,134

Expenditure from operating activities
Governance
General purpose funding
Law, order & public safety
Health
Education & welfare
Community amenities
Recreation and culture
Transport
Economic services
Other property and services

INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Non-operating grants, subsidies and contributions
Proceeds from disposal of assets
Purchase land and buildings
Purchase furniture and equipment
Purchase plant and equipment
Purchase infrastructure assets - roads
Purchase infrastructure assets - parks & reserves
Purchase infrastructure assets - other
Purchases - Works in Progress (Not Capitalised)
Amount attributable to investing activities

$
1,437,244

Revenue from operating activities (excluding rates)
Governance
General purpose funding
Law, order & public safety
Health
Education & welfare
Community amenities
Recreation and culture
Transport
Economic services
Other property and services

Y-T-D Budget
2021/2022

6
5

SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
as at 30 November 2021

Description

Note

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade receivables
Other financial assets at amortised cost
Other current assets
Inventories
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

7

for the year
ended 30
June 2021

for the period
ending 30
November
2021

$

$

6,966,878
2,006,940
45,032
406
25,612
9,044,868

12,887,166
1,539,968
59,546
0
28,004
14,514,684

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Other financial assets at amortised cost
Trade receivables
Land
Buildings and improvements
Furniture and equipment
Plant and equipment
Right of use assets
Infrastructure
TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS

170,153
56,707
2,884,000
28,911,064
880,587
3,029,675
48,951
251,487,602
287,468,739

170,153
0
2,869,000
28,356,608
838,721
3,224,103
90,882
252,472,778
288,022,245

TOTAL ASSETS

296,513,607

302,536,929

(1,146,643)
(754,587)
(21,007)
(120,957)
(661,460)
(2,704,654)

(702,386)
(1,317,041)
(18,149)
(133,014)
(518,639)
(2,689,228)

(28,612)
(81,127)
(99,814)
0
(209,553)

(71,984)
(2,404,041)
(99,814)
0
(2,575,839)

TOTAL LIABILITIES

(2,914,207)

(5,265,068)

TOTAL NET ASSETS

293,599,400

297,271,861

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade and other payables
Contract liabilities
Lease liabilities
Borrowings
Employee related provisions
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Lease liabilities
Borrowings
Employee related provisions
Other provisions
TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILTIES

EQUITY
Retained earnings
Reserves - cash backed
Revaluation surplus
TOTAL EQUITY

8

(199,925,038) (203,595,391)
(5,027,337)
(5,029,445)
(88,647,025) (88,647,025)
293,599,400 297,271,861

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN
STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME by Nature or Type
as at 30 November 2021
Y-T-D
Budget
2021/2022

Budget
2021/2022

Note
$
Revenue
Rates
Operating grants, subsidies and contributions
Fees and charges
Interest earnings
Other revenue

$

6

Expenses
Employee costs
Materials and contracts
Utilities
Insurance
Other expenses
Depreciation

Borrowing costs expense
Grants & Subsidies (towards non-operating activities)
Fair Value adjustment through profit and loss
Profit / Loss on Disposal of Assets
Net result

$

6,607,075
1,350,599
2,319,775
53,420
78,813
10,409,682

6,605,356
761,004
1,743,531
22,675
28,047
9,160,614

6,613,793
873,348
1,739,897
21,827
30,693
9,279,559

(4,128,559)
(4,172,337)
(392,847)
(326,554)
(710,830)
(5,832,564)
(15,563,690)
(5,154,008)

(1,548,764)
(1,356,831)
(163,686)
(326,054)
(237,664)
(2,430,235)
(6,063,234)
3,097,380

(1,498,512)
(1,383,914)
(145,621)
(352,429)
(249,272)
(2,422,336)
(6,052,083)
3,227,475

(27,786)
6,280,449
0
27,355
1,126,010

(3,640)
343,775
0
15,000
3,452,515

(1,298)
354,554
0
91,730
3,672,461

0
0

0
0

0
0

1,126,010

3,452,515

3,672,461

4

3

Other comprehensive income
Changes on revaluation of non-current assets
Total other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income
This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes
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Actual
2021/2022

SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN
STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME by Department
as at 30 November 2021
Y-T-D
Budget
2021/2022

Budget
2021/2022

Note
$
Governance
General purpose funding
Law, order & public safety
Health
Education & welfare
Community amenities
Recreation and culture
Transport
Economic services
Other property and services

Expenses excluding finance costs
Governance
General purpose funding
Law, order & public safety
Health
Education & welfare
Community amenities
Recreation and culture
Transport
Economic services
Other property and services

Finance costs
Governance
Education & welfare
Recreation and culture
Transport
Economic services
Other property and services
Non- operating grants and subsidies
Health
Recreation and culture
Transport

Profit / (loss) on asset disposal
Governance
Law, order & public safety
Community amenities
Recreation and culture
Transport
Other property and services

Net result
Other comprehensive income
Changes on revaluation of non-current assets
Total other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income
This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes
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Actual
2021/2022

$

$

5,625
7,608,105
401,592
14,690
20,000
1,265,337
451,912
290,833
245,147
106,441

2,408
7,113,285
364,009
14,490
0
1,039,828
231,422
271,063
84,799
39,309

2,277
7,176,072
358,772
24,572
0
1,046,155
228,474
303,891
93,905
45,439

10,409,682

9,160,614

9,279,559

(628,742)
(220,674)
(1,472,914)
(357,450)
(117,835)
(2,289,672)
(3,438,625)
(5,639,675)
(789,288)
(608,816)
(15,563,690)
(5,154,008)

(204,358)
(81,886)
(526,642)
(128,742)
(35,280)
(848,983)
(1,344,278)
(2,359,826)
(289,252)
(243,988)
(6,063,234)
3,097,380

(211,006)
(77,964)
(473,066)
(116,257)
(34,392)
(843,916)
(1,350,275)
(2,440,777)
(281,311)
(223,119)
(6,052,083)
3,227,475

(3,954)
(4,808)
(1,193)
0
0
(17,831)
(27,786)

(2,431)
0
(755)
0
0
(454)
(3,640)

(795)
0
(377)
(53)
(11)
(63)
(1,298)

2,000
577,937
5,700,512
6,280,449

0
92,210
251,566
343,775

0
88,185
266,369
354,554

5,251
14,000
(6,000)
0
4,598
9,506
27,355

0
0
0
0
0
15,000
15,000

8
7,182
0
19
16
84,505
91,730

1,126,010

3,452,515

3,672,461

0
0

0
0

0
0

1,126,010

3,452,515

3,672,461

SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
as at 30 November 2021

Note

Balance as at 30 June 2021

Retained
Surplus

Reserves
Cash
Backed

Revaluation
Surplus

Total
Equity

$

$

$

$

199,925,038

5,027,337

88,647,025

293,599,400

Comprehensive Income
Net result

3,672,461

0

0

3,672,461

Changes on revaluation of non-current assets
Total comprehensive income

0
3,672,461

0
0

0
0

0
3,672,461

(2,108)

2,108

0

0

203,595,391

5,029,445

88,647,025

297,271,861

Transfers from/(to) reserves

Balance as at 30 November 2021

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE MONTHLY STATEMENTS
as at 30 November 2021

2 DETAILED ACQUISITION

Description

Schedule

Jurien Bay Administration Centre-External Painting
Reception Foyer Refurbishment
PURCH Large SUV/4WD
PURCH Large SUV/4WD
PURCH Utility
Generator - Wellness carryover
Dandaragan House (GROH)
Tip Fence - Other - NewSLKFamily Resource Centre-Replace A/C Unit
Badgingarra Toilet-New inverted leachdrain
Cervantes CBD Toilet-Paint
Power Connection to JB Tip - Other - NewSLKPURCH Large SUV
Foreshore Path - Other - RenewalSLKDand.Streetscape - Lanscaping
Jurien Irrigation Project - carryover
Foreshore Power Upgrade
Collinson Foot Bridge - Other - RenewalSLKFshore landscaping various
Fshore shelter, seating, bbq clad.
Bball Court Foreshore
Dand. BMX Pump carryover
Dand. Public Art carryover
JB Youth Precinct carryover
TWP Hill River Bridge
BBQ Gas modification Sandy Cape
Tank modification Sandy Cape
COVID Community Building Program
Ablution Pavillion carryover
CCRC-Main roof replacement
CCRC-Accoustics
BCC-Paving
Building Renewal Backlog
Fshore Playground carryover
Civic Centre Fit-Out CarryOver
JSRC Playground Replacement
Turquoise Way - Other - RenewalSLK0-1.35
JB Footpaths - Other - NewSLKCervantes Footpaths - Other - NewSLKTWP Realign (Coastwest)
Beachridge Swales - Other - NewSLKTurquoise Way - Other - NewSLKCCC Carpark - Other - RenewalSLKTaxiways
PURCH 6Wheel Prime Mover
PURCH Grader 12H Equiv.
PURCH Pedestrian Roller
PURCH Pedestrian Roller Trailer
PURCH Sign Trailer
Gillingarra Road - Gravel ResheetSLK0-4
Marchagee Track - Gravel ResheetSLK4-8
Waddi Road - Gravel ResheetSLK4-6.5
Wolba Road - Gravel ResheetSLK0-4
Mckays Road - Gravel ResheetSLK3-4.6
Capitela Road - Gravel ResheetSLK1-3
Lesueur Drive - ReconstructionSLK0-1
Vine Cottage Lane - Gravel ResheetSLK0-1.3
NorthWest Road - SealingSLK25-26.7
Rowes Road - SealingSLK4-7

Governance
Governance
Governance
Governance
Law Order & Public Safety
Health
Education & Welfare
Community Amenities
Community Amenities
Community Amenities
Community Amenities
Community Amenities
Community Amenities
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport

Land & Buildings
$

Total
2021/2022
Actual
0
480
0
0
59,754
0
442,578
0
0
0
2,203
0
52,061
28,469
1,345
556
18,837
0
77,824
11,718
25,643
68,250
0
17,542
0
0
0
0
17,904
54,545
9,480
0
38,455
233,231
983
35
207,244
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
364,500
0
0
0
0
0
6,740
73,273
0
0
0
0
0
0

2021/2022
Budget
50,000
235,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
7,000
643,000
30,000
13,500
10,000
5,000
57,549
60,000
40,000
5,920
271,628
800,000
20,000
75,000
78,000
30,000
63,400
23,190
20,000
74,915
8,970
7,525
5,000
1,281,685
65,000
20,000
12,000
200,000
128,012
12,135
100,000
202,500
105,000
60,000
119,440
30,000
150,000
55,131
185,000
290,000
385,000
25,000
10,000
20,000
143,483
138,438
118,501
148,702
64,375
87,788
50,078
36,976
50,000
50,000

2021/2022
Actual
480

Plant & Equipment
$

2021/2022
Budget
50,000
235,000

2021/2022
Actual

59,754
442,578

643,000

2,203

13,500
10,000
5,000

2021/2022
Budget

Furniture & Equipment
$
2021/2022
Actual

2021/2022
Budget

Parks & Reserves
$
2021/2022
Actual

2021/2022
Budget

Roads
$
2021/2022
Actual

Other
$

2021/2022
Budget

2021/2022
Actual

2021/2022
Budget

60,000
60,000
60,000
7,000
30,000

57,549
52,061

60,000
28,469
1,345
556
18,837

5,920
271,628
800,000

77,824
11,718
25,643

75,000
78,000
30,000

40,000

20,000

68,250
17,542

17,904
54,545
9,480
38,455

63,400
23,190
20,000
74,915
8,970
7,525

5,000
1,281,685
65,000
20,000
12,000
200,000
233,231
983
35

128,012
12,135
100,000
207,244

202,500
105,000
60,000
119,440

30,000
150,000
55,131
185,000
364,500

290,000
385,000
25,000
10,000
20,000

6,740
73,273

8

143,483
138,438
118,501
148,702
64,375
87,788
50,078
36,976
50,000
50,000

Bluewater Drive - SealingSLK0-0.1
Passmore Close - SealingSLK0-0.18
Toledo Street - SealingSLK0-0.15
Green Street - SealingSLK0-0.15
Aquilla Street - SealingSLK0-0.15
Castilla Way - SealingSLK0-0.1
Sierra Court - SealingSLK0-0.05
Watheroo West Road - Other - NewSLK10.74-39.26
Watheroo West Road - Other - NewSLK0-8.11
Jurien East Road - ReconstructionSLK23.85-31
Cataby Road - ReconstructionSLK3-6
Cataby Road - SealingSLK0-6
Dandaragan Road - ReconstructionSLK55.35-58.85
Roberts Street carryover
PURCH MetroCount VT5900 Plus
Dandaragan Road - ReconstructionSLK0.3-0.73
Dandaragan Road - ReconstructionSLK4.95-7
Rowes Road - ReconstructionSLK25.5-26
Dest.Market. Shire Entry Signs
House 16 Lot 234 York Street-External painting
House 16 Lot 234 York Street-Replace doors
Depot Building - Other - NewSLKPURCH Multi Roller
PURCH Large SUV/4WD
PURCH Spray Unit
PURCH Verti-Mower
PURCH Convert PTC023

Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Economic Services
Other Property & Services
Other Property & Services
Other Property & Services
Other Property & Services
Other Property & Services
Other Property & Services
Other Property & Services
Other Property & Services
Total

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
799,872
52,557
15,150
29,125
399,864
11,419
0
0
0
310
0
0
851
0
0
0
22,610
7,508

35,600
80,000
55,000
65,000
135,000
55,000
35,000
85,664
24,330
2,100,000
554,385
192,000
512,870
251,566
17,901
287,000
360,000
116,000
24,000
10,000
15,000
250,000
165,000
60,000
10,000
25,000
9,500

3,152,916

12,689,657

799,872
52,557
15,150
29,125
399,864
11,419

35,600
80,000
55,000
65,000
135,000
55,000
35,000
85,664
24,330
2,100,000
554,385
192,000
512,870
251,566

17,901
287,000
360,000
116,000

851

123,439

310

24,000

321,815

1,246,620

10,000
15,000
250,000

1,887,185

22,610
7,508

165,000
60,000
10,000
25,000
9,500

506,433

1,059,500

CAPITALISED
WIP
TOTAL

9

517,852
2,635,065
3,152,916

245,667

258,048

135,923

1,290,548

1,376,581

5,832,756

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE MONTHLY STATEMENTS
as at 30 November 2021

3 ASSET DISPOSAL AND CHANGEOVER

Proceeds from Sale
Description
Other Property and Services
2012 Caterpillar 12M Motor Grader
Wacker Pedestrian Roller
Ammann AP 240 Pneumatic Tyred Roller - DN7556
Iveco Powerstar Prime Mover - DN009
DN053 - ICV Nissan Patrol
2014 Colorado T/Top - DN015
2014 Colorado T/Top - DN024
2017 Ford Everest SUV 4WD - DN001
2018 Toyota Fortuner DN002
2018 Toyota Prado - DN000
2018 Ford Everest - DN004
2015 Ford Ranger - 1GON796
Vermeer BC700XL2VP Wood Chipper - 1TQP356
Metrocount
Land & Building
Land Lot 13 Dandargan Road FA2510
Residence Lot 13 Dandaragan Road FA2464

2021/2022
Actual
$
124000

18181.82

$
135,000
500
15,000
35,000
8,500
8,000
8,000
34,000
31,000
48,000
45,000
28,000
7,500
1,400

Cost of Replacement
2021/2022
Actual

Net Cost for Change Over
2021/2022
Actual

2021/2022
Budget

2021/2022
Actual

$

$

$

$

385,000
35,000
165,000
290,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
17,901

240,500

250,000
34,500
150,000
255,000
(8,500)
(8,000)
(8,000)
26,000
29,000
12,000
15,000
32,000
(7,500)
16,501

$
364,500

18,182

20,000
105,000
404,900

Proceeds from Sale

Written Down Value

2021/2022
Budget

20000
105000
267,182

Right of Use Asset

2021/2022
Budget

364,500

1,192,901

Cost of Replacement

383,682

77,087

11,000

2021/2022
Budget
$
100,211
67,091
17,106
1,913
40,000

Net Cost for Change Over

2021/2022
Budget

$

$
46,913

7,182

32,369
46,855
40,894
14,000
17,106
15,000
72,408

788,001

Profit/(Loss) on Disposal
2021/2022
Actual

175,495

(1,369)
1,145
4,106
14,000
(9,606)
1,400
5,000
32,592

377,545

Written Down Value

91,687

91,730

10

27,355

Profit/(Loss) on Disposal
43

Waterlogic Lease

34,789
500
15,000
(32,091)
8,500
(9,106)
6,087
(6,000)

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE MONTHLY STATEMENTS
as at 30 November 2021

4 INFORMATION ON BORROWINGS
(a) Borrowing repayments
Movement in borrowings and interest between the beginning and the end of the current financial year.

Outstanding

New
loans
2021/2022
2021/2022
Actual
Budget

1-Jul-21
Governance
Loan 127
Education and Welfare
Loan 136
Recreation and culture
Loan 137
Other property and services
Loan 138

Self Supporting Loans
Recreation and culture
Loan 130
Loan 133
Loan 134
Loan 135

75,925

Interest
repayments
2021/2022
2021/2022
Actual
Budget

0

0

643,000

643,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

0
75,925

250,000
2,393,000

250,000
2,393,000

0
2,107

1,869
24,699

24,668
36,583
19,835
45,072
126,158

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

609
454

918
864
250
276
2,308

12,184
3,459

202,083

2,393,000

2,393,000

2,107

0

35,100
35,100

35,100
35,100

0

Cash Advance Repayment
Other property and services
Chamber of Commerce

2,107

Principal
repayments
2021/2022
2021/2022
Actual
Budget

146

All borrowing repayments, other than self supporting loans, will be financed by general purpose revenue.
The self supporting loan(s) repayment will be fully reimbursed.
The self supporting loan(s) repayment will be fully reimbursed.
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3,175

37,443

Outstanding

for the year
ending 30 June

75,925

0

4,808

29,926

613,074

14,847

30,748

1,469,252

11,635
148,234

238,365
2,320,691

4,944
20,586

24,668
6,961
3,500
9,903
45,032

0
29,622
16,335
35,169
81,126

27,007

58,029

193,266

2,401,817

0

0

35,100
35,100

35,100
35,100

37,443

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE MONTHLY STATEMENTS
as at 30 November 2021

5. NET CURRENT ASSETS
Note

2021

2022

$

$

Composition of estimated net current assets
Current assets
Cash - unrestricted
Cash - restricted reserves
Receivables
Inventories

8

Less: current liabilities
Trade, other payables and provisions
Long term borrowings

1,939,541 7,857,721
5,027,337 5,029,445
2,052,378 1,599,514
25,612
28,004
9,044,868 14,514,684

(2,583,697) (2,556,215)
(120,957) (133,014)
(2,704,654) (2,689,228)

Unadjusted net current assets

6,340,214 11,825,456

Adjustments
Less: Cash - restricted reserves
Less: Loans recievable - clubs/institutions
Add: Right of use lease liability
Add: Current portion of borrowings
Adjusted net current assets - surplus/(deficit)
Budget Adjustment
Add: Provisions
Budget surplus/(deficit)

8

(5,027,337) (5,029,445)
(45,032)
(59,546)
21,007
18,149
120,957
133,014
1,409,809 6,887,628

661,460
2,071,269

518,639
7,406,267

Reason for Adjustments
The differences between the net current assets at the end of each financial year in the rate setting
statement and adjusted net current assets detailed above arise from amounts which have been excluded
when calculating the budget deficiency in accordance with Local Government
(Financial Management) Regulation 32 as movements for these items have been funded within
the budget estimates. These differences are disclosed as adjustments above.
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6 RATES AND SERVICE CHARGES
(a) Rating Information

RATE TYPE

Number of
properties

Rate in
$

General rate
Gross rental valuations
GRV - General

8.3362

Unimproved valuations
UV - General

0.6638

Rateable
value

rate
revenue

$

$

Budget 2021/2022
interim
back
rates
rates
$

$

1,898

31,764,066

2,669,155

0

0

total
revenue

rate
revenue

$

$

2,669,155

2,669,961

Actual 2021/2022
interim
back
rates
rates

total
revenue
$

2,669,961

358

405,363,396

2,826,265

0

2,826,265

2,826,265

765

2,827,030

2,256

437,127,462

5,495,420

0

0

5,495,420

5,496,227

765

5,496,991

985
744

976
31

5,330,901
118,252

961,360
23,064

0
0

0
0

961,360
23,064

961,360
22,320

961,360
22,320

930
744

88
388

1,789,977
32,270,700

81,840
288,672

0
0

0
0

81,840
288,672

81,840
289,416

81,840
289,416

1,483

39,509,830

1,354,936

0

0

1,354,936

1,354,936

1,354,936

3,739

476,637,292

6,850,356

0

0

6,850,356
(245,000)

6,851,163

6,851,927
(238,134)

Sub-Totals
Minimum
Minimum payment
Gross rental valuations
GRV - General
GRV - Lesser (Dandaragan & Badgingarra)
Unimproved valuations
UV - Mining
UV - Lesser
Sub-Totals

$

Discount refer (note 1 (c))
Total amount raised from general rates
Ex Gratia Rates
Total rates
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6,605,356
1,719

6,613,793
0

6,607,075

6,613,793

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE MONTHLY STATEMENTS
as at 30 November 2021

30 days
$
(169.82)

60 days
$
3,515.37

21/22

Sundry Debtors

Receivables General

Current
$
57,187.06

Total Receivables General Outstanding

90 + days
$
43,330.54

1/06/2022

399,437
95.08

1/05/2022

1,224,089
85.57

20/21

1/04/2022

Net Rates Collectable
% Collected

-

9,000,000.00
8,000,000.00
7,000,000.00
6,000,000.00
5,000,000.00
4,000,000.00
3,000,000.00
2,000,000.00
1,000,000.00
0.00

30-Jun-21
352,891
7,763,596
7,717,051
399,437

1/03/2022

Equals Current Outstanding

YTD
399,437
8,083,544
7,258,891 1,224,089

Opening Arrears Previous Years
Levied this Year
Less Collections to date

1/02/2022

Rates Outstanding

1/01/2022

1,224,089
103,863
(0)
1,327,952

1/12/2021

352,891
428,031
(0)
498,715

1/11/2021

7,857,721
5,029,445
12,887,166

1/10/2021

1,653,919
5,821,414
7,475,333

1/09/2021

Receivables
Rates outstanding
Sundry debtors
GST receivable

$

1/08/2021

8

2022

$

1/07/2021

Cash And Cash Equivalents
Unrestricted
Restricted

2021

1/06/2021

Note

7 CASH, INVESTMENTS & RECEIVABLES

Accounts Recievable (nonRates)
90 + days $
42%

103,863.15

Current $
55%

Amounts shown above include GST (where applicable)
60 days $
3%

14

30 days $
0%

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE MONTHLY STATEMENTS
as at 30 November 2021

8 CASH BACKED RESERVES
(a) Cash Backed Reserves - Movement

Plant Reserve
Building Renewal Reserve
Rubbish Reserve
Community Centre Reserve
Television Services Reserve
Information Technology Reserve Reserve
Land Development Reserve
Parking Requirements (Lot 1154 Sandpiper Street) Reserve
Parks and Recreation Grounds Development (Seagate) Reserve
Sport and Recreation Reserve
Landscaping Reserve
Aerodrome Reserve
Public Open Space Renewal Reserve
Infrastructure Renewal Reserve
Public Open Space Construction Reserve
Infrastructure Construction Reserve
Building Construction Reserve
Leave Reserve
Economic Development Initiatives Reserve
Turquoise Way Path Reserve
Cash in lieu of landscaping – Lot 1146 Sandpiper Street Reserve

15

Opening
Balance

Transfer to
(to)

Transfer
(from)

$

$

$

255,578
656,958
499,507
395,291
98,182
57,282
70,989
11,458
353,053
163,437
2,659
152,218
454,639
710,752
9,428
55,604
116,730
261,411
647,650
52,006
2,506

106
275
198
173
41
24
29
5
146
68
1
63
188
294
4
23
48
130
268
22
1

5,027,337

2,108

In Use
Closing
Adjustment Balance
$

255,684
657,234
499,704
395,464
98,222
57,306
71,019
11,463
353,200
163,505
2,660
152,281
454,827
711,047
9,432
55,627
116,778
261,541
647,918
52,027
2,507
0

0 5,029,445

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE MONTHLY STATEMENTS
as at 30 November 2021

9 TRUST FUNDS
Funds held at balance date over which the local government has no control and which are not included in
the financial statements are as follows:
Trust Fund
Balance

Detail
Cash In Lieu POS - L9000 Valencia

Movements

30-Jun-21

Inwards

$

$

Balance
as at 30
November
2021

Outwards

$

200,277
200,277

16

200,277
0

0

200,277

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE MONTHLY STATEMENTS
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10 GRANTS & CONTRIBUTIONS

Program / Details
Operating
Other General Purpose Income
Grants Commission - General
Grants Commission - Roads
Fire Prevention
ESL Operating Grant
Swimming Areas and Beaches
CHRMAP
Streets Roads Bridges Depots Maint
MRWA Direct Grant
Street Light Subsidy

Grant Provider

In Advance
payments

Budget 2021/22

WALGGS
WALGGS

325,536
593,774

FESA

MRWA
-

Non-Operating
Other Health
Generator - Practice contribution
Other Recreation and Sport
Badgingarra Cricket Nets BCA contribution
JB Youth Precinct
Dand. Landscaping/fence etc
JB Picnic Area
Faunt. Power Upgrade
Dand. BMX Pump
Dand. Public Art
JB Playground
Badgingarra Cricket Nets
Other Recreation and Sport
Local Roads and Comm Inf

195,820
324,275

Recoup Status
Revenue/
Expenditure
Liability
$

195,820
324,275

Not Received

129716.00
269499.00

24,804

501

501

24303.50

50,000

25,000

25,000

25000.00

264,605
3,400
1,262,119

264,605

264,605

810,201

784,700

25,501

0.00
3400.00
451,919

-

-

232,207
5,620
1,001
52,519
63,400
23,190
80,000

LotteryWest Grant
Federal Drought
Federal Drought
Federal Drought
Federal Drought
Federal Drought
Federal Drought
CSRFF Grant

5,620
1,001
52,519
63,400
23,190

1,345
1,001
18,837
63,400

1,018,611
100,000

548,673

17,904

RRG
SBS
WSFN
WABN
RTR
Federal Drought

798,025
508,667
2,275,569
82,500
752,091
133,949
58,600

319,210
203,466

-

RAP

92,500
6,280,449

-

37,000
1,646,094

354,554

4,274
0
33,682
23,190
530,768
319,210
203,466
10,000
113,449
16,500
37,000
1,291,540

7,542,568

-

2,456,294

1,139,254

1,317,040

TWP Realign (Coastwest)(herbarium)
Airfields
RAD Grant - Taxiway

Received
$

2,000

LobsterHut Contribution
Streets Roads Bridges Depots Maint
Regional Road Group RRG
SBS Grant
WSFN
WABN
RTR Grant
JB Footpaths

2021/22 Budget
Amendments
$

-

17

10,000
251,567
113,949
16,500

251,567
500

232,207
0
80,000
469,938

478,815
305,201
2,275,569
500,524
20,000
42,100
55,500
4,459,855
4,911,773.36
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11 VARIANCES
Repoting Program
Operating Revenue
Governance
General Purpose Funding
Law, Order & Public Safety
Health
Education and Welfare
Community Ammenities
Recreation and Culture
Transport
Economic Services
Other Property and Services

Var $

Var %

Var

(123)
54,350
1,944
10,082
0
6,327
(2,928)
32,844
9,106
75,636

95%
111%
101%
170%
100%
101%
99%
112%
111%
239%

q
p
p
p
p
p
q
p
p
p

Operating Expenses
Governance
General Purpose Funding
Law, Order & Public Safety
Health
Education and Welfare
Community Ammenities
Recreation and Culture
Transport
Economic Services
Other Property and Services

(5,011)
3,922
53,576
12,485
888
5,067
(5,619)
(81,004)
7,931
21,260

102%
95%
90%
90%
97%
99%
100%
103%
97%
91%

q
p
p
p
p
p
q
q
p
p

Timing / Permanent Explanation of Variance

Permanent

Direct Grants higher than estimated in Budget

Permanent

Income for Third party Services

Permanent

Insurance reimbursement for previous financial years claim

Permanent

Sale of 3517 Dandaragan Rd Land & Building
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Attachment: 9.1.2

Shire of Dandaragan
ACCOUNTS FOR PAYMENT
FOR THE PERIOD ENDING
30 November 2021

SUMMARY OF SCHEDULE OF ACCOUNTS OCTOBER 2021
FUND

AMOUNT

MUNICIPAL FUND
CHEQUES

33822

-

33823

-

EFT

570

GJBDEB

4691

$57,609.53

BPAY

191121

$54,805.80

EFT'S

EFT

562

DIRECT DEBITS

GJBDEB

4657

BPAY

BPAY

121121

-

TOTAL MUNICIPAL FUND

TRUST FUND
CHEQUES

$400.50
$2,042,883.28

$2,155,699.11

-

$0.00

EFT'S

EFT

-

EFT

$0.00

TRANSFER

Trust

-

Muni

$0.00
$0.00

This schedule of accounts to be passed for payment, covering vouchers as detailed above,
which was submitted to each member of Council has been checked and is fully supported by
vouchers and invoices which are submitted herewith and which have been duly certified as
to the receipt of goods and the rendition of services and as to prices, computations, and
costings and the amounts shown the amounts show are due for payment.

Posting Date
1/11/2021
1/11/2021
1/11/2021
1/11/2021
3/11/2021
3/11/2021
8/11/2021
11/11/2021
11/11/2021
15/11/2021
18/11/2021
18/11/2021
18/11/2021
18/11/2021
18/11/2021
18/11/2021
18/11/2021
18/11/2021
18/11/2021
18/11/2021
18/11/2021
18/11/2021
18/11/2021
18/11/2021
18/11/2021
18/11/2021
18/11/2021
18/11/2021
18/11/2021
18/11/2021
20/11/2021
24/11/2021
24/11/2021
25/11/2021
25/11/2021

Document No.
GJBDEB-4659
GJBDEB-4660
GJBDEB-4661
GJBDEB-4662
GJBDEB-4663
GJBDEB-4664
GJBDEB-4665
GJBDEB-4657
GJBDEB-4658
GJBDEB-4668
GJBDEB-4670
GJBDEB-4671
GJBDEB-4672
GJBDEB-4673
GJBDEB-4674
GJBDEB-4675
GJBDEB-4676
GJBDEB-4677
GJBDEB-4678
GJBDEB-4679
GJBDEB-4680
GJBDEB-4681
GJBDEB-4682
GJBDEB-4683
GJBDEB-4684
GJBDEB-4685
GJBDEB-4686
GJBDEB-4687
GJBDEB-4688
GJBDEB-4689
GJBDEB-4669
GJBDEB-4690
GJBDEB-4691
GJBDEB-4666
GJBDEB-4667

Description
ANZ - Bank Charges - Oct 21
BWA - BPay Trans Fee - Oct 21
BWA - Mtnce Fee - Oct 21
BWA - OBB Record Fee - Oct 21
BWA - Merchant Trans. Fee - JB Admin - Oct 21
BWA - Merchant Trans. Fee - TCVC - Oct 21
Refund Trap Deposit - 15638 | 99459
Salary Packaging
SuperChoice - 11/11/21
SecurePay Trans Fee - Oct 21
Wex Fuel Cards - Sept 2021
M/C - JSRC Hire - Seabreeze Sundowner
M/C - Adobe Acrobat Pro Subs - Oct 21
M/C - Adobe Illustrator Subs - Oct 21
M/C - IPWEA Course registration
MC - On-Court Net
M/C - Change over of Plates
M/C - Service PLV253
M/C - Breakfast meeting refreshments
M/C - Refreshments Council Chambers
M/C - Council Dinner
M/C - Councillor Induction Lunch
M/C - Meals - WDC meeting
M/C - Leaving Gift Voucher
M/C - Lawn Seed Church verge
M/C - Celebratory Ribbon
M/C - Refreshments - Leaving function
M/C - Dining- Leaving function
M/C - Service PLV254
M/C - Accommodation - Staff Training
Wex Fuel Cards - Oct 2021
Australia Post fees Oct 21
Australia Post Fees Oct 21
Salary Packaging
SuperChoice - 25/11/21

Amount
$
425.79
$
294.40
$
20.00
$
21.50
$
255.46
$
72.81
$
100.00
$
2,341.76
$
20,906.66
$
10.87
$
1,288.73
$
200.00
$
21.99
$
343.07
$
507.50
$
109.94
$
30.50
$
748.00
$
32.00
$
151.00
$
845.50
$
67.60
$
111.80
$
200.00
$
29.45
$
30.00
$
115.00
$
324.15
$
1,123.30
$
845.00
$
2,099.81
$
155.00
$
106.45
$
2,341.76
$
21,332.73
$

57,609.53

Date
23/11/2021

23/11/2021

Cheque Number Vendor
33822

33823

V82531 - PLEASE PAY CASH

V82531 - PLEASE PAY CASH

Invoice Number

Details

Redraw O/Banked VIS 1009/1017

Redraw overbanked VIS01009 & VIS01017

JB ADMIN NOV 21

Amount
$

85.45

Total V82531

$

85.45

Total 33822

$

85.45

Jurien Admin Petty Cash Recoup Nov 21

315.05

Total V82531

$

315.05

Total 33823

$

315.05

Grand Total - Cheque

$

400.50

Date

BPAY Number

12/11/2021

BPAY121121

Vendor

Invoice Number

Description

Amount

7863675800/OCT21

JB Shared office data Oct21

9,367.25

Total V80818

9,367.25

V80818 - Telstra Corporation

V81671 - Water Corporation
9011461671/OCT21

Jurien Admin Centre 1/9-31/10/21

652.37

9009758951/OCT21

4 Pinetree Cct Jurien Bay 1/9-31/10/21

169.01

9007271154/OCT21

2 Yorks St Jurien Bay 1/9-31/10/21

9007269986/OCT21

Family Resource Centre 1/9-31/10/21
Total V81671
Total BPAY121121

19/11/2021

BPAY191121

44.95
329.08
1,195.41
10,562.66

V80818 - Telstra Corporation
7863675800/OCT21A

JB Shared office data Oct21

2503689339/NOV21

Library usage to 01/11/21

2175531868/NOV21

Fuel system 02/11/21-01/12/21

2175531686/NOV21

Mobile usage to 01/11/21

9,367.25
185.02
29.98
882.95

Total V80818

10,465.20

Provision for Long Service Leave

25,998.72

Total V80967

25,998.72

V80967 - City Of Busselton
22498
V81671 - Water Corporation
9022157720/NOV21

Jurien Ezy Dump 16/8-26/10/21

398.43

9009758951/NOV21

306 Pintree Cct 19/8-29/10/21

267.54

9007275681/NOV21

Memorial Pk 17/8-26/10/21

261.98

9007269433/NOV21

Dobbyn Pk 16/8-26/10/21

649.50

9011461671/NOV21

Jurien Admin Centre 17/8-27/10/21

876.15

9008594764/NOV21

Standpipe Badgingarra 6/9-1/11/21

856.25

9007276262/NOV21

Jurien Depot 19/8-29/10/21

210.13

9007271154/NOV21

2 York St 17/8-27/10/21

139.76

9007269986/NOV21

Family Resource Centre 17/8-27/10/21

470.99

9007272237/NOV21
9007278989/NOV21
9018331642/NOV21
9007248739/NOV21
9007268959/NOV21
9007258232/NOV21
9007258494/NOV21
9007258523/NOV21
9007258531/NOV21
9007258558/NOV21
9007258566/NOV21
9007258734/NOV21
9016739556/NOV21
9007258646/NOV21
9007258355/NOV21

JCC 18/8-14/10/21
Jurien Cemetary 18/8-14/10/21
Jurien Hall 18/8-14/10/21
BCC 6/9-1/11/21
Jurien F/S Amenities 17/8-27/10/21
13 Dand Rd 8/9-3/11/21
Dand Depot 8/9-3/11/21
7b Dand Rd 8/9-3/11/21
7a Dand Rd 8/9-3/11/21
31a Dand Rd 1/11-31/12/21
31b Dand Rd 1/11-31/12/21
21 Quin Pl 8/9-3/11/21
31c Dand Rd 1/11-31/12/21
DCC 8/9-3/11/12
Standpipe Dand Rd 8/9-3/11/21
Total V81671
Total BPAY191121

761.39
117.35
480.30
854.18
201.95
46.81
248.34
59.82
72.84
44.95
44.95
70.98
45.88
300.19
298.56
7,779.22
44,243.14

Grand Total - BPAY

54,805.80

Date
3/11/2021

EFT Number Vendor
562/1079 V80003 - Redgum Reports Inc

Invoice Number

Description

20210348

Advertising Shire Matters pg27-32 Ed19

$

1,158.00

Total V80003

$

1,158.00

2nd Instalment Reminders

$

1,233.82

Total V80352

$

1,233.82

Contributions Community Grant 2021

$

750.00

Total V80944

$

750.00

1137373 - 10000935

LandGate Search

$

136.00

1137373 - 10000935A

Subscriptions SLIP annual charge

$

2,405.00

Total V81002

$

2,541.00

White magnetic sheeting

$

60.00

Total V81352

$

60.00

Fortnightly rubbish collection 11/10/21 - 22/10/21

$

12,627.89

Total V82028

$

12,627.89

2259

Replace kerb on Lyndsay & Sandpiper

$

2,772.00

2217

Rural Verge Spraying - RFQ - RVS2122

$

11,116.60

2258

Assorted plant hire on Jurien East Rd

$

4,815.25

2261

Assorted plant hire on Jurien East Rd

$

3,265.79

2199

Works in Progress Materials

$

21,496.20

2204

Multi tyred roller & operator hire

$

14,916.00

2257

50% progress claim

$

133,596.10

2253

30% progress claim

$

80,159.20

Total V82474

$

272,137.14

Prune/mulch road verges Badgingarra

$

56,210.00

Total V83094

$

56,210.00

Pioneer Park contract DCRC Oct21

$

1,320.92

Total V83121

$

1,320.92

Jurien Bay Flight Data Oct21

$

403.05

Total V83145

$

403.05

Legal Expenses Oct21

$

99.00

Total V83310

$

99.00

21658

Completion power & comm design

$

2,688.95

21659

Detailed design & power advice

$

6,958.33

21670

Claim for detailed design completed to 22/10/21

$

825.00

21654

Sewer works completed as constructed review

$

1,100.00

Total V83420

$

11,572.28

SN00035101112021

Stationery Oct21

$

74.97

SN00035101112021A

Stationery - 64gb usb drives

$

201.50

Total V83480

$

276.47

Materials and Contracts (ALL)

$

1,232.00

Total V83663

$

1,232.00

Traffic controllers/vehicles 18/10-29/10/21

$

10,029.25

Total V83780

$

10,029.25

8 Nemcia Way Jurien Bay

$

495.00

Total V84069

$

495.00

7428

Jurien Bay Cleaning Contract October 21

$

5,334.29

7427

Cleaning contract Cervantes October 21

$

3,474.63

Total V84371

$

8,808.92

Amount

V80352 - Zipform Pty Ltd
207715
V80944 - Advance Dandaragan Committee (Inc)
201912
V81002 - Landgate

V81352 - Jurien Signs
INV-5555
V82028 - Avon Waste
46661
V82474 - Direct Contracting Pty Ltd

V83094 - Dave Watson Contracting Pty Ltd
2384
V83121 - Dandaragan Community Resource Centre Inc
124311
V83145 - Avdata Australia
150029051/116
V83310 - AMPAC Debt Recovery (WA) Pty Ltd
79696
V83420 - Porter Consulting Engineers

V83480 - Jurien Bay Newsagency

V83663 - Concept AV
12193
V83780 - Pinnacles Traffic Management Services
113
V84069 - Rory Mackay
CROSSOVER CONTRIBUTION 2021
V84371 - Nessa Hall - Nessy Cleaning Management Services

V84514 - GG Pumps & Electrical Pty Ltd
304030

Uni mid/end clamps, washers & grider caps

$

83.60

Total V84514

$

83.60

Materials and Contracts (ALL)

$

3,358.96

Total V84531

$

3,358.96

Design & documentation of shade structures

$

2,420.00

Total V84579

$

2,420.00

Total EFT01079

$

386,817.30

Payroll FNE 09/11/21

$

103,376.40

Total EFT563

$

103,376.40

V84531 - Mills Corporation Pty Ltd
17466
V84579 - Forth Consulting Pty Ltd
16987

11/11/2021

563

Payroll

Payroll FNE 09/11/21

Date
12/11/2021

EFT Number Vendor
EFT1080

Invoice Number

Description

5005554083

Invoice PI64371

$

80.23

Total V80021

$

80.23

Refreshments - Sept 21 Council Meeting

$

56.90

Total V80028

$

56.90

Boots rubber steel toe

$

44.00

Total V80033

$

44.00

377611900/OCT21

7A Dandy Rd 24/12/20-22/10/2021

$

769.25

610385240/OCT21

Cambewarra Dve Standpipe 26/8-25/10/21

$

119.76

295333350/OCT21

Zendora Rd Standpipe 26/8-25/10/21

$

115.96

164741840/OCT21

Oceanview Pde Fire Hydrant 27/8-27/10/21

$

121.92

113698450/OCT21

Canover Standpipe 27/8-27/10/21

$

186.76

182506710/OCT21

Jurien Bay Vista Fire Hydrant 26/8-26/10/21

$

123.09

Total V80087

$

1,436.74

Jarrah bases & desk plates engraved

$

580.80

Total V80126

$

580.80

Cement slabs

$

76.00

Total V80150

$

76.00

Cemetery Plaque - Gilman

$

759.44

Total V80228

$

759.44

Printing - Internal

$

132.00

Total V80240

$

132.00

BookEasy booking 10123156

$

356.00

Total V80279

$

356.00

Purchase of Ford Trend as per quote

$

57,267.55

Total V80384

$

57,267.55

Repairs to mains power box Badgingarra VFS

$

538.70

Total V80429

$

538.70

Funds as per loan agreement/Council decision Feb21

$

35,100.00

Total V80495

$

35,100.00

Community Grant Australia Day

$

1,000.00

Total V80726

$

1,000.00

Annual audit report

$

154.00

Total V80910

$

154.00

INV-5566

Rural Street Numbering 1097-1598

$

100.00

5531

Rural Road Numbers 328 & 270

$

100.00

Total V81352

$

200.00

INV-121177-K2V2R5

BCITF 031121120104

$

69.75

121176-D9J3N6

BCITF 031121115953

$

587.36

121175-S8T0Q1

BCITF 031121115812

$

582.40

121172-K6Z2G8

BCITF 031121115143
Total V81374

$
$

164.76
1,404.27

9037479828

Printing and Stationery

$

931.34

9037393797

Stationery October 2021

$

571.70

9037377512

Stationery - Diary & Calendars Various 2022

$

104.26

Total V81545

$

1,607.30

Community Grant Achievement Award K-3

$

50.00

Total V81653

$

50.00

Amount

V80021 - BOC Gases

V80028 - Dandaragan Community Rec Club
984
V80033 - Derricks Auto-Ag & Hardware Plus
10257403
V80087 - Synergy

V80126 - Sheridan's
83875
V80150 - RDI Transport
INV-0749
V80228 - Arrow Bronze
716150
V80240 - RBC Rural
30007
V80279 - Jurien Sport and Recreation Centre
OPERATOR RETURN 01/11/21
V80384 - Rumbold Ford Pty Ltd
T-2833
V80429 - JDS Electrical Services
2229
V80495 - Jurien Bay Chamber Of Commerce Inc
FUNDING REQUEST TURQ WAY
BRIDGE
V80726 - Jurien Bay Progress Association Inc
2021/009
V80910 - Mcleods Barristers And Solicitors
121326
V81352 - Jurien Signs

V81374 - Building and Construction Industry Training Fund

V81545 - Winc Australia Pty Limited

V81653 - Badgingarra Primary School
BPS428
V81795 - Jurien Bay Community Resource Centre
163

Printing building sheets

$

75.00

Total V81795

$

75.00

Staff Housing 01/11/21 to 30/06/22

$

1,380.00

Total V81848

$

1,380.00

Supply only - thermostat

$

75.63

Total V81860

$

75.63

Child Support

$

129.13

Total V81874

$

129.13

Refund overpayment rates 14 Weston St Cervantes

$

715.92

Total V81935

$

715.92

Shire mowing October 2021

$

14,624.30

Total V82274

$

14,624.30

V81848 - Jurien Bayview Realty
04122021
V81860 - Shadbolt Electrical
4501755
V81874 - Child Support
PJ003623
V81935 - Department of Fire and Emergency Services
OVERPAID RATES 14 WESTON ST
CERVANT
V82274 - Vari-Skilled
17791

Date

EFT Number Vendor
V82474 - Direct Contracting Pty Ltd

Invoice Number

Description

2255

Hire semi water tanker 7/10-20/10/21

$

6,534.00

2260

Hire semi water tanker 22/10-29/10/21

$

2,970.00

Total V82474

$

9,504.00

Supply/install replacement LED batten

$

1,500.72

Total V82767

$

1,500.72

Enware Bubbler

$

343.30

Total V83095

$

343.30

Staff Uniforms ZS0477

$

321.61

Total V83278

$

321.61

Tender & Contract Administration

$

1,980.00

Total V83420

$

1,980.00

BookEasy booking 10129883

$

301.87

Total V83914

$

301.87

Cut saddles from old axle

$

313.50

Total V83987

$

313.50

Controlled Waste DEC tracking form 15/10-29/10/21

$

308.00

Total V84004

$

308.00

BSL Remittance Oct 2021

$

3,137.71

Total V84273

$

3,137.71

Tourism Merchandise - soaps

$

105.00

Total V84359

$

105.00

Window cleaning Admin Centre

$

770.00

Total V84445

$

770.00

Staff Housing 05/11 to 18/11/21

$

670.00

Total V84458

$

670.00

PartnerPro Software Package

$

1,980.00

Total V84501

$

1,980.00

Tourism Merchandise - jams / chutneys

$

336.00

Total V84510

$

336.00

I002676

Prog Claim 1/10/21 - Civic Centre Roof Repairs

$

33,624.78

I002675

Prog Claim 1/10/21 - Roof Repairs FRC

$

37,631.63

Total V84558

$

71,256.41

PropertyWise annual licence Sept 21

$

2,598.84

Total V84562

$

2,598.84

Repair faulty water level sensor

$

2,955.10

Total V84583

$

2,955.10

Amount

V82767 - Fowler Electrical Contracting
R008241
V83095 - Parkwood Hardware
I654278
V83278 - The Workwear Group Pty Ltd
13564831
V83420 - Porter Consulting Engineers
21660
V83914 - Turquoise Safaris
OPERATOR RETURN 01/11/21
V83987 - Dandaragan Sheep Handling Systems P/L
739
V84004 - Department of Water and Environmental Regulation
TF020477
V84273 - Building And Energy
DANDARAGAN BSL OCTOBER 2021
V84359 - Lois S Soap
29
V84445 - DIRTT Window Cleaning & Maintenance Services
0208
V84458 - Ray White Jurien Bay
021221
V84501 - SpacetoCo Pty Ltd
INV-0257
V84510 - Layback Farm
31
V84558 - PRC Building Services Pty Ltd

V84562 - CouncilWise Pty Ltd
INV-CW-0155
V84583 - Pemco Diesel
28568
V84593 - Louis Fouche
Reimburse Pre Paid Rent

$

854.28

Total V84593

$

854.28

Equipment Bond Refund - Cat Trap

$

100.00

Total V84597

$

100.00

Refund Overpayment Rates 14 Gypsum Way Jurien Bay

$

458.55

Total V84598

$

458.55

Total EFT01080

$

217,638.80

Council Meeting, staff resignation, Election Day

$

1,546.29

Total V80043

$

1,546.29

377611900/OCT21A

7a Dand Rd 23/10-31/10/21

$

37.03

919109010/NOV21

Power Watch Security Lighting 1/10-31/10/21

$

421.88

721287150/NOV21

Street Lighting 25/9-24/10/21

$

15,835.55

185507110/NOV21

Adriana 4a Pk (Senior Pk) 28/9-27/10/21

$

117.72

Total V80087

$

16,412.18

I3089871

Staff Training - K. Jones

$

578.00

I3089872

Staff Training - V. Maher

$

578.00

Total V80137

$

1,156.00

BookEasy Booking 10138024

$

183.00

BookEasy Operator Return 15 November 2021

$

974.00

Total V80279

$

1,157.00

Termination of building contract

$

348.62

Total V80910

$

348.62

V84597 - Craig Dixon
REFUND CAT TRAP BOND
V84598 - Jodie Melvin as Executor of RN Melvin
REFUND OVERPAYMENT RATES 14
GYPSUM

19/11/2021

565/1081

V80043 - Jurien Bay IGA
07/OCT21
V80087 - Synergy

V80137 - Western Australian Local Government Association

V80279 - Jurien Sport and Recreation Centre
BOOKEASY OPERATOR RETURN
8/11/21

V80910 - Mcleods Barristers And Solicitors
121592

Date

EFT Number Vendor
V81002 - Landgate

Invoice Number

Description

369389 - 10000935

GRV 4/9-1/10/21

$

369348 - 10000935

Rural UVs 18/9-01/10/21

$

86.94

Total V81002

$

341.00

4517

Hire road train cartage of gravel

$

2,618.00

4525

Assorted plant hire at Badgy Oval

$

4,339.50

4526

Hire cartage vehicles 28/9-7/10/21 Cerv to Jurien

$

11,781.00

Total V81031

$

18,738.50

7741

H7 Glove 12v 55w

$

12.40

7628

Preseason Vehicle Services

$

1,599.50

Total V81343

$

1,611.90

5355

Signwriting hours of operation

$

295.00

5580

Various signs

$

3,455.25

Total V81352

$

3,750.25

169228

Oil & fuel filters

$

83.33

169423

Waterboy pressure pump

$

275.00

169160

Coveralls, superflex gloves & dust mask

$

35.75

169229

Fuel filter

$

57.20

169545

Spring washer & UNF H/T

$

6.38

Total V81382

$

457.66

Swarm removal retic box Pacman Pk

$

110.00

Total V81479

$

110.00

375482A

Photocopier Lease 08/11-07/12/21 inc Oct arrears

$

1,538.54

382516A

Photocopier Lease 08/12-07/01/22

$

1,438.07

Total V81490

$

2,976.61

Printing A4 Purchase Order Books

$

590.00

Total V81593

$

590.00

Replacement satellite down converters

$

616.00

Total V81663

$

616.00

Waste oil disposal

$

16.50

Total V81784

$

16.50

0103

Contributions Craytales

$

250.00

0123

Advertising Craytales #401 3/11/21 Shire Matters

$

1,356.75

Total V81795

$

1,606.75

Supply Water Cart Operator for JE Road 08/10-22/10

$

1,178.10

Total V81837

$

1,178.10

LW Status 6 OS Keys

$

229.20

Total V81886

$

229.20

Membership subscription 2021/22

$

1,650.00

Total V82138

$

1,650.00

38302

Advertising early settlement discount inv40570

$

10.95

41120

Advertising Employment EMC

$

524.69

41122

Advertising Employment PEHO & BS

$

684.94

41121

Advertising death notice

$

81.57

41123

Advertising RFT 3/2021

$

669.39

41124

Advertising Pavilion Jurien Bay

$

648.00

41119

Advertising Pavilion Jurien Bay

$

334.66

Total V82228

$

2,932.30

Clean engine covers, intercooler, glow plugs

$

150.00

Total V82362

$

150.00

Rural Verge Spraying - RFQ - RVS2122

$

29,308.40

Total V82474

$

29,308.40

2021 Toyota Hilux Extra C/Chassis

$

45,700.47

Total V82557

$

45,700.47

BookEasy Booking 9798075

$

520.62

Total V82672

$

520.62

Refund overpaid rates 37 Hill River View

$

833.92

Total V82760

$

833.92

105378#5

Verti blades

$

911.20

105344#12

Vbelts, Verti blades

$

1,995.90

Total V82774

$

2,907.10

Amount
254.06

V81031 - AN & A Whybrow

V81343 - Dandaragan Mechanical Services

V81352 - Jurien Signs

V81382 - Cervantes Hardware and Marine

V81479 - Apis Rural Products
1111121
V81490 - Ricoh Finance

V81593 - Worldwide Printing Solutions
604553
V81663 - Communication and Wireless Services
13031
V81784 - Wren Oil
120835
V81795 - Jurien Bay Community Resource Centre

V81837 - Watoto's Rural Contracting
2456
V81886 - Western Lockservice
10898066
V82138 - Avon Midland Country Zone Of Wa
353
V82228 - Marketforce Pty Ltd

V82362 - Jurien Auto Electrics
Q0050
V82474 - Direct Contracting Pty Ltd
2266
V82557 - Moora Toyota
RI11000074
V82672 - Jurien Bay Tourist Park
BOOKEASY OPERATOR RETURN
15/11/21
V82760 - LJ & DF Hatch
REFUND OVERPAID RATES 37 HILL
RIVER
V82774 - T-Quip

Date

EFT Number Vendor
V82926 - Comen Limited T/as Jurien Boatlifters

Invoice Number

Description

23940

Hard standing 1/11 to 12/11/21

$

540.00

22296

Hard standing 1/10-31/10/21

$

1,395.00

22295

Hard standing 8/8-30/9/21

$

2,385.00

Total V82926

$

4,320.00

571854

Paint, glue plastics & rivets

$

56.25

572240

Jumbo toilet rolls

$

110.00

572242

Organic multi grow dynamic lifter

$

85.50

572257

Organic multi grow dynamic lifter

$

28.50

572346

Aerostart aerosol

$

16.75

572507

Jumbo toilet rolls

$

110.00

572913

Coupling, pressure valve, expansion valve

$

207.00

573027

Jumbo toilet rolls

$

110.00

573196

Stihl 2 stroke oil

$

55.00

573352

Nylon wheel concave

$

18.00

573427

Jumbo toilet rolls

$

110.00

573636

Conn hose, globe, valve jumper

$

43.80

573777

Rheem water heater & fittings

$

2,237.20

573778

Flang, adaptor, PVC fittings, waste basket

$

31.85

573932

Jumbo toilet rolls

$

110.00

573994

Slip fix coupling PVC fittings

$

52.10

574121

Stihl chain loop

$

35.00

574189

Rustbuster convert, trigger spray

$

30.75

574336

Jumbo toilet rolls

$

110.00

574743

Waterco Ceramic water filters

$

195.00

574966

Jumbo toilet rolls

$

110.00

574590

Nefa valve tempering 15mm male solar

$

69.00

574603

D Shackles & Loctite

$

24.75

Total V82993

$

3,956.45

Staff Uniforms ZS0419
Staff Uniform ZS0425

$
$

400.00
400.00

Total V83278

$

800.00

Office 365 Datto Backup - October 21

$

198.00

Total V83427

$

198.00

Nomination Deposit 2021 Refund

$

80.00

Total V83434

$

80.00

Stationery

$

56.70

Total V83495

$

56.70

IS006733

STP Transaction October 21

$

36.52

SI006726

Information Management Strategic Project Support

$

1,010.90

Total V83507

$

1,047.42

Hiab Nature Playground

$

286.00

Total V83583

$

286.00

Kyk runnings

$

1,155.00

Total V83634

$

1,155.00

Nomination Deposit 2021 Refund

$

80.00

Total V83731

$

80.00

Velpic Qtrly Fee July-Sept 2021

$

107.44

Total V83735

$

107.44

Honour Board Strips

$

110.00

Total V83899

$

110.00

BookEasy Booking 10162765

$

805.00

Total V83914

$

805.00

Nomination Deposit 2021 Refund

$

80.00

Total V84049

$

80.00

Nomination Deposit 2021 Refund

$

80.00

Total V84050

$

80.00

Replace section of Path along Bashford

$

5,034.00

Total V84136

$

5,034.00

Amount

V82993 - Jurien Bay Mitre 10

V83278 - The Workwear Group Pty Ltd
13568954
13570297
V83427 - Bridged Group Pty Ltd
37194
V83434 - D Slyns (Cr)
REFUND 2021 CANDIDATE NOM
DEPOSIT
V83495 - Dandaragan Store
C56/OCT21
V83507 - Council First

V83583 - Coastal Digging
1962
V83634 - Woodlands Distributors & Agencies P/L
DAN2-070
V83731 - R. Shanhun, Cr
REFUND 2021 CANDIDATE NOM
DEPOSIT
V83735 - Shire of Mingenew
9667
V83899 - All-Type Engraving
45654
V83914 - Turquoise Safaris
BOOKEASY OPERATOR RETURN
15/11/21
V84049 - Jason Clarke, Cr
REFUND 2021 CANDIDATE NOM
DEPOSIT
V84050 - Ann Eyre, Cr
REFUND 2021 CANDIDATE NOM
DEPOSIT
V84136 - J Bay Concreting
244

Date

EFT Number Vendor
V84155 - Jurien Hardware - Thrifty Link

Invoice Number

Description

21-00031892

Protective Clothing - Boots

$

189.95

21-00031890

Protective Clothing - Boots

$

189.95

21-00031878

Protective Clothing

$

543.81

21-00031876

Protective clothing

$

114.00

21-00032032

Protective clothing

$

92.65

21-00031622

Hoe, knee pads

$

41.80

21-00031634

PVC Coupling & quickfix coupling

$

13.54

21-00031601

Artic riser & elbow faucet

$

5.79

21-00031433

Threaded rod, washers & nuts

$

27.08

21-00031145

Rapid set cement

$

17.48

21-00031906

9kg gas refill

$

33.25

21-00031905

9kg gas refill

$

66.50

21-00032625

Grill buster & toilet cleaner

$

51.72

21-00032577

Protective clothing - boots

$

161.45

21-00031936

Poly fittings, risers

$

37.91

21-00032029

Weeding brush

$

36.10

21-00032156

Black cable ties

$

25.84

21-00032125

Studlock 10ml

$

19.00

21-00032699

Hex screw set & nylon lock nuts

$

1.52

21-00032758

Measuring jug

$

9.50

21-00032844

Hills garden sprayer

$

34.20

21-00032902

Metal cutting discs

$

19.00

21-00033541

Sutton magnetic nutsetter

$

7.36

21-00033586

Valve box round

$

27.31

21-00033742

PVC Fittings, poly bushes & artic risers

$

82.37

21-00033824

Pan self tapper

$

3.80

21-00033828

Poly nipple, connector end

$

19.94

21-00034049

Sparkle boronia

$

22.80

21-00034182

9kg gas refills

$

66.50

21-00034283

Grill buster 5lt

$

23.70

21-00034820

Strip picture med black

$

8.55

21-00034875

9kg gas refills

$

66.50

20-00035123

Bolts & Nuts, Drill Bit Viper

$

26.03

20-00034992

Measuring Jug 3lt

$

19.00

20-00034685

Green garden stakes

$

38.00

Total V84155

$

2,143.90

55922

Vehicle service

$

366.00

55988

7 Core Trail Cable

$

47.05

Total V84422

$

413.05

Consultation & travel

$

792.00

Total V84483

$

792.00

BookEasy Booking 10129129

$

255.00

Total V84506

$

255.00

49269

Anti vibe gloves

$

171.60

49268

Various Protective Clothing items

$

994.62

Total V84524

$

1,166.22

Replace bollards along Turquoise Path

$

300.00

Total V84553

$

300.00

Foreshore Event Entertainment - Adrian Wilson

$

1,540.00

Total V84580

$

1,540.00

Transport of Track Loader from Perth to Jurien Bay

$

1,870.00

Total V84591

$

1,870.00

Library Webinar

$

40.00

Total V84594

$

40.00

Nomination Deposit 2021 Refund

$

80.00

Total V84599

$

80.00

Building Licences

$

100.10

Total V84600

$

100.10

BookEasy Booking 9987549

$

618.80

Total V84601

$

618.80

Total EFT01081

$

164,360.45

Payroll FNE 23/11/21

$

107,828.32

Total EFT568

$

107,828.32

Amount

V84422 - Jurien Tyre & Auto

V84483 - Jonathan Epps
11112021
V84506 - Pinnacles Edge Resort
BOOKEASY OPERATOR RETURN
15/11/21
V84524 - Hersey's Safety Pty Ltd

V84553 - Jurien Trenching & Excavations
48
V84580 - Big Sky Entertainment Pty Ltd
4927
V84591 - Perth Heavy Tow
12293
V84594 - Australian School Library Association
3184
V84599 - Maddi McDonald Cr
REFUND 2021 CANDIDATE NOM
DEPOSIT
V84600 - La Villa Developments
REFUND OVERPAID BA 172/2021
V84601 - Bay of Plenty
BOOKEASY OPERATOR RETURN
01/11/21

25/11/2021

568

Payroll

Payroll FNE 23/11/21

Date
26/11/2021

EFT Number Vendor
570/1082

Invoice Number

Description

1800020743

RFQ I60014 - Purchase and Trade of Grader

$

264,550.00

Total V80102

$

264,550.00

CME Online Training 8/11/21-31/10/22

$

5,000.00

Total V80137

$

5,000.00

2021#112

Advertising Nov21 Shire Matters Iss154

$

99.00

2021#111

General Maintenance Contract Oct21

$

3,400.10

Total V80163

$

3,499.10

BookEasy booking 10191624

$

110.00

Total V80279

$

110.00

9882

Rotate tyres to rear & fit new to front

$

1,004.21

9885

Remove leaking oil cooler seals/hose

$

1,526.25

Total V80549

$

2,530.46

Hire Cat D9N Dozer rehab gravel 22/9-1/10/21

$

10,890.00

Total V81031

$

10,890.00

Postage October 2021

$

1,345.24

Total V81097

$

1,345.24

Hire Caterpillar smooth vibe roller mob to site

$

2,286.90

Total V81252

$

2,286.90

7671

Axle & torque rod bushes

$

1,541.75

7591

Filter

$

123.15

Total V81343

$

1,664.90

Caretaker signage

$

425.00

Total V81352

$

425.00

9037395370

Stationery October 2021

$

112.24

9037637601

Printing business cards NET51063016

$

264.00

9037573961

Printing Plain DL Envelopes NET51055330

$

850.63

Total V81545

$

1,226.87

Invoice PI64605

$

2,288.00

Total V81628

$

2,288.00

Amount

V80102 - Westrac Equipment

V80137 - Western Australian Local Government Association
I3090121
V80163 - Badgingarra Community Assn

V80279 - Jurien Sport and Recreation Centre
BOOKEASY OPERATOR RETURN
22/11/2021
V80549 - BP Jurien Bay

V81031 - AN & A Whybrow
4527
V81097 - Australia Post
1011012962
V81252 - Brooks Hire Service Pty Ltd
190166
V81343 - Dandaragan Mechanical Services

V81352 - Jurien Signs
5583
V81545 - Winc Australia Pty Limited

V81628 - J & R Carter's Fine Furniture
317A
V81848 - Jurien Bayview Realty
18122021

Staff Housing 01/11/21 to 30/06/22

$

920.00

BookEasy Booking 10169008

$

493.85

BookEasy Booking 10106166

$

426.70

Total V81848

$

1,840.55

4501782

Install replacement dugout switchboard locks

$

625.63

4501781

Master keys

$

369.60

Total V81860

$

995.23

Child Support

$

129.13

Total V81874

$

129.13

Diesel Dandy Depot

$

17,265.16

Total V81973

$

17,265.16

Invoice PI64536

$

16,535.65

Total V82028

$

16,535.65

General Rubbish & Recycling bins

$

2,125.20

Total V82166

$

2,125.20

Mobilisation/Demob pump & standpipe 7/9-30/9

$

23,870.00

Total V82225

$

23,870.00

Turquoise Coast images/content/strategy & brand

$

13,431.00

Total V82228

$

13,431.00

4533

Supply gas bottle cages

$

4,925.00

4525

Modify basketball backboard

$

240.00

Total V82256

$

5,165.00

Toilet tissue & slimline towels

$

360.42

Total V82364

$

360.42

Gravel cartage-wet hire Prime Mover & Water Tanker

$

144,542.75

Total V82388

$

144,542.75

2270

Slashing of firebreak Jurien East/Zendora Rds

$

330.00

2268

50% claim Roberts St civil project

$

133,601.60

2272

Assorted plant hire JE Rd

$

264.00

2269

Assorted plant hire JE Rd

$

6,457.00

Total V82474

$

140,652.60

BOOKEASY OPERATOR RETURN
15/11/2021
BOOKEASY OPERATOR RETURN
01/11/2021
V81860 - Shadbolt Electrical

V81874 - Child Support
PJ003627
V81973 - Fuel Distributors of WA Pty Ltd
481003797
V82028 - Avon Waste
47114
V82166 - David Gray & Co Pty Ltd
I593292
V82225 - Midcoast Hydraulic Services
829
V82228 - Marketforce Pty Ltd
38110
V82256 - Lowman Engineering

V82364 - Abco Products
757044
V82388 - Tony Dolton
4209
V82474 - Direct Contracting Pty Ltd

Date

EFT Number Vendor
V82620 - Ajax Contractors

Invoice Number

Description

6293

Dig grave Dandaragan Cemetery

$

633.60

Total V82620

$

633.60

Refund for surrendered tenement E70/4631

$

102.87

Total V82853

$

102.87

Dobbyn Park Jetty # 3895 Licence renewal 2021

$

42.95

Total V82876

$

42.95

2399

Prune & mulch Dandaragan Rd verges

$

34,650.00

2409

Prune trees Bibby Rd & Cataby Roadhouse

$

632.50

2395

Prune & mulch NW Rd verges

$

40,040.00

Total V83094

$

75,322.50

After Hours Calls - September 21

$

415.42

Total V83340

$

415.42

Badgingarra Waste Attend October

$

1,280.00

Total V83660

$

1,280.00

Whispir usage Oct21

$

159.50

Total V83705

$

159.50

CD-3212495

Water Filter & Ice Machine Lease Nov 21

$

821.71

CD-3212494

Water Filter & Ice Machine Lease Nov 21

$

877.80

Total V83736

$

1,699.51

117

Traffic controllers Cataby Rd 4/11/21

$

1,179.75

115

Traffic controllers Jurien East Rd 2/11-12/11/21

$

9,570.00

Total V83780

$

10,749.75

Wet Mixing and Lime Stabilising

$

122,333.69

Total V83817

$

122,333.69

BookEasy Min Monthly Fee Oct21

$

330.00

Total V83925

$

330.00

Purchase of MS-36 Goal Posts

$

12,093.40

Total V83950

$

12,093.40

Invoice PI64584

$

352.00

Total V84004

$

352.00

Pre employment medical

$

148.50

Total V84058

$

148.50

BookEasy Booking 10148857

$

227.80

Total V84108

$

227.80

96

Cleaning toilets/BBQs 6/10-31/10/21

$

3,195.00

92

Painting bollards

$

1,125.00

Total V84175

$

4,320.00

Marketing fee Oct 21

$

164.18

Total V84221

$

164.18

Advertising Coordinator Governance & HR

$

764.50

Total V84311

$

764.50

Advertising Coordinator of Governance & HR

$

330.00

Total V84313

$

330.00

2023049

Various Apparel branded TCVC

$

3,563.10

2023313

Various tee shirts merchandise TCVC

$

554.00

Total V84364

$

4,117.10

Post installation inspection Jurien Bay Foreshore

$

715.00

Total V84410

$

715.00

56065

New truck tyres

$

1,892.00

56031

Supplied rear air bags

$

663.50

56003

Fit new truck tyres

$

1,031.00

Total V84422

$

3,586.50

Variation Tender Jurien Bay Pavilion

$

1,100.00

Total V84430

$

1,100.00

Staff Housing 05/11 to 18/11/21

$

670.00

Total V84458

$

670.00

Amount

V82853 - Image Resources N/L
REFUND SURREND TENEMENT
E70/4631
V82876 - Department of Transport
NOV21/041000074085
V83094 - Dave Watson Contracting Pty Ltd

V83340 - CONNECT Call Centre Services
108603
V83660 - D Greenwood
26
V83705 - Telstra
04169079/P026090545-0
V83736 - Waterlogic Australia Pty Ltd

V83780 - Pinnacles Traffic Management Services

V83817 - WCP Civil Pty Ltd
25940
V83925 - BookEasy Pty Ltd
20302
V83950 - Marindust Sales
21960
V84004 - Department of Water and Environmental Regulation
TF020664
V84058 - Jurien Bay Medical Centre
76536
V84108 - Jurien Bay Adventure Tours
BOOKEASY OPERATOR RETURN
22/11/2021
V84175 - Ni Luh Eyden

V84221 - WA Holiday Guide Pty Ltd
2943
V84311 - SEEK Limited
98000849
V84313 - LG Assist ANZ Pty Ltd
40122
V84364 - W.A. Jacobs Toymaker (Australia) Pty Ltd

V84410 - Kidsafe
60837
V84422 - Jurien Tyre & Auto

V84430 - MCG Architects Pty Ltd
2515
V84458 - Ray White Jurien Bay
16122021
V84531 - Mills Corporation Pty Ltd
17507

Contract Labour 18/10-24/10/21

$

2,476.45

Total V84531

$

2,476.45

Date

EFT Number Vendor
V84544 - Stallion Building Company Pty Ltd

Invoice Number

Description

1892

Linings & Plaster completed

$

126,690.54

Total V84544

$

126,690.54

Shade structure doc & specifications

$

8,960.00

Total V84546

$

8,960.00

Dig grave Jurien Bay Cemetery

$

650.00

Total V84553

$

650.00

Progress claim 2 (final) roof repairs Civic Centre

$

8,406.19

Total V84558

$

8,406.19

Executive toilet block hire

$

1,132.12

Total V84567

$

1,132.12

Locate existing electrical services & hire scope

$

324.50

Total V84568

$

324.50

Acrylic Surfacing of Basketball 1/2 Court

$

8,954.00

Total V84582

$

8,954.00

Refund 2021 Candidate Nomination Deposit

$

80.00

Total V84602

$

80.00

LG Professionals State Conf 03/11 & golf day 5/11

$

159.16

Total V84603

$

159.16

Refund for Pension Rebate-37 Whitlock Cnr

$

641.12

Total V84604

$

641.12

Total EFT01082

$

1,062,862.01

Grand Total - EFT Payment

$

2,042,883.28

Amount

V84546 - Lantern Architecture
20340
V84553 - Jurien Trenching & Excavations
52
V84558 - PRC Building Services Pty Ltd
I002681
V84567 - Instant Products Hire
122651
V84568 - Ignite Electrical
1109
V84582 - Centrecourt Renovators
191
V84602 - Rose Glasfurd (Cr)
REFUND 2021 CANDIDATE NOM DEP

V84603 - Shire of Westonia
1144
V84604 - Audrey Archer
REFUND PENSION REBATE 37
WHITLOCK

Attachment: 9.3.1

Lot 4113 Wongonderrah
Road, Nambung
Application for Planning Approval
October 2021

Tecon Australia
E: adminwa@teconaust.com.au

www.teconaust.com.au

Tel: (08) 6109 0468
4/29 Carey Street, Bunbury WA
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Introduction

Tecon Australia acts on behalf of the owner in relation to this Development Application.
The proposal relates to an application for planning approval for a ‘use not listed – workforce accommodation’.
Property Details
The following details are provided regarding the subject site and land ownership.
The site is located 22kms from the Brand Highway along Wongonderrah Road and is 44km from Cervantes via
Cervantes Rd and Munbinea Road.
Address

Lot No

CT (Volume/Folio)

Area

Owner

2269 Wongonderrah
Road, Nambung

4113

2125/58

2312ha

Genocanna
Nominees Pty Ltd

Existing Land Uses
Predominately, the site is an operating farm consistent with the zoning of the site.
Ancillary to farming, the site appears (anecdotally) to have a license issued by the Shire of Dandaragan
Environmental Health team (which is renewed annually) consistent with the requirements of the WA Caravan Parks
and Camping Grounds regulations. The Nambung Station Stay operates consistent with this license, providing both
powered and unpowered sites and camp facilities including toilets, showers and a camp kitchen.

3

Figure 1: Site Location Context

4

Figure 2: Lot 4113 Wongonderrah Road, Nambung

Proposed Development Area

Figure 3: Lot 4113 Wongonderrah Road, Nambung

5
Town Planning Background
The subject site is zoned ‘Rural’ under the Shire of Dandaragan Local Planning Scheme No.7.

Site location

Figure 4: Excerpt from Shire of Dandaragan Local Planning Scheme No.7

Surrounding land is generally reserved ‘Conservation’, ‘Public Purpose’ or zoned ‘Rural’.
The scheme lists at Table 1 uses that can be considered at various zones. The permissibility of uses permitted in
various zones is determined by cross reference between the list of use classes and the list of zones.
The Shire’s scheme does not define any land use (use class) that can appropriately define the proposed operations
of workforce accommodation. As such, clause 3.4.2 of the scheme applies and development should be pursued
within zoned land (not reserved land) as a ‘use not listed’.
Generally, workforce accommodation is defined as:

The WAPC have additionally released a policy position on workforce accommodation. The purpose of the Position
Statement is to provide guidance to local governments on the role of the planning framework in the planning and
development of workforce accommodation.
The position statement states that where practicable, workforce accommodation should be provided in established
towns.

6
Whilst the policy position is noted, the provision of workforce accommodation has not been recognised in the
planning framework of the Shire of Dandaragan (i.e., not a defined use in the scheme nor is there any relevant local
planning policy) and as such, understand that the use can be considered on a case-by-case basis as a ‘use not listed’,
as has been the precedent with other examples of workers accommodation within the shire.
Importantly, whilst position paper states a preference for such accommodation within town sites, the preface is
made on practicality. Practically, accommodating workers for the Atlas Project in towns some 40km away is not
amenable to an operations perspective. Additionally, the small coastal towns of Cervantes and Jurien Bay are
limited in their ability to accommodate the proposed workforce within existing facilities. These are tourist towns
and accommodation facilities within these towns could be compromised from a tourism perspective if workers
were to occupy existing hotels, motels, campgrounds etc.

Proposed Development
The proposed location is approximately 2 kilometers from the Atlas mine site however a 45-minute drive from the
nearest town site being Cervantes.
For various reasons, it is understood that a camp near to the site has benefits over a camp 40 minutes away in the
Cervantes Townsite, including:
-

Proximity of workforce to mine site.
Risk to personnel travelling daily to and from site after long shifts.
Risks with daily travel on country roads, especially after long shifts or inclement weather.
Risk of road closures during rain events preventing personnel to travel to and from work potentially for
extended periods.
Land is already cleared. Noting that surrounding land is largely Banksia Woodland, choosing a site that is
already cleared limits further disturbance to native vegetation.

The proposal is for an 84-bed camp to accommodate workers from the Atlas Project. Peak personnel for the camp
is during the construction phase of the project. Once the mine is operating, it is expected that a reduced number
would occupy the facility (this however would be dependent on the operations at the mine and what method of
mining is utilized). The expected life of the mine is 3 to 4 years with possibilities (subject to further studies) of an
extension to the north. The proposed camp would be required for the life of the mining operations.
The development consists of twenty-one transportable dwellings located generally in the north-eastern corner of
the property and accessed via the existing driveway which services the main farm stay and caravan park.
Each transportable dwelling caters for up to four workers, each with their own bedroom and bathroom facility.
Communal kitchen, dining and laundry facilities are also provided.
The internal layouts are indicative and subject to supplier specifications and availability.
A dedicated onsite manager of the camp will oversee and be responsible for the daily running operations of the
camp. The daily running of this camp, where feasible, will utilize the contractors and services of the nearby towns
including provision of food, cleaning and maintenance.
Wastewater is to be dealt with via an onsite system, approved to the requirements of the Department of Health
and the Shire of Dandaragan.
All stormwater will be contained onsite to the requirements of the Shire of Dandaragan.

7
Power supply to the camp is currently the subject of negotiation and further studies to be undertaken through
Western Power.
The following matters have been specifically addressed in the context of the proposed development:
-

Parking and Vehicle Movements

The development provides for approximately 56 car parking bays for occupants of the workforce accommodation
and 3 long bays for service vehicles (i.e. small buss to transport occupants to site). Although the camp can occupy
up to 80 persons, not every occupant has a vehicle on site and communal travel to the camp is encouraged.
Parking areas and access tracks to be at a gravel/limestone standard, as per the current access standard.
Once on site, personnel will travel from the camp to their shift via daily bus services to limit private traffic
movements.
Given the staggered shifts, shift times not being at standard “peak” travel times and workers being off site on
rostered days off, the access/egress movements to the site is considered very low impact. It has been estimated
between 30-60 cars per week in coming shifts and similar for outgoing shifts.
Estimated daily movements between the camp and the mine site include 8 return trips of a proposed 12 seater
shuttle bus (indicatively 5:00am/pm, 5:30 am/pm, 6:00am/pm and 6:30am/pm).
-

Transport Impact Statement

A Transport Impact Statement (TIS) has been prepared by Shawmac to support the subject development application
and demonstrates the negligible impact of the proposal on the surrounding local road network.
The TIS has been undertaken in accordance with the Western Australian Planning Commission’s (WAPC) Transport
Impact Assessment Guidelines for Developments: Volume 4 – Individual Developments (2016) and is appended to
the application (Appendix 1).
The TIS has confirmed that the proposed camp will result in a minor increase in light vehicle traffic and that it is
considered the existing road formation in the vicinity of the camp is adequate. Some minor upgrades to roads and
intersections may be required and will be monitored with measures implemented if required.
-

Bushfire

The subject lot has been partially mapped as being bush fire prone. The proposed development has been sited so
that it is not within the mapped zone and as such officers of the Shire of Dandaragan have advised that a BAL
assessment is not required.
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Location of camp outside of bushfire
prone area

Figure 5: Bushfire prone mapping
As the camp will act as a place of residence for those not familiar with the area and terrain, Image Resources have
prepared an internal document which addresses the prevention, preparedness, response and emergency
evacuation arrangements required to manage bush fire risks associated with the operation of the camp. All
personnel accommodated at the camp will be provided an induction that includes an overview of the management
plan and procedures. A copy of this is provided at Appendix 2.

Conclusion and Recommendations

We respectfully request the subject application be considered and that conditional Development Approval be
issued for the proposed ‘use class not listed – workforce accommodation’.
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Appendix 1 – Transport Impact Statement

10

Appendix 2 – Image Resources Bushfire Management Plan
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
Image Resources are intending to develop the Atlas Project in Cooljarloo as per Figure 1.
As part of the development, Image Resources is proposing to construct an accommodation/camp facility at the
end of Wongonderrah Road at the existing Nambung Station.
Refer to Figure 2 for the road network surrounding the camp facility and Figure 3 for the specific camp location.
As part of the Development Application, the Shire of Dandaragan have requested a Traffic Impact Statement (TIS)
be prepared to address concerns with the local road network and the impacts that the workforce accommodation
would have on the local roads.
The TIS is to address the impact on the road network from the camp facility traffic only.
Shawmac has been engaged by Image Resources to prepare the Traffic Impact Statement.

Atlas Project Site

Figure 1: Project Site
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Bibby Road

Munbinea Road

Atlas Project Site
Brand Highway

Proposed Camp Site
Wongonderrah Road

Figure 2: Camp Site and Surrounding Road Network
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Figure 3: Camp Site Location
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The Transport Impact Assessment has been undertaken in accordance with the Western Australian Planning
Commission’s (WAPC) Transport Impact Assessment Guidelines for Developments: Volume 4 – Individual
Developments (2016). The assessment includes:


Collection of background data including traffic counts and crash data;



Details of the proposed operation as provided by the client;



Assessment of traffic generation and distribution from the site;



Assessment of the development impact on the adjacent road network including any relevant mid-block
locations and at nearby intersections; and



Identification of any required management measures to ensure acceptability of the proposal.

1.2. Purpose
The purpose of this Traffic Impact Statement is to assess the impact of the camp facility traffic on the existing road
network.
This assessment is not to be considered a road safety audit of the surrounding road network. However, obvious
potential safety concerns identified have been raised in this report.
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2. Transport Logistics
2.1. Proposed Camp Traffic Generation Route and Volumes
Traffic generation from the mine site will be via Wongonderrah Road and Munbinea Road as per Figure 4.

Mine Site Access

Proposed Camp Site

Figure 4: Camp Facility and Mine Traffic Route

Between the camp site and the mine site, there is anticipated to be total of 8 return trips (16 total) of a 12-seater
shuttle bus in a day at the following approximate times:


5:00am/pm;



5:30am/pm;



6:00am/pm; and



6:30am/pm.

Traffic generation to/from the camp, other than between the mine site, is to be in the range of 30 to 60 light vehicles
weekly for incoming shifts and similar for outgoing shifts.
It is assumed that shift changes are variable frequency and spread out over the working week based on current
Image operations.
Therefore, daily traffic is estimated to be as follows:
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Approximately 10 light vehicles for incoming shift; and



Approximately 10 light vehicles for outgoing shift.

For conservatism it is assumed that the above shift change traffic is occurring at the same time as the peak hour.
Image Resources have provided the following indicative split of traffic generation during shift changes based on
current employee residence:
1. 50% from the south via Brand Highway/Bibby/Munbinea Roads or Wongonderrah Road;
2. 30% from the south via Indian Ocean Drive/ Cervantes Road/Munbinea Roads;
3. 10% from the north via Brand Highway/ Bibby/Munbinea Roads or Wongonderrah Road; and
4. 10% from the north (Jurien Bay) via Indian Ocean Road/Jurien Road/Munbinea Roads (which is the
shortest/quickest route from Jurien Bay compared to the Indian Ocean Drive/ Cervantes Road/Munbinea
Road route).
Therefore, the estimated daily traffic for shift changes is as per Table 1. The estimated values have been rounded
up for conservatism.
Table 1: Shift Change Traffic Generation
Item

Direction

Percentage of Traffic
Generation
50.0%

Incoming
Shift
5

Outgoing
Shift
5

Total

1

Traffic from SOUTH - EAST Side (Brand Hwy)

2

Traffic from SOUTH - WEST Side (Indian Ocean Drive)

30.0%

3

3

6

3

Traffic from NORTH - EAST Side (Brand Hwy)

10.0%

1

1

2

4

Traffic from NORTH - WEST Side (Indian Ocean Drive)

10.0%

1

1

2

100.0%

10

10

20

SUBTOTAL

10

In regard to traffic generation from the east side (Item 1&3), Image Resources have confirmed that they will be
encouraging all personnel to utilise Bibby Road/Munbinea Road as the preferrable route, rather than
Wongonderrah Road. As Munbinea Road is part of the nominated haulage route, it may be subject to a formalised
maintenance regime and may possibly remain in better condition than Wongonderrah Road.
Image Resources have confirmed that they will encourage personnel to utilise the Bibby Road/ Munbinea Road
route by the following:


Direction of the preferred route during staff initial site inductions;



Discussion of preferred route and reasoning during safety talks at morning start-ups and meetings;



Continued reminders through general correspondence e.g., emails, poster boards etc.
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However, it is possible that some of the traffic coming from the south and east via Brand Highway (Item 1) during
dry conditions/weather may use Wongonderrah Road to access the camp facility rather than Bibby
Road/Munbinea Road, as this is the shorter route by approximately 10 minutes/21km.
Therefore, for the purpose of this assessment, it has been assumed that 20% of the traffic from the south via
Brand Hwy will use Wongonderrah Road and the remainder will utilise Bibby Road/Munbinea Road. However, it
is expected that all traffic coming from the north via Brand Highway (Item 3) will use Bibby Road/Munbinea Road
as it is only an additional 3 minutes/6.5km compared to Wongonderrah Road.
Refer to the Figure 5 and Figure 6 for the overall daily traffic movement generated from the camp facility, including
the proposed haulage traffic.
In summary:


10% of the camp traffic will access the camp from the south via Brand Highway and Wongonderrah
Road;



40% of the camp traffic will access the camp from the south via Brand Highway/Bibby Road/Munbinea
Roads;



10% of the camp traffic will access the camp from the north via Brand Highway/Bibby Road/Munbinea
Roads;



30% of the camp traffic will access the camp from the south via Indian Ocean Drive/ Cervantes
Road/Munbinea Roads;



10% of the camp traffic will access the camp from the north (Jurien Bay) via Indian Ocean Road/Jurien
Road/Munbinea Roads); and



There is estimated to be 8 shuttle bus return trips between the camp and the site (16 in total).
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Item 4:
1 LV Incoming
1 LV Outgoing

Item 2 & 4:
4 LV Incoming
4 LV Outgoing

Indian Ocean Drive
Item 1 (80%) & Item 3:
5 LV Incoming
5 LV Outgoing

Item 2:
3 LV Incoming
3 LV Outgoing

Item 3:
1 LV Incoming
1 LV Outgoing

Brand Hwy

Item 1 (80%), 2, 3 & 4:
9 LV Incoming
9 LV Outgoing

Refer Figure 6 for Inset

Item 1 (20%) :
1 LV Incoming
1 LV Outgoing

Item 1 (80%):
4 LV Incoming
4 LV Outgoing
Wongonderrah Rd

Atlas Project Site

Item 1:
5 LV Incoming
5 LV Outgoing

Figure 5: Traffic Generation Daily Volumes – Road Network
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Item 1 (80%), 2, 3 & 4:
9 LV Incoming
9 LV Outgoing

Site Access

Item 1 (80%), 2, 3 & 4 PLUS Shuttle Bus Traffic:

9 LV Incoming + 8 Busses = 17
9 LV Outgoing + 8 Busses = 17

Item 1 (20%):
1 LV Incoming
1 LV Outgoing
Item 1,2,3 & 4 PLUS Shuttle Bus Traffic:
10 LV Incoming + 8 Busses = 18
10 LV Outgoing + 8 Busses = 18
Wongonderrah Rd

Proposed Camp Site

Figure 6: Traffic Generation Camp Site – Daily Volumes
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As discussed previously, for conservatism, it is assumed that the total daily incoming and outgoing shift change
traffic is occurring during the peak hour. Therefore, the peak hour traffic for the associated road network will be
the same as the daily traffic volumes detailed within the previous Figure 5.
However, the shuttle buses to and from the mine site occurs over two 2-hour periods during the day (AM and PM).
Therefore, for the peak hour assessment, the peak hour traffic volumes in the vicinity of the site is as per Figure
7.
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Site Access

Item 1 (80%), 2, 3 & 4:
9 LV Incoming
9 LV Outgoing

Item 1 (80%), 2, 3 & 4 PLUS Shuttle Bus Traffic:
9 LV Incoming + 4 Busses = 13
9 LV Outgoing + 4 Busses = 13

Item 1 (20%):
1 LV Incoming
1 LV Outgoing
Item 1,2,3 & 4 PLUS Shuttle Bus Traffic:
10 LV Incoming + 4 Busses = 14
10 LV Outgoing + 4 Busses = 14
Wongonderrah Rd

Proposed Camp Site

Figure 7: Traffic Generation Camp Site – Peak Hour Volumes
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3. Key Sheet Diagram
Refer to Figure 8 for the key sheet diagram for references to the relevant sections of this Traffic Impact Statement
for assessment of the associated road/intersection.
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Section 4.10:
Jurien Rd/ Munbinea Rd Intersection

Section 4.11:
Munbinea Road (sealed
section)
Section 4.8:
Jurien Rd/ Indian Ocean
Drive Intersection

Section 4.9:
Jurien Rd

Section 4.14:
Cervantes Rd/ Munbinea Rd Intersection

Section 4.5:
Bibby Rd/ Munbinea Rd Intersection

Section 4.12:
Cervantes Rd/ Indian Ocean
Drive Intersection

Section 4.2:
Bibby Road

Section 4.13:
Cervantes Rd

Section 4.6:
Munbinea
Road
(unsealed section)

Brand Hwy
Wongonderrah Rd

Section 4.7:
Munbinea Rd/Wongonderrah
Intersection & Camp Access

Rd

Section 4.1:
Brand Hwy/Bibby Road
Intersection

Section 4.3:
Brand Hwy/Wongonderrah
Road Intersection

Section 4.4:
Wongonderrah Road

Figure 8: Key Sheet Diagram
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4. Assessment
4.1. Bibby Road and Brand Highway Intersection
4.1.1.

Existing Configuration

As per Figure 9, the existing intersection has an auxiliary left turn treatment, a southbound acceleration lane and
southbound lane widening through the intersection that allows through vehicles to pass right turning vehicles.

Auxiliary Left Turn

Widening through intersection

Acceleration Lane

Figure 9: Brand Hwy & Bibby Road Intersection

As per previous Figure 5, it is estimated that there will be an additional 10 light vehicles movements at this
intersection during the peak hour.
Therefore, due to the minor increase in traffic, it is considered that additional auxiliary lanes will not be warranted
and that the existing configuration is acceptable.
The intersection geometry is also considered appropriate for light vehicle movements and therefore no additional
widening is required.

4.1.2.

Road Safety

Crash data for Brand Highway between SLK 131.87 to 144.84, near the Bibby Road intersection (SLK 138.90),
was sourced from MRWA Crash Analysis Reporting System (CARS) for the 5-year period ending 31/12/2019.
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The report is summarised in Table 2.
Table 2: Crash History
Location

Number of
Crashes

MR Nature

Severity

Brand Highway
SLK 131.87 to SLK 138.91 (Bibby Rd)

6

2 “Non-Collision”
4 “Hit Object”

5 “Property Damage - Major”
1 “Hospital”

Brand Highway / Bibby Rd intersection
(Brand Highway SLK 138.91)

2

1 “Non-Collision”
1 “Hit Object”

2 “Property Damage - Major”

Brand Highway
SLK 138.91 (Bibby Rd) to SLK 139.19
(Koonah Rd)

0

N/A

N/A

Brand Highway / Koonah Rd intersection
(Brand Highway SLK 139.19)

1

1 “Right Angle”

1 “Medical”

Brand Highway
SLK 139.19 (Koonah Rd) to SLK 144.84

0

N/A

N/A

With the exception of the one crash at Koonah intersection, all the other crashes along Brand Highway did not
involve other vehicles and were mostly Non-Collision or Hit Object.
Therefore, the crash history of the adjacent road network does not suggest any particular safety issues in the
existing road network and therefore the volume of traffic movements generated by the camp facility is not
considered to increase the likelihood of crashes to unacceptable levels.

4.1.3.

Safe Intersection Sight Distance

The Safe Intersection Sight Distance (SISD) has been assessed in accordance with Austroads Guide to Road
Design Part 4A Equation 2 and the results are summarised in Table 3. The line-of-sight photos at the intersection
are shown below in Figure 10 and Figure 11.
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Figure 10: Brand Highway / Bibby Road Intersection Looking South

Figure 11: Brand Highway / Bibby Road Intersection Looking North
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Table 3: SISD Estimate at Brand Highway / Bibby Road Intersection
Design
Speed
(km/h)

Coefficient
of
Deceleration

Decision
Time (s)

Trucks

100

0.28

Cars

110

0.36

Vehicle
Type

Longitudinal
Grade (NB /
SB)

Required SISD for NB /
SB Traffic (m)

3+2.5

-2% / -2%

3+2.5

-2% / -2%

Available SISD
(m)
NB

SB

304 / 304

+500

390

307 / 307

+500

390

The SISD from both directions are sufficient to achieve minimum SISD in accordance with the Austroads minimum
requirements.
Sight distances have been estimated from dash cam video footage, site photos, Google Earth and Google Street
View.

4.1.4.

Approach Sight Distances

Approach sight distance is shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13.
The required and available ASD at the intersection has been determined from Austroads Part 4A Equation 2 as
summarised in Table 4.

Figure 12: Approach Sight Line to Brand Highway
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Figure 13: Approach Sight Line from Brand Highway
Table 4: ASD at Bibby Road towards Brand Highway Intersection
Vehicle
Type

Design Speed
(km/h)

Coefficient of
Deceleration

Reaction
Time (s)

Longitudinal
Grade

Required ASD (m)

Available ASD (m)

Trucks

100

0.28

2.5

-2%

221

205

Cars

110

0.362

2.5

-2%

216

205

The assessment indicates the ASD are below the requirements caused by the horizontal bend and existing
vegetation.
There is a warning sign 520m prior to the intersection warning of the intersection after the bend as per Figure 14.

Figure 14: Intersection Warning Signage to Approach to Brand Highway
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As there is warning signage prior to the intersection, which results in vehicles lowering their operating speed, and
as the ASD is only marginally non-compliant, the existing ASD is deemed acceptable .

4.1.5.

Road Condition

The intersection is sealed and is currently in good condition and deemed suitable for the minor increase in traffic
in terms of safety.

4.2. Bibby Road
4.2.1.

Existing Configuration

The existing road is a 6m sealed road with 1.2m unsealed shoulders between edge of seal and guideposts (8.4m
total formation width).
The road does not have a posted speed limit and therefore is considered an open road in an unbuilt area with a
110km/hr speed restriction.
The road is considered to be in good condition and appears well maintained.
Refer Figure 15 for a typical example of the existing formation of Bibby Rd.

Figure 15: Typical Existing Bibby Road Formation

As per previous Figure 5, it is estimated that there will be an additional 10 light vehicles movements along the
road daily.
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Therefore, due to the minor increase in traffic, it is considered that the existing road formation is adequate.

4.2.2.

Road Safety

Crash data for Bibby Road was sourced from MRWA Crash Analysis Reporting System (CARS) for the 5-year
period ending 11/11/2020.
There were no crashes reported.
Therefore, the crash history of the adjacent road network does not suggest any particular safety issues in the
existing road network and therefore the volume of traffic movements generated by the camp facility is not
considered to increase the likelihood of crashes to unacceptable levels.

4.2.3.

Road Condition

The road is considered to be in good condition and appears well maintained and therefore deemed suitable for
the minor increase in traffic in terms of safety.

4.3. Wongonderrah Road and Brand Highway Intersection
4.3.1.

Existing Configuration

As per Figure 16, the existing intersection is a basic T intersection.

Figure 16: Brand Hwy & Wongonderrah Road Intersection
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As per previous Figure 5, it is estimated that there will be an additional 2 light vehicles movements at this
intersection during the peak hour.
Therefore, due to the minor increase in traffic, it is considered that additional auxiliary lanes will not be warranted
and that the existing configuration is acceptable.
The current intersection is suitable for lane correct light vehicle movements as per Figure 17.

Figure 17: Swept Path Assessment

4.3.2.

Road Safety

Crash data for the intersection was sourced from MRWA Crash Analysis Reporting System (CARS) for the 5-year
period ending 11/12/2020. The report is summarised in Table 5.
Table 5: Crash History
Location
Brand Hwy & Wongonderrah Rd
SLK 131.69

Number of
Crashes
1

MR Nature
Rear End

Severity
PDO Major
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The crash history of the intersection is what can be expected for a rural/remote intersection and therefore does
not suggest any particular safety issues in the existing road network. Therefore, the volume of traffic movements
generated by the camp facility (additional 2 light vehicles movements during the peak hour/daily) is not considered
to increase the likelihood of crashes to unacceptable levels.

4.3.3.

Safe Intersection Sight Distance

The Safe Intersection Sight Distance (SISD) has been assessed in accordance with Austroads Guide to Road
Design Part 4A Equation 2 and the results are summarised in Table 6. The line-of-sight photos at the intersection
are shown below in Figure 18 and Figure 19.

Figure 18: Brand Highway / Wongonderrah Road Intersection Looking South
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Figure 19: Brand Highway / Wongonderrah Road Intersection Looking North
Table 6: SISD Estimate at Brand Highway / Wongonderrah Road Intersection

Vehicle
Type

Design
Speed
(km/h)

Coefficient
of
Deceleration

Decision
Time (s)

Longitudinal
Grade (NB /
SB)

Required SISD for NB /
SB Traffic (m)

Available SISD
(m)
NB

SB

Trucks

100

0.28

3+2.5

-2% / -2%

304 / 304

485+

415+

Cars

110

0.362

3+2.5

-2% / -2%

307 / 307

485+

415+

The SISD from both directions are sufficient to achieve minimum SISD in accordance with the Austroads minimum
requirements.
Sight distances have been estimated from car dashcam, sight photos and google imagery.

4.3.4.

Approach Sight Distances

Approach sight distance is shown in Figure 20, Figure 21 and Figure 22.
The required and available ASD at the intersection has been determined from Austroads Part 4A Equation 2 as
summarised in Table 7. The estimated ASD has been calculated for both sealed and unsealed approaches for
comparison as there is approximately 75m of seal at the intersection.
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Figure 20: Approach Sight Line to Brand Highway – Prior to Crest

Figure 21: Approach Sight Line to Brand Highway– After Crest
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Figure 22: Sight Distance from Brand Highway
Table 7: ASD at Wongonderrah Rod & Brand Highway Intersection

Road
Condition

Vehicle
Type

Design
Speed
(km/h)

Coefficient
of
Deceleration

Decision
Time (s)

Longitudinal
Grade (NB /
SB)

Required
SISD (m)

Available
SISD (m)

Trucks

100

0.23

2.5

+2%

227

270

Cars

110

0.22

2.5

+2%

275

180

Trucks

100

0.28

2.5

+2%

201

270

Cars

110

0.36

2.5

+2%

202

180

Unsealed

Sealed

The assessment indicates the ASD are below the requirements for a car for both a sealed and unsealed road due
to the sight obstruction caused by an existing crest. Therefore, to conform to the guidelines, consideration is to
be made to regrading the approach to remove the crest obstruction and extending the extent of seal to improve
sight distances.
However, consideration could be made to keeping the current intersection layout and installing a distance tag to
the existing advance intersection warning sign as well as installing a crest warning sign subject to Shire approval,
due to the following factors:


There is extremely low camp traffic volumes approaching the intersection (1 per day);
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There is an expectation that vehicles would be travelling much slower than the allowed 110km/hr;



Image Resources will be encouraging their personnel not to use this road; and



There is already an existing advance warning sign prior to the intersection (refer Figure 23 below).

Figure 23: Wongonderrah/Brand Hwy Advance Intersection Warning Sign

4.3.5.

Road Condition

The existing intersection is sealed for approximately 75m. The seal has some minor defects (flushing) and has
some dust, however, is generally in good condition. Therefore, the existing condition is deemed suitable for the
minor increase in traffic in terms of safety.
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Figure 24: Existing Intersection Condition

4.4. Wongonderrah Road
4.4.1.

Existing Configuration

The existing road is an unsealed gravel graded road approximately 8m wide.
Refer Figure 25 for a typical example of the existing formation of Wongonderrah Rd (SLK 0.00 to 22.70).
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Figure 25: Typical Existing Wongonderrah Road Formation

As per previous Figure 5, it is estimated that there will be an additional 2 light vehicles movements along the road
daily.
Therefore, due to the minor increase in traffic, it is considered that the existing road formation is adequate.

4.4.2.

Road Safety

Crash data for Wongonderrah Road were sourced from MRWA Crash Analysis Reporting System (CARS) for the
5-year period ending 11/11/2020.
There were no crashes reported.
Therefore, the crash history of the adjacent road network does not suggest any particular safety issues in the
existing road network and therefore the volume of traffic movements generated by the camp facility is not
considered to increase the likelihood of crashes to unacceptable levels.

4.4.3.

Road Condition

The road is considered to be in good condition when dry and appears to be well maintained by the Shire. It is
noted that during and after rainfall events the condition of the road surface may change where sections may
become difficult to drive at speed.
As per previous Section 2.1, Image Resources have confirmed that they will encourage all personnel to travel to
the camp site via Bibby Road/Munbinea Road rather than Wongonderrah Road.
It is recommended that the camp traffic volumes along this road and the road condition be monitored.
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4.5. Bibby Road and Munbinea Intersection
4.5.1.

Existing Configuration

As per Figure 26, the existing intersection is a basic T intersection.

Figure 26: Munbinea & Bibby Road Intersection

As per previous Figure 5, it is estimated that there will be an additional 10 light vehicles movements at this
intersection during the peak hour.
Therefore, due to the minor increase in traffic, it is considered that auxiliary lanes will not be warranted and that
the existing configuration is acceptable.
As per Figure 27, the current intersection is suitable for light vehicles.
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Figure 27: Munbinea Rd & Bibby Rd Intersection Swept Paths

4.5.2.

Road Safety

Crash data for the intersection (SLK 13.57) was sourced from MRWA Crash Analysis Reporting System (CARS)
for the 5-year period ending 11/12/2020. The report is summarised in Table 8.
Table 8: Crash History
Location
Munbinea Road SLK 13.63

Number of
Crashes
1

MR Nature
Hit Object

Severity
PDO Major

The crash history of the intersection is what can be expected for a rural/remote intersection and therefore does
not suggest any particular safety issues in the existing road network. Therefore, the volume of traffic movements
generated by the camp facility is not considered to increase the likelihood of crashes to unacceptable levels.

4.5.3.

Safe Intersection Sight Distance

The Safe Intersection Sight Distance (SISD) has been assessed in accordance with Austroads Guide to Road
Design Part 4A Equation 2 and the results are summarised in Table 9. The line-of-sight photos at the intersection
are shown below in Figure 28 and Figure 29.
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Figure 28: Munbinea Rd (SLK 13.56) & Bibby Rd Intersection – Looking North

Figure 29: Munbinea Rd (SLK 13.56) & Bibby Rd Intersection – Looking South
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Table 9: SISD Estimate at Munbinea Road / Bibby Road Intersection

Traffic
Direction

Road
Condition

North

Unsealed

South

Sealed

Vehicle
Type

Design
Speed
(km/h)

Coefficient
of
Deceleration

Decision
Time (s)

Longitudinal
Grade (NB /
SB)

Required
SISD (m)

Available
SISD (m)

Trucks

100

0.23

3+2.5

-2%

340

+500

Cars

110

0.22

3+2.5

-2%

406

+500

Trucks

100

0.28

3+2.5

+1%

289

+500

Cars

110

0.36

3+2.5

+1%

297

+500

The SISD from both directions are sufficient to achieve minimum SISD in accordance with the Austroads minimum
requirements.
Sight distances have been estimated from dash cam video footage, site photos, Google Earth and Google Street
View.

4.5.4.

Approach Sight Distances

Approach sight distance is shown in Figure 30.
The required and available ASD at the intersection has been determined from Austroads Part 4A Equation 2 as
summarised in Table 10.

Figure 30: Munbinea Rd (SLK 13.56) & Bibby Rd Intersection – Looking East
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Table 10: ASD at Bibby Road towards Munbinea Road Intersection
Vehicle
Type

Design Speed
(km/h)

Coefficient of
Deceleration

Reaction
Time (s)

Longitudinal
Grade

Required ASD (m)

Available ASD (m)

Trucks

100

0.28

2.5

-2%

221

+500

Cars

110

0.36

2.5

-2%

217

+500

The assessment indicates the ASD is acceptable.

4.5.5.

Road Condition

The intersection is sealed for the Bibby Road and Munbinea Road north leg. The seal is currently in good condition
and deemed suitable for the minor increase in traffic in terms of safety.
The south leg of Munbinea Road is sealed for approximately 30m before becoming unsealed.
It is understood that Image Resources are in discussions with the Shire on potential upgrading and/or regular
maintenance of Munbinea Road (refer Section 4.6.3 for further commentary). However, it is expected that dust
may track onto the intersection from the vehicles, in particular from the haulage trucks associated within the mining
operations. Therefore, sealing for a minimum 100m of the southern leg of Munbinea Road should be considered.

4.6. Munbinea Road – Unsealed Section
4.6.1.

Existing Configuration

The existing road is an unsealed gravel graded road approximately 7m trafficable width (8-9m between
guideposts).
Refer Figure 31, Figure 32 and Figure 33 for a typical example of the existing formation of Munbinea Road (SLK
0.00 to 13.56).
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Figure 31: Typical Existing Munbinea Road Unsealed Formation – Example 1 (SLK 0.21)

Figure 32: Typical Existing Munbinea Road Unsealed Formation – Example 2 (SLK 2.55)
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Figure 33: Typical Existing Munbinea Road Unsealed Formation – Example 3 (SLK 9.90)

As per previous Figure 5 and Figure 6, it is estimated that there will be following additional daily traffic volumes
along the road:


North of the proposed site access:
o



18 light vehicles movements.

South of the proposed site access:
o

18 light vehicles movements; and

o

16 shuttle buses.

Due to the minor increase in traffic, it is considered that the existing road formation is adequate for the light vehicle
traffic.
The road may need some upgrading to cater for the haulage vehicles associated with the mining operations in
consultation with the Shire however, this is covered under a separate assessment.

4.6.2.

Road Safety

Crash data for the unsealed section Munbinea Road was sourced from MRWA Crash Analysis Reporting System
(CARS) for the 5-year period ending 11/11/2020.
There were no crashes reported.
Therefore, the crash history of the adjacent road network does not suggest any particular safety issues in the
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existing road network. However, considering the existing traffic volumes are expected to be significantly low it is
expected that the increase in traffic would increase the likelihood of crashes however, not to unacceptable levels
as the increase in traffic is also low.
In addition, as per Section 4.6.3, it is understood that the unsealed section of Munbinea Road may require some
upgrading and regularly monitored/maintained and therefore reducing the likelihood of incidents.

4.6.3.

Road Condition

The road is considered to be in good condition when dry and appears to be well maintained by the Shire however,
there are corrugations along the alignment during the most recent sight visit. It is noted that during and after
rainfall, the road surface some sections may become slippery, soft and difficult to drive at speed.
On behalf of Image Resources, Galt Geotechnics (Galt) conducted fieldwork along Munbinea Road to investigate
and assess the suitability of the existing pavement.
In summary, there is an existing 200-300mm wearing course / basecourse along the road.
As this section of the road is on the truck haulage route for mining operations, it is understood that Image
Resources are in discussions with the Shire on potential upgrades to the road. A monitoring and maintenance
plan is also being considered to ensure the road condition remains safe for traffic.
Although the haulage trucks will not travel past the proposed mine site access, it should be considered that similar
upgrades or monitoring / maintenance is applied for the remaining length of Munbinea Road and to the camp
access to cater for the light vehicles and shuttle buses.

4.7. Munbinea Road & Wongonderrah Rd Intersection and Camp Access
4.7.1.

Existing Configuration

As per Figure 24, the existing intersection is a basic unsealed T intersection.
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Figure 34: Munbinea & Wongonderrah Road Intersection

As per previous Figure 7, it is estimated that there will be an additional 18 light vehicles movements and 8 shuttle
buses at this intersection during the peak hour.
Therefore, due to the significantly low traffic volumes, it is considered that auxiliary lanes will not be warranted
and that the existing configuration is acceptable.
The current intersection is suitable for light vehicle movements and the shuttle buses for lane correct movements
as per Figure 35 and Figure 36.
The access into the camp site has also been checked, in particular the bend at the end Wongonderrah Road, as
per Figure 37 and Figure 38. The swept path assessment, based on aerial imagery, indicates that the bend is
too narrow for lane correct movements and therefore widening to allow lane correct movements should be
considered.
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Figure 35: Munbinea Rd & Wongonderrah Rd Intersection Swept Paths – Light Vehicles

Figure 36: Munbinea Rd & Wongonderrah Rd Intersection Swept Paths – Shuttle Bus (8.8m vehicle)
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Figure 37: Camp Access - Wongonderrah Rd Swept Paths – Light Vehicles

Figure 38: Camp Access - Wongonderrah Rd Swept Paths – Shuttle Bus (8.8m vehicle)
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4.7.2.

Road Safety

Crash data for the intersection was sourced from MRWA Crash Analysis Reporting System (CARS) for the 5-year
period ending 11/12/2020.
There were no crashes reported.
Therefore, the crash history of the adjacent road network does not suggest any particular safety issues in the
existing road network. However, considering the existing traffic volumes are expected to be significantly low it is
expected that the increase in traffic would increase the likelihood of crashes however, not to unacceptable levels
as the increase in traffic is also low.
In addition, as per Section 4.6.3, it has been recommended that the unsealed section of Munbinea Road to the
camp access has similar upgrades or monitoring / maintenance as what is adopted for the remaining length of
Munbinea Road and
It is understood that Image Resources are in discussions with the Shire on potential upgrading and/or regular
maintenance of Munbinea Road (refer Section 4.6.3 for further commentary). Upgrades/maintenance (or similar)
should be considered for extension through these areas and into the camp facility, in particular through the bend,
which would reduce the likelihood of incidents.

4.7.3.

Safe Intersection Sight Distance

The Safe Intersection Sight Distance (SISD) has been assessed in accordance with Austroads Guide to Road
Design Part 4A Equation 2 and the results are summarised in Table 11. The line-of-sight photos at the intersection
are shown below in Figure 39 and Figure 40.
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Figure 39: Munbinea Rd (SLK 0.00) & Wongonderrah Rd Intersection – Looking East

Figure 40: Munbinea Rd (SLK 0.00) & Wongonderrah Rd Intersection – Looking West
Table 11: SISD Estimate at Munbinea Road and Wongonderrah Road Intersection
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Traffic
Direction

Road
Condition

West

Unsealed

East

Unsealed

Vehicle
Type

Design
Speed
(km/h)

Coefficient
of
Deceleration

Decision
Time (s)

Longitudinal
Grade (NB /
SB)

Required
SISD (m)

Available
SISD (m)

Trucks

100

0.23

3+2.5

-2%

340

+500

Cars

110

0.22

3+2.5

-2%

406

+500

Trucks

50

0.27

3+2.5

0%

84

110

Cars

50

0.27

3+2.5

0%

84

110

The SISD from both directions are sufficient to achieve minimum SISD in accordance with the Austroads minimum
requirements.
Sight distances have been estimated from dash cam video footage, site photos, Google Earth and Google Street
View.

4.7.4.

Approach Sight Distances

Approach sight distance is shown in Figure 41.
The required and available ASD at the intersection has been determined from Austroads Part 4A Equation 2 as
summarised in Table 12.

Figure 41: Munbinea Rd (SLK 0.00) & Wongonderrah Rd Intersection – Looking North
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Table 12: ASD Wongonderrah Road & Munbinea Road Intersection
Vehicle
Type

Design Speed
(km/h)

Coefficient of
Deceleration

Reaction
Time (s)

Longitudinal
Grade

Required ASD (m)

Available ASD (m)

Trucks

100

0.23

2.5

-1%

248

350

Cars

110

0.22

2.5

-1%

303

350

The assessment indicates the ASD is acceptable.

4.7.5.

Road Condition

The existing intersection and road approaching the camp site is unsealed.
It is understood that Image Resources are in discussions with the Shire on potential upgrading and/or regular
maintenance of Munbinea Road (refer Section 4.6.3 for further commentary). Upgrades/maintenance (or similar)
should be considered for extension to this intersection and into the camp facility, in particular through the bend.

4.8. Jurien Road and Indian Ocean Drive Intersection
4.8.1.

Existing Configuration

As per Figure 42, the existing intersection has a channelized right turn and a painted median.
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Painted Median

Channelised Right Turn

Figure 42: Jurien Road & Indian Ocean Drive Intersection

As per previous Figure 5, it is estimated that there will be an additional 2 light vehicles movements at this
intersection during the peak hour.
Therefore, due to the minor increase in traffic, it is considered that additional auxiliary lanes will not be warranted
and that the existing configuration is acceptable.
The intersection geometry is also considered appropriate for light vehicle movements and therefore no additional
widening is required.

4.8.2.

Road Safety

Crash data for the intersection (SLK 171.39) was sourced from MRWA Crash Analysis Reporting System (CARS)
for the 5-year period ending 11/11/2020. The report is summarised in Table 13.
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Table 13: Crash History
Number of
Crashes

Location

MR Nature

Severity

Indian Ocean Drive SLK 171.39

1

Right Angle

PDO Major

Indian Ocean Drive SLK 171.41

1

Midblock - involving parking

PDO Minor”

The crash history of the intersection is what can be expected for a rural intersection and therefore does not suggest
any particular safety issues in the existing road network. Therefore, the volume of traffic movements generated
by the camp facility (additional 2 light vehicles movements during the peak hour/daily) is not considered to increase
the likelihood of crashes to unacceptable levels.

4.8.3.

Safe Intersection Sight Distance

The Safe Intersection Sight Distance (SISD) has been assessed in accordance with Austroads Guide to Road
Design Part 4A Equation 2 and the results are summarised in Table 14. The line-of-sight photos at the intersection
are shown below in Figure 43 and Figure 44.

Figure 43: Jurien Rd / Indian Ocean Drive Intersection Looking South
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Figure 44: Jurien Rd / Indian Ocean Drive Intersection Looking North
Table 14: SISD Estimate at Jurien Rd / Indian Ocean Drive Intersection

Vehicle
Type

Design
Speed
(km/h)

Coefficient
of
Deceleration

Decision
Time (s)

Longitudinal
Grade (NB /
SB)

Required SISD for NB /
SB Traffic (m)

Available SISD
(m)
NB

SB

Trucks

90

0.28

3+2.5

0% / 0%

251 / 251

450

+500

Cars

100

0.36

3+2.5

0% / 0%

262 / 262

450

+500

The SISD from both directions are sufficient to achieve minimum SISD in accordance with the Austroads minimum
requirements.
Sight distances have been estimated from Google Earth and Google Street View.

4.8.4.

Approach Sight Distances

Approach sight distance is shown in Figure 45.
The required and available ASD at the intersection has been determined from Austroads Part 4A Equation 2 as
summarised in Table 15.
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Figure 45: Approach Sight Line for Jurien Road Intersection from Indian Ocean Drive
Table 15: ASD at Jurien Road towards Indian Ocean Drive Intersection
Vehicle
Type

Design Speed
(km/h)

Coefficient of
Deceleration

Reaction
Time (s)

Longitudinal
Grade

Required ASD (m)

Available ASD (m)

Trucks

100

0.28

2.5

-2%

221

400

Cars

110

0.36

2.5

-2%

217

400

The assessment indicates the ASD is acceptable.

4.8.5.

Road Condition

The intersection is sealed and is currently in good condition and deemed suitable for the minor increase in traffic
in terms of safety.

4.9. Jurien Road
4.9.1.

Existing Configuration

The existing road is a 6m sealed road with 1.0m unsealed shoulders between edge of seal and guideposts (8.0m
total formation width).
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The road is posted at 110km/hr speed restriction.
The road is considered to be in good condition and appears well maintained.
Refer Figure 46 for a typical example of the existing formation of Jurien Road.

Figure 46: Typical Existing Jurien Road Formation

As per previous Figure 5, it is estimated that there will be an additional 2 light vehicles movements along the road
daily.
Therefore, due to the minor increase in traffic, it is considered that the existing road formation is adequate.

4.9.2.

Road Safety

Crash data for the road was sourced from MRWA Crash Analysis Reporting System (CARS) for the 5-year period
ending 11/11/2020. The report is summarised in Table 16.
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Table 16: Crash History
Location

Number of Crashes

MR Nature

Severity

Jurien Road SLK 34.230

1

Midblock – Non collision

PDO Minor”

Jurien Road SLK 32.150

1

Midblock – Hit Object

PDO Major

Jurien Road SLK 30.810

1

Midblock – Hit Animal – involving
parking

PDO Major

The crash history of the road is what can be expected for a rural/remote road and therefore does not suggest any
particular safety issues in the existing road network. Therefore, the volume of traffic movements generated by the
camp facility (additional 2 light vehicles movements during the peak hour/daily) is not considered to increase the
likelihood of crashes to unacceptable levels.

4.9.3.

Road Condition

The road is sealed, considered to be in good condition and appears well maintained and therefore deemed
suitable for the minor increase in traffic in terms of safety.

4.10. Jurien Road and Munbinea Road Intersection
4.10.1. Existing Configuration
As per Figure 47, the existing intersection is a basic sealed T intersection.
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Figure 47: Jurien Road & Munbinea Road Intersection

As per previous Figure 5, it is estimated that there will be an additional 2 light vehicles movements at this
intersection during the peak hour.
Therefore, due to the minor increase in traffic, it is considered that additional auxiliary lanes will not be warranted
and that the existing configuration is acceptable.
The intersection geometry is also considered appropriate for light vehicle movements and therefore no additional
widening is required.

4.10.2. Road Safety
Crash data for the intersection were sourced from MRWA Crash Analysis Reporting System (CARS) for the 5year period ending 11/11/2020.
There have been no crashes reported for the intersection.
Therefore, the volume of traffic movements generated by the camp facility (additional 2 light vehicles movements
during the peak hour/daily) is not considered to increase the likelihood of crashes to unacceptable levels.

4.10.3. Safe Intersection Sight Distance
The Safe Intersection Sight Distance (SISD) has been assessed in accordance with Austroads Guide to Road
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Design Part 4A Equation 2 and the results are summarised in Table 17. The line-of-sight photos at the intersection
are shown below in Figure 48 and Figure 49.

Figure 48: Jurien Rd / Munbinea Road Intersection Looking West
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Figure 49: Jurien Rd / Munbinea Road Intersection Looking East
Table 17: SISD Estimate at Jurien Rd / Munbinea Road Intersection

Vehicle
Type

Design
Speed
(km/h)

Coefficient
of
Deceleration

Decision
Time (s)

Longitudinal
Grade (WB /
EB)

Required SISD for WB /
EB Traffic (m)

Available SISD
(m)
WB

EB

Trucks

100

0.28

3+2.5

+1% / +2%

289 / 289

300

+500

Cars

110

0.36

3+2.5

+1% / +2%

293 / 297

300

+500

The SISD from both directions are sufficient to achieve minimum SISD in accordance with the Austroads minimum
requirements.
Sight distances have been estimated from Google Earth and Google Street View.

4.10.4. Approach Sight Distances
Approach sight distance is shown in Figure 50.
The required and available ASD at the intersection has been determined from Austroads Part 4A Equation 2 as
summarised in Table 18.
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Figure 50: Approach Sight Line from Jurien Road
Table 18: ASD at Munbinea Road from Jurien Road Intersection
Vehicle
Type

Design Speed
(km/h)

Coefficient of
Deceleration

Reaction
Time (s)

Longitudinal
Grade

Required ASD (m)

Available ASD (m)

Trucks

100

0.28

2.5

2%

201

+500

Cars

110

0.36

2.5

2%

202

+500

The assessment indicates the ASD is acceptable.

4.10.5. Road Condition
The intersection is sealed and is currently in good condition and deemed suitable for the minor increase in traffic
in terms of safety.

4.11. Munbinea Road – Sealed Section
4.11.1. Existing Configuration
The existing road is a 6m sealed road with 1.0m unsealed shoulders between edge of seal and guideposts (8.0m
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total formation width).
The road does not have a posted speed limit and therefore is considered an open road in an unbuilt area with a
110km/hr speed restriction.
The road is considered to be in good condition and appears well maintained.
Refer Figure 51 for a typical example of the existing formation of Jurien Road.

Figure 51: Typical Existing Munbinea Road Formation

As per previous Figure 5, it is estimated that there will be an additional 2 - 8 light vehicles movements along the
road daily.
Therefore, due to the minor increase in traffic, it is considered that the existing road formation is adequate.

4.11.2. Road Safety
Crash data for the road was sourced from MRWA Crash Analysis Reporting System (CARS) for the 5-year period
ending 11/11/2020. The report is summarised in Table 19.
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Table 19: Crash History
Location

Number of
Crashes

Munbinea Road SLK 30.830

1

Midblock – Non collision

PDO Major

Munbinea Road SLK 30.320

1

Midblock – Hit Object – involving animal

PDO Major

Munbinea Road SLK 27.690

1

Midblock – Hit Object – involving animal

PDO Major

MR Nature

Severity

The crash history of the road is what can be expected for a rural/remote road and therefore does not suggest any
particular safety issues in the existing road network. Therefore, the volume of traffic movements generated by the
camp facility (additional 2-8 light vehicles movements during the peak hour/daily) is not considered to increase
the likelihood of crashes to unacceptable levels.

4.11.3. Road Condition
The road is sealed, considered to be in good condition and appears well maintained and therefore deemed
suitable for the minor increase in traffic in terms of safety.

4.12. Cervantes Road and Indian Ocean Drive Intersection
4.12.1. Existing Configuration
As per Figure 52, the existing intersection has an auxiliary left turn treatment and northbound lane widening
through the intersection that allows through vehicles to pass right turning vehicles.
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Auxiliary Left Turn Lane
Northbound lane widening

Figure 52: Cervantes Road & Indian Ocean Drive Intersection

As per previous Figure 5, it is estimated that there will be an additional 6 light vehicles movements at this
intersection during the peak hour.
Therefore, due to the minor increase in traffic, it is considered that additional auxiliary lanes will not be warranted
and that the existing configuration is acceptable.
The intersection geometry is also considered appropriate for light vehicle movements and therefore no additional
widening is required.

4.12.2. Road Safety
Crash data for the intersection was sourced from MRWA Crash Analysis Reporting System (CARS) for the 5-year
period ending 11/11/2020.
No crashes were reported for the intersection.
Therefore, the volume of traffic movements generated by the camp facility (additional 6 light vehicles movements
during the peak hour/daily) is not considered to increase the likelihood of crashes to unacceptable levels.
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4.12.3. Safe Intersection Sight Distance
The Safe Intersection Sight Distance (SISD) has been assessed in accordance with Austroads Guide to Road
Design Part 4A Equation 2 and the results are summarised in Table 20. The line-of-sight photos at the intersection
are shown below in Figure 53 and Figure 54.

Figure 53: Cervantes Rd / Indian Ocean Drive Intersection Looking South
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Figure 54: Cervantes Rd / Indian Ocean Drive Intersection Looking North
Table 20: SISD Estimate at Cervantes Rd / Indian Ocean Drive Intersection

Vehicle
Type

Design
Speed
(km/h)

Coefficient
of
Deceleration

Decision
Time (s)

Longitudinal
Grade (NB /
SB)

Required SISD for NB /
SB Traffic (m)

Available SISD
(m)
NB

SB

Trucks

100

0.28

3+2.5

0% / 0%

293 / 293

370

+500

Cars

110

0.36

3+2.5

0% / 0%

300 / 300

370

+500

The SISD from both directions are sufficient to achieve minimum SISD in accordance with the Austroads minimum
requirements.
Sight distances have been estimated from Google Earth and Google Street View.

4.12.4. Approach Sight Distances
Approach sight distance is shown in Figure 55.
The required and available ASD at the intersection has been determined from Austroads Part 4A Equation 2 as
summarised in Table 21.
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Figure 55: Approach Sight Line along Cervantes Road from Indian Ocean Drive
Table 21: ASD at Cervantes Road & Indian Ocean Drive Intersection
Vehicle
Type

Design Speed
(km/h)

Coefficient of
Deceleration

Reaction
Time (s)

Longitudinal
Grade

Required ASD (m)

Available ASD (m)

Trucks

100

0.28

2.5

+1%

205

250

Cars

110

0.36

2.5

+1%

205

250

The assessment indicates the ASD is acceptable.

4.12.5. Road Condition
The intersection is sealed and is currently in good condition and deemed suitable for the minor increase in traffic
in terms of safety.

4.13. Cervantes Road
4.13.1. Existing Configuration
The existing road is a 6m sealed road with 1.0m unsealed shoulders between edge of seal and guideposts (8.0m
total formation width).
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The road is posted at 110km/hr speed restriction.
The road is considered to be in good condition and appears well maintained.
Refer Figure 56 for a typical example of the existing formation of Cervantes Road.

Figure 56: Typical Existing Cervantes Road Formation

As per previous Figure 5, it is estimated that there will be an additional 6 light vehicles movements along the road
daily.
Therefore, due to the minor increase in traffic, it is considered that the existing road formation is adequate.

4.13.2. Road Safety
Crash data for the intersection was sourced from MRWA Crash Analysis Reporting System (CARS) for the 5-year
period ending 11/11/2020.
No crashes were reported for the intersection.
Therefore, the volume of traffic movements generated by the camp facility (additional 2 light vehicles movements
during the peak hour/daily) is not considered to increase the likelihood of crashes to unacceptable levels.
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4.13.3. Road Condition
The road is sealed, considered to be in good condition and appears well maintained and therefore deemed
suitable for the minor increase in traffic in terms of safety.

4.14. Cervantes Road and Munbinea Road Intersection
4.14.1. Existing Configuration
As per Figure 57, The existing intersection is a basic sealed T intersection with an auxiliary left turn lane.

Auxiliary left turn lane

Figure 57: Cervantes Road & Munbinea Road Intersection

As per previous Figure 5, it is estimated that there will be an additional 6 light vehicles movements at this
intersection during the peak hour.
Therefore, due to the minor increase in traffic, it is considered that additional auxiliary lanes will not be warranted
and that the existing configuration is acceptable.
The intersection geometry is also considered appropriate for light vehicle movements and therefore no additional
widening is required.
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4.14.2. Road Safety
Crash data for the intersection were sourced from MRWA Crash Analysis Reporting System (CARS) for the 5year period ending 11/11/2020.
There have been no crashes reported for the intersection.
Therefore, the volume of traffic movements generated by the camp facility (additional 6 light vehicles movements
during the peak hour/daily) is not considered to increase the likelihood of crashes to unacceptable levels.

4.14.3. Safe Intersection Sight Distance
The Safe Intersection Sight Distance (SISD) has been assessed in accordance with Austroads Guide to Road
Design Part 4A Equation 2 and the results are summarised in Table 22. The line-of-sight photos at the intersection
are shown below in Figure 58 and Figure 59.

Figure 58: Cervantes Rd / Munbinea Road Intersection Looking North
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Figure 59: Cervantes Rd / Munbinea Road Intersection Looking South
Table 22: SISD Estimate at Cervantes Rd / Munbinea Road Intersection
Design
Speed
(km/h)

Coefficient
of
Deceleration

Decision
Time (s)

Trucks

100

0.28

Cars

110

0.36

Vehicle
Type

Longitudinal
Grade (NB /
SB)

Required SISD for NB /
SB Traffic (m)

3+2.5

-2% / +2%

3+2.5

-2% / +2%

Available SISD
(m)
NB

SB

284 / 284

310

400

293 / 293

310

400

The SISD from both directions are sufficient to achieve minimum SISD in accordance with the Austroads minimum
requirements.
Sight distances have been estimated from Google Earth and Google Street View.

4.14.4. Approach Sight Distances
Approach sight distance is shown in Figure 60.
The required and available ASD at the intersection has been determined from Austroads Part 4A Equation 2 as
summarised in Table 23.
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Figure 60: Approach Sight Line Cervantes Road from Munbinea Road
Table 23: ASD at Cervantes Road / Munbinea Road Intersection
Vehicle
Type

Design Speed
(km/h)

Coefficient of
Deceleration

Reaction
Time (s)

Longitudinal
Grade

Required ASD (m)

Available ASD (m)

Trucks

100

0.28

2.5

2%

201

+500

Cars

110

0.36

2.5

2%

202

+500

The assessment indicates the ASD is acceptable.

4.14.5. Road Condition
The intersection is sealed and is currently in good condition and deemed suitable for the minor increase in traffic
in terms of safety.
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5. Conclusion
5.1. Summary
In summary, the assessment concluded with the following observations/recommendations in regard to the
impact/suitability of the camp facility traffic:


General: The assessment concluded that the proposed camp does not result in an adverse transport
impact to the is surrounding road network.



Roads:
o

Bibby Road: deemed adequate.

o

Munbinea Road – Unsealed Section: may require pavement upgrades and/or monitoring and
maintenance.

o

Munbinea Road – Sealed Section: deemed adequate.

o

Wongonderrah Road: Image Resources are encouraging personnel to not use this road. Road
condition and traffic to be monitored.



o

Jurien Road: deemed adequate.

o

Cervantes Road: deemed adequate.

Intersections:
o

Bibby Road & Brand Highway: deemed adequate.

o

Wongonderrah Road & Brand Highway: Non-conforming approach sight distance. Image
Resources are encouraging personnel to not use this road. Consideration to be made for
improvement to advance warning signage.

o

Bibby Road & Munbinea Road: Consider extending seal length to 100m for the southern
Munbinea Road length to reduce dust tracking at intersection.

o

Wongonderrah Road & Munbinea Road: consider pavement upgrades and/or monitoring and
maintenance including bend at camp access approach.

o

Munbinea Road & Cervantes Road: deemed adequate.

o

Cervantes Road & Indian Ocean Drive: deemed adequate.

o

Jurien Road & Indian Ocean Drive: deemed adequate.

o

Jurien Road and Munbinea Road: deemed adequate.
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1. OBJECTIVE
The Image Resources (IMA) Atlas Camp Bush Fire Management Plan (BMP) documents the
prevention, preparedness, response and emergency evacuation arrangements required to manage
the bush fire risks associated with the operation of the Atlas Accommodation Camp.

2. FACILITY DETAILS
The Atlas Accommodation Camp is located on Lot 4113 Wongonderrah Road provides
accommodation for up to 84 personnel working at the Image Resources Atlas Mineral Sands Project.
A location map is included in Appendix 13.1
The Camp comprises 21 accommodation units (4 room steel-clad transportable buildings) and
associated buildings and infrastructure including
•
•
•
•

Kitchen and dining facilities (modular steel-clad transportable building)
Recreational building (modular steel-clad transportable building)
Laundry Units (steel-clad transportable buildings)
Water Treatment and Storage Infrastructure (Poly Water Tanks, Pumps, Reverse Osmosis and
Potable Water Treatment unit, Waste Water Treatment Unit and Tanks)

A site plan is included in Appendix 13.2

3. RISKS
The Camp Buildings and Infrastructure are constructed on land that DFES has assessed as not
bushfire prone. The location was checked against the DFES Bush Fire Prone Map
(https://maps.slip.wa.gov.au/landgate/bushfireprone/) on 3/09/21 and a copy of the result with the
proposed camp location overlayed is included in Appendix 13.3.
The risk assessment for operation of the camp has been conducted and the following bush fire related
risks have been identified:
•
•
•
•

Camp operations or activities of residents causing a bush fire
An active bushfire front directly impacting the camp
A nearby bushfire restricting access to or from the camp
A nearby bushfire causing the camp to be impacted by ember attack starting a new fire within the
camp

4. RESPONSIBILITIES
The Registered Manager of the Atlas Mine has overall responsibility for development and approval of
this BMP. The Camp Manager is responsible for ensuring the BMP is effectively implemented.

5. EMERGENCY CONTACTS
Name/Role
Fire/Ambulance/Police Emergency
Assistance
Emergency Warnings
Terry Tye – Registered Manager
Shane Elliss – Emergency
Management Coordinator
Richard Brown – Chief Bushfire
Control Officer
TBC - Numbung Station Manager
Mine Shift Coordinator
TBC – Camp Manager

Organisation

Contact Details

WAPOL, DFES, St John Ambulance

000

DFES
Image Resources

www.emergency.wa.gov.au
0419 887 024

Shire of Dandaragan

0428 114 221

Shire of Dandaragan

0428 513 028

Numbung Station
Image Resources
Image Resources

TBC
0447 471 004
TBC
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6. PREVENTION
HOT WORKS
Any hot works conducted in open within the camp perimeter, will require a Hot Works Permit issued
by an authorised Hot Works Permit Issuer. When a total fire ban has been declared hot works permits
will not be issued unless a Total Fire Ban Prescribed Activities Notification Form has be completed
using the DFES Online Notification Form.

OPEN FIRES
During the restricted burning period (normally 19th September to 31st October and 1st March to 1st
April), fires in the open will be avoided unless essential. If there is a need for a fire be lit in the open
a permit issued by a Shire of Dandaragan Fire Control Officer is required prior to the fire being lit.
During the prohibited burning period (1st November to 28th February) the Camp Manager will be
responsible for ensuring that no fires are lit.

7. PREPAREDNESS
PLANNING/DESIGN
Bush fire preparedness principles shall be considered and incorporated in the planning process during
the planning and design phase of initial construction and any planned additions or alterations to the
camp and/or associated infrastructure.

FUEL MANAGEMENT
Fuel loads in the paddocks surrounding the camp buildings and infrastructure will be managed prior
to the fire threat fire period. Where possible fuel loads should be reduced through grazing or cropping
to levels that limit likely fire intensity, as a minimum, fuel loads should be less than 2t/hectare for a
distance of 100m around the camp perimeter during the prohibited burning period.

ASSET PROTECTION ZONES
An asset protection zone will be maintained including establishing defendable space for a distance of
20 metres around all buildings and critical infrastructure (including water supply and waste treatment
infrastructure). As a minimum within the asset protection zone:
•

Grass must be short cropped and maintained during the declared fire danger period.

•

All leaves and vegetation debris must be removed at regular intervals during the declared
fire danger period.

•

Within 10 metres of a building, flammable objects must not be located close to the vulnerable
parts of the building.

•

Plants greater than 10 centimetres in height must not be placed within 3m of a window or
glass feature of the building.

•

Shrubs must not be located under the canopy of trees.

•

Individual and clumps of shrubs must not exceed 5 sq. metres in area and must be separated
by at least 5 metres.

•

Trees must not overhang or touch any elements of the building.

•

The canopy of trees must be separated by at least
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•

There must be a clearance of at least 2 metres between the lowest tree branches and ground
level.

FIRE FIGHTING RESOURCES
Water Supply
Static water for firefighting during a bushfire is available from the Camp potable water treatment
system raw water tanks. A minimum of 10,000L of water will be maintained in these tanks during the
high bush fire threat period (Shire of Dandaragan Restricted Burning Period).
Water carts are also available at the mine site if required to supplement the static supply.
Fire Fighting Pump
A diesel fire-fighting pump connected to the raw water tank with sufficient hose to reach all areas of
the camp is available to put out spot fires should the camp come under ember attack or to wet down
and prepare the camp in the event of an approaching fire front.
Bush Fire Appliances/Machinery
The mine has the following firefighting equipment available for firefighting should a fire threaten the
camp:
• 700L slip on firefighting units (2 units)
• 25,000L Water carts with monitors and firefighting hoses (2 units)
• Earthmoving equipment - Various

FIRE BREAKS
Fire breaks shall be installed and maintained as per the Shire of Dandaragan Fire Break & Fuel
Hazard Reduction Notice
• On the property boundary
• Additional fire breaks around the perimeter of the camp to the same standard as in the Shire of
Dandaragan Fire Break Orders utilising the access road to the west of the camp and installed
breaks of the northern, eastern and southern perimeter.

AWARENESS AND THREAT MONITORING
The Camp Manager and Senior Operations personnel are required to be subscribed to Shire of
Dandaragan Harvest and Vehicle Movement Ban Notification SMS service. The Camp Manager will
be responsible for ensuring that fire danger rating and weather conditions are monitored throughout
the year and during high threat period the Emergency WA website https:\\www.emergency.wa.gov.au
is monitored. During the restricted burning period declared by the Shire of Dandaragan the Camp
Manager will ensure the total fire ban webpage https://www.emergency.wa.gov.au/#totalfirebans is
monitored daily.

8. EMERGENCY RESPONSE
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT TEAM
At all times the Image Emergency Management Team will act under the direction of the controlling
HMA (Hazard Management Agency) appointed to manage the emergency by the FES Commissioner
under the Emergency Management Act (2005). Where possible the Image Incident Controller will
appoint a liaison officer to facilitate communications/coordination of activities with the Shire of
Dandaragan, DFES or DBCA Incident Management Team (IMT).
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Emergency Management Team Role
Emergency Management Team Leader

Duty Registered Manager

Camp Fire Evacuation Warden

Duty Camp Manager

Operations Officer

HSET Superintendent (Primary)
Emergency Response Team (ERT) Captain (Alternative)

EVACUATION
Given the camps location and proximity to bush fire prone areas early evacuation of non-essential
personnel is the preferred option. The trigger to consider evacuation of personnel will be the issuing
of a Bushfire Advice Warning or Bush Fire Watch and Act Warning via the Australian Warning
Systems (emergency.wa.gov.au,13 DFES (13 33 37) or Local ABC Radio). Prior to evacuating the
camp consideration must be given to limited evacuation routes and proximity of the available escape
routes to high bush fire risk areas (i.e. escape routes through bush fire prone areas). Evacuation of
the camp will not be considered if any of the following risks are present:
•
•

Emergency Warning Issued for the camp location
Emergency Warning Issued covering any portion of the designated evacuation route or
possible impact of fire on any portion of the evacuation route within 2 hours.

When it is not safe to evacuate all personnel will be required to shelter in place (see section 8.3).
Muster Requirements
Prior to departure - The Camp Manager will use the accommodation register to muster personnel
prior to leaving site and record all personnel leaving, the vehicle they are travelling in, contact details
(mobile phone numbers) and their destination.
Safely out of danger zone – The Camp Manager will ensure that all evacuated personnel have been
safely evacuated. This will be recorded on the evacuation muster sheet. Confirmation personnel are
safely out of the danger zone may be via a phone call when personnel get to a pre-determined point
outside the danger zone or by conducting a muster at the muster points designated in the evacuation
routes below.
Evacuation Routes
At all times the choice of evacuation route will consider the advice given by Emergency Services in
Bush Fire Warnings. The evacuation route to be used will be approved by the Emergency
Management Team Leader based on the fire’s location and potential fire spread and advice from
Emergency Services.
Available Evacuation Routes:
•
•
•

East on Wongonderrah Road, South on Brand Highway to Muster Point at the Liberty
Roadhouse at Cataby.
East on Wongonderrah Road, North on Brand Highway, East on N W Road to Muster Point at
the Badgingarra Sporting Complex.
North on Munbinea Road, West on Cervantes Road, South on Indian Ocean Drive, West on
Cervantes Road, Muster at the Cervantes Recreation Centre.
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SHELTER IN-PLACE
Once a Bush Fire Emergency Warning had been issued covering the camp or part of the designated
evacuation route all remaining personnel must prepare to shelter in place or a Bushfire approaches
closer than 500m to the camp. The Camp Manger must muster all personnel and ensure they are in
the designated safe refuge.
Safe Refuge
The designated safe refuge is the Gym/Rec Centre Building.
Asset Protection
If Trained Fire Fighting Personnel are present in camp and fire intensity is low enough to safely provide
asset protection, fire crews should be stationed to extinguish spot fires and protect structures from
the advancing fire front.

9. RECOVERY
Once the threat has passed and a bushfire All Clear has been issued via the Australian Warning
System, the Camp Manager will assess the camp and determine if it is safe for Personnel to Return.
Once declared safe the site management team will coordinate the return of personnel.

10.

MONITORING AND AUDIT

This plan will be reviewed:
•
•
•

11.

annually prior to the restricted burning period
after any bushfire that requires its activation
if there is a significant change to buildings or infrastructure

TRAINING AND COMPETENCY

All personnel accommodated at the Camp will be provided an induction that includes an overview of
this management plan.
Emergency Management Team Members will be trained in the Image Emergency Management
System and their individual roles required under this plan

12.

DOCUMENT CONTROL

Revision
1.0

13.

Revision Date
6/9/21

Revised By
B Ladner

Approved By
T Colton

Revision Details
New document

APPENDICES
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SITE LAYOUT
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BUSH FIRE PRONE AREA MAP

Proposed
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TRIGGER ACTION RESPONSE PLAN (TARP)
Softcopy Trigger Action Response Plan located on O:\HSET\Emergency Management Plan\Camp
Hardcopy located in Camp Managers Office and Camp Reception
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PROPOSED WORKFORCE ACCOMMODATION – LOT 4113 (2269) WONGONDERRAH ROAD, NAMBUNG
No
1

Submitter
Greg Rowney

Submission
I am a Perth based photography enthusiast with a passion for night landscapes featuring the Milkyway.
The Pinnacles is an internationally recognised location for astro tourism, attracting many
astrophotographers due to its unique combination of epic landscapes and dark skies.
I would like the Shire to ensure this development uses dark sky approved lights for all outdoor lighting.

Officer response
A recommended condition of approval
covers this concern.

This is to prevent the lights impacting on our enjoyment of astrophotography at the Pinnacles.
I also encourage the Shire to enact a policy of using dark sky approved lighting for all future outdoor
lighting, whether it be commercial, public or private.
2

Vicki White

I am an astrophotographer who regularly visits the area to enjoy the dark skies and capture the beauty
that is the Milkyway.

As per the response to submitter 1.

Astrophotographers have been promoting the area through their images for many years and the
location is sought after internationally.
Please consult with Astro Tourism WA to ensure that the correct dark sky lighting is used in this and all
future projects.
3

Jason Harris

I would like the Shire to ensure this development uses dark sky approved lights for all outdoor lighting.

As per the response to submitter 1.

This is to prevent the lights impacting on our enjoyment of astrophotography at the Pinnacles.
I also encourage the Shire to enact a policy of using dark sky approved lighting for all outdoor lighting,
whether it be commercial, public or private.
4

Evan Bradshaw

I have had a reasonable look through the plans for a 84 bed camp on Wongonderrah rd for Image
Resources staff. It looks great and we wish them all the best with their venture.

Dandaragan
Redgum Village

My only concern is:
Will the camp be used solely for Image staff?
Once the mine has shut down or its life completed will the accommodation remain?

Noted. Recommended conditions of
approval are proposed to firstly time
limit the work camp to a 5-year lifespan
and, secondly limit guests to mine site
workers only.
1|Page

There is a likely chance that construction of the Waddi wind farm will start up soon. Contractors for wind
farms in the area always look for the cheapest accommodation and close to the job. Waddi wind farm
contractors and sub-contractors would like the idea of a mine owned camp offering accommodation to
them as they can offer it far cheaper than privately owned accommodation providers. I am sure there
are plenty accommodation facilities throughout the Dandaragan Shire like Cervantes, Jurien Bay,
Badgingarra and Dandaragan that would love to accommodate wind farm workers.
I raise this concern based on a precedence here at two mine camps between Cataby and Dandaragan,
mainly the Tronox Cataby Village that openly accommodate non mine related guests. As the village is
owned by a mine the operating management (cater-care) can offer rooms close to half what privately
owned accommodation facilities can offer. It is common knowledge when a mine pays for the building of
the Village and a lot of other associated costs. A management company only needs to cover food and
wages for non mine related guests to earn a reasonable profit. This is no disrespect to Cater Care, they
are obviously allowed to do this so they do. This makes being competitive impossible even if other
facilities can offer better accommodation and meals. The majority of contractors seek price first and
know a mine camp will offer more than satisfactory accommodation and meals for under $100 a day per
person. That would only cover your room in a basic motel or other similar accommodation facility.
Here at Redgum Village in Dandaragan we have no issue with mine companies providing
accommodation for their staff. In fact, we support it and are grateful when they have mine shut weeks
where we get some overflow business from them. Unfortunately, when they have non mine related
companies in their accommodation, we consistently lose hundreds of thousands of revenue turnover.
Being in the town of Dandaragan the loss also effects the local shop and even the local club, (if they still
allow short term membership) as they too would benefit from extra guests accommodated in town.
I am not having a bitch and moan, we are simply seeking clarification that wind farm workers and other
non-related contractors to Image are not permitted to use this facility when local towns can provide
ample affordable and quality accommodation and meals for them. Here at Redgum we have spent a lot
of our own dollars renovating our rooms to attract companies and businesses working in the
Dandaragan Moora region. Loosing potential wind farm workers and road workers could easily put us
out of business. Costs to operate accommodation and meals have sky rocketed yet we still have to
compete on price so we are relying on upgraded rooms and commercial kitchen facilities to attract more
guests and business to make up for higher operating costs.

2|Page
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Margaret
Drayton

Am happy to discuss any further or just to confirm we support this venture as long as businesses like
ourselves are not unfairly compromised by missing out on future business.
I wish to put forth an objection to the proposed development of an 84 bed workers accommodation
camp at Nambung.
My objection is based on the close proximity of the proposed camp to the largest significant Registered
Aboriginal Heritage site 37562 in Yued country namely The Pinnacles Desert. It would also be close to
the exclusion boundary of Registered Aboriginal Site 28325 Kooyar. The location selected for this
proposed camp is part of the largest and most significant wetlands in the plains. A number of
environmental reports done over the years including those linked to this document outlines the unique
and significant composition of these wetlands and their importance to our underground water aquifer.
The Yarragadee and protecting water reserves at Nambung
https://www.water.wa.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/4584/12913.pdf
The proposed camp would require clearance of vegetation for roads and other infrastructure suitable to
accommodate a large number of people. This clearance has the potential to impact on the natural flow
of the Frederick Smith Creek into the wetland located between The Pinnacles Desert and Cooljarloo.
The impact could see the wetland become dry and the wildlife living and nesting in this area could be
impacted. Significant wildlife living in these locations include the Carpet Snake including the Minyarl
which lives in the white sand, many species of ducks, Emu’s, kangaroos and turtles, frogs and lizards. It
is important to note that Yued has a large number of Emus nesting in natural swamplands.
Prior to considering approval for this project, I ask the Council to update their knowledge on the location
by reading the linked documents.

Noted. Further approval for waste
water disposal is required for the
development from the WA Health
Department on the advice of the Shire
and the Department of Water and
Environmental Regulation.
No remnant vegetation clearing is
proposed by this development.
A search of Aboriginal Heritage
surveys found that the nearest heritage
site is 5kms from the proposed
development.
Comments re. alternative locations for
the proposal are addressed in the
officer’s report. The application must be
considered on the planning merit of the
site that development is proposed on
and not the merit of alternative
locations.

Manzullo Brook and Cataby Brook Final Report – Aquatic Ecosystem Survey https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/read/8203607/final-report-cataby-minyulo-bks-environmentalprotection
Nambung Park Management Plan 1998-2008 http://www.conservation.wa.gov.au/sites/default/files/report%20final%20for%20web2.pdf
Jurien groundwater area subarea reference https://www.google.com.au/url?esrc=s&q=&rct=j&sa=U&url=https://www.water.wa.gov.au/__data/assets

3|Page

/pdf_file/0017/5336/88972.pdf&ved=2ahUKEwiGpb6U_vzAhWY7HMBHdK5DPMQFnoECAEQAg&usg=AOvVaw0AKvvjwzdYAhGN_PTcNdJn
Health Impact Issues - https://ww2.health.wa.gov.au/~/media/Files/Corporate/generaldocuments/Environmental-health/Health-risk-assesment/Mine-sites-and-exploration-camps.pdf
Based on the environmental impact that development has on our water and wildlife this proposal should
be rejected. The rejection could include a number of recommendations to the proponents including
considering co-location with a private property north of the nominated site - this land is not on a
waterway, and the site is already disturbed. The other option is to locate the camp close to the town of
Cervantes - again these lands are already disturbed sites and have existing amenities.
6

Department of
Biodiversity,
Conservation
and Attractions

I would like to recommend that the Shire reject this proposal.
It is anticipated that the proposed application and any associated environmental impacts will be Noted.
appropriately managed through the existing planning framework.
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Commercial Tenancy (Retail Shops)
Agreements Act 1985
Section 6A

[r. 9]

TENANT GUIDE
FOR NEW RETAIL SHOP LEASES FROM 1
JANUARY 2013
This guide is intended to assist you, as a tenant, to understand some of your legal rights and obligations in relation to a retail shop lease under the
Commercial Tenancy (Retail Shops) Agreements Act 1985 (the Act). This guide does not replace financial, legal, or business advice.
The Act and the regulations are available from the State Law Publisher at www.slp.wa.gov.au.
WHAT IS A RETAIL SHOP LEASE?
Entering into a lease for a retail shop means that you (the tenant or lessee) are entering into a legally binding contract with the landlord (or Landlord).
The lease agreement sets out your rights and obligations in relation to the use of the retail shop.
A lease cannot override the requirements of the Act.
The Act regulates some of the provisions which may be contained in your lease agreement, including the following:
•

rent reviews

•

options to renew a lease

•

terminating a lease

•

operating expenses (or outgoings)

•

trading hours.

Which leases are covered by the Act?
The Act generally applies to leases for premises with a lettable area of 1 000 m 2 or less:
•

that are used for carrying on a business and that are in a retail shopping centre

•

that are not in a retail shopping centre, but that are used (or predominantly used) for the sale of goods by retail

•

that are used for conducting a ‘specified business’ — specified businesses include, dry-cleaning, hairdressing, beauty therapy, shoe repair and
video or DVD stores (a list of all specified businesses is available from the Department of Commerce at www.commerce.wa.gov.au).

There are some retail shops with a lettable area greater than 1 000 m 2 that are also covered by the Act — a list of these premises can be obtained
from the Department of Commerce at www.commerce.wa.gov.au.
The Act generally does not apply to leases to publicly listed companies.(See section 3(1) of the Act, definition of retail shop lease.)
When is the lease “entered into”?
A lease is usually entered into when both parties have signed it. However, a lease is still valid even if thelease document hasn’t been signed by the
parties if:
•

the tenant takes possession of the shop premises; or

•

the tenant starts paying rent. (See section 3(4) of the Act.)

iii

What you should do:
•

if necessary, seek advice as to whether your lease is covered by
the Act

•

establish the area of the retail shop under the lease and have this
verified if necessary.

INFORMATION YOU SHOULD HAVE BEFORE ENTERING INTO A LEASE
Before entering into a lease you should do the following:
•

carefully read this tenant guide

•

carefully read the disclosure statement provided by the landlord or the landlord’s agent

•

carefully read any written lease document (including any assignments, extensions, or deeds of variation)

•

obtain independent financial, legal, and business advice.

Rent, the term of the lease, options, outgoings, and related costs are open to negotiation with the landlord. Make sure that you understand these, and
all other aspects of the lease, before signing it. To avoid disputes at a later stage, you should make sure that all agreements that you have made are in
writing and that the lease documents are consistent with any representations made by the landlord or the landlord’s agents.
What you should do before signing or entering into a lease:
•

seek independent legal and business advice before entering into
a lease

•

make sure you understand the lease and your rights,
liabilities, and obligations before signing it

•

seek advice from financial experts to ensure you understand the
costs of running the business.

Tenant Guide to be located in lease
A new retail shop lease must include this tenant guide at the front of the lease.
If the landlord does not give you a tenant guide, you may have the right to do either or both of the following:
•

terminate (end) the lease at any time up to 60 days after the lease was entered into (after this timeyou may apply to the State Administrative
Tribunal for an order to terminate the lease)

•

apply to the State Administrative Tribunal for an order for compensation for any monetary loss suffered by you.

(See section 6A of the Act.)
Disclosure statement to be given to you by landlord
At least 7 days before a lease is entered into the landlord must give you a disclosure statement. The disclosure statement sets out important facts about
the retail shop and the lease. A copy of this tenant guide, the form of lease and annual estimates of expenditure in relation to operating expenses
should be attached to the disclosure statement.
If the landlord does not give you a disclosure statement or gives you a disclosure statement that is incomplete or contains incorrect information you may
have the right to do either or both of the following:
•

terminate (end) the lease at any time up to 6 months after the lease was entered into

•

apply to the State Administrative Tribunal for an order for compensation for any monetary loss youhave suffered.

The disclosure statement should be in a prescribed form (this form is Form 1 of Schedule 2 to the Commercial Tenancy (Retail Shops) Agreements
Regulations 1985 and is available from the Department of Commerce at www.commerce.wa.gov.au). It is important to read the statement carefully
and make sure it

iv

includes all verbal and written agreements, promises or commitments made during negotiations with the landlord or the landlord’s agent (for example,
any representations about customer traffic).
The disclosure statement should also contain details about the following:
•

the landlord’s property, such as the total lettable area, tenancy mix and services provided

•

the shop premises, such as location, area and services provided

•

key terms and conditions of the lease such as rent, term of the lease, options to extend the term andrent review

•

permitted use of the premises

•

your contribution to the landlord’s expenses (operating expenses)

•

any additional charges payable by you, such as shop fit out or contributions to marketing and sinkingfunds.

By signing the disclosure statement you are acknowledging that you understand the basis for the retail shop lease with the landlord. If you do not
understand or agree with anything in the disclosure statement you should advise the landlord immediately.
It is vital that you are satisfied that the disclosure statement sets out all relevant information regarding the retail shop and (where applicable) the
shopping centre building and property. If necessary, you shouldcheck details by making relevant enquiries and by seeking appropriate independent
legal or expert advice.
(See section 6 of the Act.)
What you should do:
•

make sure that you understand the disclosure statement before
signing it and ensure it includes any agreements you reached
during negotiations and any promises made to you by the landlord
or their agent.

Disclosure by the tenant
The landlord may ask for details of your retailing experience and financial capacity to establish and trade profitably and professionally. Any information
provided to the landlord by you must also be correct and contain no misleading information.
PERMITTED USE OF THE RETAIL SHOP
The permitted use clause in a lease is very important as it sets out the type of business that you can run from the premises. You should ensure that the
description of permitted use is broad enough to cover the type of business that you want to operate and, if anticipated, to allow you to expand the
business.
The kind of things to consider about permitted use include:
•

for a hairdresser, does the permitted use include providing beauty treatments?

•

for a takeaway shop, can the type of food be changed?

•

your future plans for the business.

You should also check that any local government approvals are in place for the type of business that youplan to operate. Avoid potential disputes
by getting the approvals you need in writing.
A permitted use clause in a lease does not mean that you have the exclusive right to carry on a particular type of business in a shopping centre.
Exclusivity is a separate issue that needs to be agreed separately with the landlord and included in the lease agreement.
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What you should do:
• make sure the lease and the landlord’s disclosure statement
describe the shop’s permitted use and that this description is
broad enough so you can expand or sell the business
• check that local government approvals are in place for the business
you plan to conduct — get the approvals in writing
• confirm whether or not you have an exclusive right to carry on your
particular type of business.
TERM OF THE RETAIL SHOP LEASE
The term of a lease is the length of time for which you can rent the shop. The lease must set out the lease term and may also include one or more options
to renew or extend the term.
The length of the term of the lease is critical because it should be long enough to enable you to recover your investment, make a profit and sell the
business if you wish.
Minimum of 5 years
In most cases, the Act gives a tenant who is entering into a new lease a right to a minimum 5- y e a r leaseterm. The 5-year term can be a
combination of the initial term and options to extend the lease (for example, an initial term of 2 years and an option to renew of 3 years). The initial term
does not need to be 5 years.
If the lease does not provide for options to extend the lease to a 5-year term, you have a legal right to do so (often called a “statutory option”). You can
exercise this option by giving the landlord written notice in the standard form at least 30 days prior to the expiry of the term of the lease (the standard
form is Form 3 of Schedule 2 to the Commercial Tenancy (Retail Shops) Agreements Regulations 1985 and is available from the Department of
Commerce at www.commerce.wa.gov.au). Although the Act allows you to extend the lease to a 5-year term, you do not need to extend the lease for
the whole of this period if you choose not to.
The right to a 5-year term will only apply to retail shop leases with a term of more than 6 months (this includes any lease where the tenant has been
continuously in possession of the premises for more than 6 months).
(See section 13 of the Act.)
The term can be longer or shorter than 5 years
Even though the Act gives tenants a right to a minimum 5-year term, you can negotiate a term that is longer than 5 years (for example, a 10-year term,
or a 5-year initial term with 2 options to renew for a further 5 years each).
In some circumstances, you may agree to a term shorter than 5 years, but this must be your decision and needs to be approved by the State
Administrative Tribunal.
(See section 13(7b) of the Act.)
Exercising an option to renew
It is important that you exercise an option to renew a lease in the way set out in the lease (you may need to let the landlord know in writing and within
certain timeframes). If you do not exercise an option to renew properly the landlord may not be obliged to renew the lease.
The Act requires the landlord to give you written notice of the expiry date for any options to renew (the date on which the option to renew is no longer
valid). You must receive this notice between 6 and 12 months before the expiry date. If the landlord fails to give you notice the option expiry date may
be extended.
(See section 13C of the Act.)
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At the end of the lease term
At the end of the term of the lease and the use of any options to renew the lease, the landlord does not have to renew the lease and you will have no
further rights to occupy the premises. In some instances the landlord may allow you to continue to occupy the premises on a month-to-month basis.
Within 12 months before the end of the lease term you can make a written request to the landlord asking whether the landlord intends to renew the lease.
The landlord must reply to such a request in writing within 30 days.
(See section 13B of the Act.)
What you should do:
•

seek advice as to the appropriate lease term for your business

•

don’t assume that you will get a new lease at the end of the lease
term — you need to make sure that the term of your lease is
appropriate for your business structure

•

seek advice as to the landlord’s intentions at the end of the lease
term as early as possible so that you can plan accordingly.

Does the lease include redevelopment or relocation clauses?
Many leases include a clause allowing a landlord to terminate a lease before the end of the agreed lease term if the premises are to be redeveloped.
In some instances the landlord may offer to relocate a tenant to alternative premises.
For the initial 5 years of a lease term, a redevelopment or relocation clause may only be included in a leaseif:
•

it is in the prescribed form (see item 2 of Schedule 1 to the Commercial Tenancy (Retail Shops) Agreements Regulations 1985 and is available
from the Department of Commerce at www.commerce.wa.gov.au); or

•

it has been approved by the State Administrative Tribunal (if the parties have agreed to a provision that is different to the prescribed form).

If 5 years of the term have already expired, then the clause must be in accordance with the provisions of the Act — which sets out requirements in
relation to notice, offer of alternative premises, payment of the tenant’s reasonable costs and payment of compensation.
(See section 14A of the Act.)
What you should do:
•

•

carefully look at any redevelopment or relocation clause in the
lease and consider:
-

what commitment is the landlord giving about relocation of
the shop – will the new location and rental be comparable to the
current premises?

-

what compensation is the landlord offering you if your trade is
affected?

-

what effect will it have on your business?

seek independent financial, legal, and business advice on the
clause.

RENT
Rent is usually the largest ongoing payment required under a lease. The Act does not regulate what the rentshould be. However, the Act includes
some rules relating to rent based on turnover and review of rental.
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Types of rent
The initial rent for a shop is a matter for negotiation between the landlord and the tenant. Rental for retail shops can vary considerably depending on the
location, the size of the shop, the term of the lease and the type of business.
Some common methods of determining rent are:
•

net rent — an agreed base rent plus a contribution to the landlord’s operating expenses or outgoings

•

gross rent — an all-inclusive payment for all the shop’s occupancy costs

•

semi-gross rent — an amount charged for rental inclusive of some outgoings (for example, the tenantmay pay the semi-gross rent plus its
proportion of rates and taxes)

•

turnover rent or percentage rent — a component of rent that is determined as a percentage of thetenant’s turnover during a specified
period.
What you should do:
•

seek expert advice as to the basis for determining rent that best
suits your business operations

•

pay your rent on time — if you don’t pay your rent, the landlord
may be able to end your lease.

Rent based on turnover
Some leases base rent (or a part of the rent) on a percentage of the turnover of the tenant’s business. If you have agreed to a rent based on turnover,
then:
•

the lease must set out an agreed formula

•

your agreement must be formalised in writing on the prescribed form before the lease is entered into (the prescribed form is Form 2 of Schedule
2 to the Commercial Tenancy (Retail Shops) Agreements Regulations 1985 and is available from the Department of Commerce at
www.commerce.wa.gov.au).

The Act also recognises the confidentiality of turnover figures to a retail business and limits the use of thisinformation.
(See section 7 of the Act.)
The landlord cannot require you to provide turnover figures unless your
rent is to be based on turnover.
(See section 8 of the Act.)
RENT REVIEW
Most leases will state that the rent will be reviewed at regular intervals.
At each review time the lease must set out a single basis on which the rent is to be reviewed, this caninclude:
•

the market rent

•

an increase by reference to the Consumer Price Index (CPI)

•

a set percentage increase

•

an agreed formula or combination, for example, CPI + 2%.

The types of review may vary over the life of the lease (the lease may state that reviews are to alternate between CPI and market review). However,
the lease cannot give the landlord the right to choose the greatest return from a range of rent types at any one review (for example, the lease cannot
state that the increase is to be CPI or 5% whichever is higher).

The lease may specify only one method of review at a time.
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Market rent
The Act provides that market rent is the rent obtainable for the retail shop in a free and open market if it were vacant and to be let on similar terms.
The market rent is not to take into account:
•

the goodwill of the business

•

any stock, fixtures or fittings that are not the property of the landlord

•

any structural improvements paid for or carried out by the current tenant.

Market rent review
If your lease specifies a market rent review, the Act provides that both parties can initiate the market rent review process and if the parties cannot agree
on the rental:
•

appoint a licensed valuer (agreed to by both parties) to determine the new rental; or

•

request that the Small Business Commissioner appoint a valuer to determine the rental; or

•

each appoint a valuer to determine the rental.

A landlord is required under the Act to provide a valuer with certain information in relation to retail shops in a shopping centre or in the same building in
order to assist the valuer to decide the market rent. A valuer must keep this information confidential.
A disagreement regarding the new rent may be referred to the Small Business Commissioner for mediation or to the State Administrative Tribunal for
determination. Until the new rent is agreed, the current rent continues to apply. Once the higher or lower rent is agreed, adjustments will be backdated
to the review date.
No “ratchet” clauses
Any provision in a lease about a market review that seeks to prevent the rent from rising or falling above or below a certain level is void. The lease must
allow the rent to rise or fall to a level supported by market evidence, for example, a clause cannot stop the rent from decreasing on a market review.
(See section 11 of the Act.)
What you should do:
•

make sure that you understand how your rent is to be calculated
and what other payments may be required

•

consider whether your business can sustain the current rent, rent
increases and operating expenses over the term of the lease.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE LANDLORD’S OPERATING EXPENSES OR OUTGOINGS
You may be required to contribute to a proportion of the landlord’s expenses. The landlord’s expenses are described in the Act as operating expenses.
Leases can also refer to them as “outgoings or variable outgoings”.
Operating expenses are the costs of operating, repairing, or maintaining the landlord’s premises including any building common areas. Typically these
costs include the rates and taxes, cleaning, air conditioning, security, insurances, and other valid expenses of running the property.
Details about the operating expenses and their payment are to be set out in the lease and the disclosure statement.
No capital expenses or management fees
The landlord cannot recover the following from you as an operating expense:
•

management fees

•

capital expenditures in relation to a retail shopping centre (for example, asset replacement)
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Operating expenses are not to exceed the “relevant proportion”
Your contributions to operating expenses are negotiable. The Act provides that a tenant cannot be requiredto contribute more than the “relevant
proportion” in relation to an operating expense. Nothing prevents you from negotiating with the landlord to pay less than the relevant proportion.
The relevant proportion is calculated by comparing the lettable area of your shop to the total lettable area of the shopping centre or the group of premises
to which the expense relates.
Referable expenses
In certain circumstances an operating expense may be incurred in relation to only some of the businesses in a centre or group of premises, for example,
specialised cleaning used by only a few tenants. This is called a “referable expense” and can be allocated using the total lettable area of only the shops
to which the referable expense relates.

What you should do:
•

make sure that you understand the operating expenses before
signing the lease

•

budget to meet the operating expenses payments.

Landlord to provide estimates and statements for operating expenses
In order to recover operating expenses from you, the landlord must provide you with:
•

an annual estimate of expenditure for each operating expense

•

an audited operating expenses statement for each accounting period detailing all expenditure by thelandlord (this statement must be given
within 3 months after the end of the accounting period).

(See section 12 of the Act.)
SINKING FUNDS
If your shop is in a shopping centre and you have agreed to contribute to a fund for major repair and maintenance works, your contributions are protected
under the Act. These funds are subject to accounting and audit provisions and should not be spent by the landlord on anything other than the purpose
for which they are collected. These costs may be in addition to operating expenses charged under the lease.
Capital works must be paid for by the landlord and would include such works as the construction of extensions to the shopping centre and the replacement
of major plant and equipment.
(See section 12A of the Act.)
OTHER FUNDS AND RESERVES
The landlord is also required to properly account for the administration, expenditure and auditing of any other funds or reserves that you have agreed to
contribute to for specific purposes such as for marketing or promotion. These costs may be in addition to operating expenses charged under the lease.
(See section 12B of the Act.)
FITOUT AND REFURBISHMENT
Tenants are usually responsible for the costs of installing fixtures and fittings in the shop (the fit out). There may be a standard of construction required
for fit outs. You may also be responsible for some or all of the landlord’s costs of preparing the shop for the fit out.
Fit out requirements must be detailed in the disclosure statement.
A provision in a lease requiring a tenant to contribute to the cost of any of the landlord’s finishes, fixtures, fittings, equipment, or services will be void
unless the disclosure statement notifies the tenant about the effect of the provision.
(See section 12(3A) of the Act.)
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The Act provides that a clause about refurbishment or refitting will be void unless it provides the tenant with enough detail about the required
refurbishment or refitting as is necessary to indicate the nature, timing and extent of work required.
(See section 14C of the Act.)
What you should do:
•

ensure that you understand your obligations with regards to the
fitout of the premises

•

if possible, obtain or prepare a condition report prior to entering
into the lease so that you have evidence of its condition

•

ensure you have a sufficient fitout budget as some fitout costs
(for example cost of moving plumbing) are often overlooked

•

discuss variations of standard fitout with the landlord — as this
could cost you extra.

LEGAL FEES
The Act prohibits the landlord from claiming legal or other expenses from you relating to:
•

the negotiation, preparation, or execution of the lease (or any renewal or extension of the lease)

•

obtaining the consent of a mortgagee to the lease

•

the landlord’s compliance with the Act.

However, if you assign your lease or sub-let the premises, the landlord may claim from you any reasonable legal or other expenses incurred in connection
with the assignment or sub-letting.
(See section 14B of the Act.)
TRADING HOURS
The trading hours for your shop may be affected by a number of matters.
Retail trading hours legislation in Western Australia sets out those hours that retailers may open (this canvary depending on the type of business
you operate).
If your retail shop is located inside a shopping centre then for practical reasons the opening and closingtimes for the centre (core hours) may be
different to the trading hours permitted by law. This should be set out in the disclosure statement by the landlord.
When do you have to open your shop?
A clause in a lease which requires you to open your premises at specified hours or for specified times is void under the Act. For example, you cannot be
required to open your shop for the core hours for a centre. You can choose which hours to open your shop.
If you believe that your lease has not been renewed because you did not open at certain times you can apply to the State Administrative Tribunal for
compensation.
(See section 12C of the Act.)
What you should do:
•

if your premises are in a shopping centre you should check that
the core hours are suitable for your business

•

find out whether you can open your shop at any times outside of
the core hours and find out about what costs are involved

•

remember that the lease can’t require you to open your shop for
specified hours or during specified times.
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Standard trading hours and operating expenses
The Act also sets out “standard trading hours” which are used only for the purposes of allocating operating expenses.
For the purposes of allocation of operating expenses “standard trading hours” are:
•

8.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday

•

8.00 a.m. to 9.00 p.m. Thursday

•

8.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. Saturday.

The Act provides that if you do not open outside standard trading hours, then you cannot be charged operating expenses related to the extended hours
(for example, additional security costs).
If, however, you do open outside the standard trading hours, you may be required to pay operating expenses related to the extended hours. These
expenses should be calculated based on the lettable area of those shops which were open during the extended hours.
If you are closed for a period during the standard trading hours (for example, if you do not open your shop until 10 a.m.), you may still be charged
operating expenses for the time that you are closed, that is, between 8.00 a.m. and 10.00 a.m.
(See section 12(1)(c) of the Act.)
Retail trading hours law may allow you to open at times outside of the
standard trading hours (for example, Sunday trading) - however:
•

you can’t be forced to open your business

•

you are not required to make a contribution to operating expenses
relating to non-standard hours if you choose not to open during
those times.

VOID CLAUSES
The lease agreement and any other verbal or written agreements cannot include clauses that are contrary toany provision in the Act.
In addition, the Act specifically precludes the lease or any other agreement from containing clauses that:
•

require a tenant to pay key money, which is any money or other benefit in addition to rent paid to thelandlord or others for the right to lease
retail shop premises (See section 9 of the Act.)

•

prevent the tenant disclosing the rent it has agreed to third parties, such as other retail tenants or their valuers (See section 11(2a) of the
Act.)

•

require the tenant to contribute to any fund that applies moneys to capital expenditure in a shoppingcentre, such as new building works (See
section 12(2) of the Act.)

•

require a tenant to open for specified hours or during specified times (See section 12C of the Act.)

•

prevent a tenant from joining a tenant’s association or similar body (See section 12D of the Act.)

•

require a tenant to provide turnover figures to the landlord, unless the tenant has agreed to pay rent based on turnover (See section 8 of the
Act.).
A clause in a lease that is contrary to the provisions of the Act is void
and has no effect.

DISRUPTIONS — COMPENSATION BY THE LANDLORD
The Act states that, if your shop is in a shopping centre, you are entitled to seek reasonable compensationfrom the landlord if the landlord:
•

inhibits or prevents your, or customer, access to the shop premises

•

disrupts trading conditions, causing loss of profits to your business
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•

does not properly repair, maintain, or clean the shopping centre premises or common areas.

You will only be entitled to compensation from the landlord if you have given the landlord notice in writing to rectify the problem and the landlord has not
done so.
If you cannot agree the amount of compensation with the landlord, you can make an application to the State Administrative Tribunal for a decision as to
the amount payable.
In most cases, before making an application to the State Administrative Tribunal you must attempt to resolve the matter through the Small Business
Commissioner’s dispute resolution processes.
(See section 14 of the Act.)
UNCONSCIONABLE CONDUCT AND MISLEADING AND DECEPTIVE CONDUCT
The Act provides that neither the landlord nor the tenant can engage in conduct that is:
•

unconscionable (conduct that is so harsh, oppressive, or unreasonable that it goes against goodconscience)

•

misleading or deceptive.

The State Administrative Tribunal can hear a claim for unconscionable conduct or misleading and deceptive conduct and may make an order for payment
of compensation or another appropriate order (such as an order to vary a lease or an order that a party stop doing something).
In most cases, before making an application to the State Administrative Tribunal you must attempt to resolve the matter through the Small Business
Commissioner’s dispute resolution processes.
(See Part IIA of the Act.)
ASSIGNMENT AND SUB-LEASING
During the term of the lease, your circumstances may change and you may want to sell your business and assign your lease or sub-let all or part of the
premises.
Your responsibilities if you assign your lease
If you assign your lease the new tenant “takes over” and assumes all your rights and responsibilities including rent and any other obligations under the
lease from the date of assignment.
Although the Act gives you a right to assign your lease, the landlord may withhold consent on reasonablegrounds. Examples of reasonable
grounds include:
•

if the landlord believes that the new tenant would not be able to meet their financial obligations; or

•

if the proposed use of the premises is contrary to the use permitted in the lease.

You will need to write to the landlord seeking consent for assignment of the lease. If the landlord doesn’t reply within 28 days, you are entitled to
assume the landlord has consented to the assignment.
You may have to pay the landlord’s reasonable expenses for assessing a prospective tenant to take over your lease.
Your responsibilities if you sub-lease your shop
If you sub-let all or part of your premises you effectively become the landlord and the person you sub-let to is your tenant. Sub-leasing means that you
will still be responsible under the lease to your landlord (for example, you may be liable for the rent if the sub-lessee does not pay).
You will also have obligations to the person you sub-let to, for example, you will need to provide a tenant guide and disclosure statement to your
sub-tenant.
Your lease may include restrictions on sub-leasing. You should check your lease and seek advice as to its requirements on sub-leasing.
You may need to write to the landlord seeking consent to sub-lease. If the landlord doesn’t reply within 28 days, you are entitled to assume the
landlord has consented to the sub-lease.
(See section 10 of the Act.)
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What you should do:
•

seek independent legal advice as to the requirements of the Act
and your obligations on assignment or sub-leasing.

DEFAULT OR BREACH OF LEASE
Most leases allow the landlord to terminate (or end) the lease on a breach or default by the tenant (for example, failure to pay rent). You should ensure
that you understand the procedures set out in the lease in relation to default. For example, in many instances, your obligation to pay future rent will
continue even after a lease has been terminated.
DISPUTES BETWEEN THE TENANT AND LANDLORD
State Administrative Tribunal
If you are unable to resolve a dispute with your landlord over any aspect of your retail shop lease the Act allows the State Administrative Tribunal to deal
with these disputes.
Either you or the landlord may initiate this action with the Tribunal by making an application and paying the appropriate fee. The Tribunal generally deals
with matters through an initial directions hearing, a mediation process or in a hearing.
(See section 16 of the Act.)
Small Business Commissioner
In most cases, before making an application to the State Administrative Tribunal you must attempt to resolve the matter through the Small Business
Commissioner’s dispute resolution processes.
(See Part III of the Act and regulation 10.)
Advice about a dispute can be obtained from lawyers with property
experience, the Small Business Development Corporation, industry
sources, tenant advocates and retail representative groups.
KEEP RECORDS
You should make sure that you keep records of all agreements, undertakings, correspondence (includingemails) and other communications with
the landlord. Where possible you should confirm things in writing.
Make sure that you diarise important dates in relation to your lease.
If you need to make a claim in the Tribunal you will need to provide appropriate evidence to support your claim.
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THIS DEED is made the

day of

2021

BETWEEN
SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN being a body corporate pursuant to the provisions of the Local Government Act 1995 (WA) of 69 Bashford
Street, Jurien Bay, Western Australia and of postal address PO Box 676, Jurien Bay, Western Australia ("Lessor")
And
Lobster Hut Hospitality Group Pty Ltd of 49 Clarecastle Retreat, MINDARIE WA 6030, Western Australia (“Lessee”)
RECITALS
A.

The Land is reserved to the Crown and has been placed under the care, management, andcontrol of the Lessor by the Minister.

B.

The Lessor has power to lease the Land for any term not exceeding 21 years, subject tothe consent of the Minister.

C.

The Lessor has agreed, subject to the Minister’s consent, to lease the Premises to theLessee on the terms and conditions
of this Lease.

D.

The Minister has provided its written consent to this Lease.

THE PARTIES COVENANT AND AGREE:
1.

Definitions and Interpretation

1.1

Definitions
In this Lease, unless the context otherwise requires, the following words have the followingmeanings:
"Authorised Person" means:
(a) an agent, employee, licensee, contractor, or invitee of the Lessee; and
(b) any person visiting the Premises with the express or implied consent of the Lessee; and
(c) any person claiming under or through the Lessee;
“Authority” means any state, federal or local government department or authority, government Minister, governmental, semigovernmental, administrative, or judicial person or any other person (whether autonomous or not) charged with the administration of
any applicable Laws;
“Building” means the pavilion and all other improvements constructed and situated on the Land, including the ablution facilities and
all plant, machinery, fixtures, fittings, furnishings and equipment, and all conveniences, amenities, and appurtenances to the Land;
“Business Day” means a day other than a Saturday, Sunday, or State public holiday in Western Australia;
“Business Name” means the business name under which the Lessee’s Business is conducted as specified in item 10.2 of Schedule
1;
“Commencement Date” means the commencement date of this Lease as specified in item 3of Schedule 1;
“Common Areas” means the areas of the Land and the Building set aside by the Lessor:
(a) for the common use of the lessees of the Land and their visitors and Employees;
(b) for use by the Lessor for the benefit of the lessees of the Land and their visitors andEmployees; and
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(c) for use by members of the general public,
including all (if any) roads, driveways, common parking areas, entrance and exit ways, walkways, malls, corridors, passageways,
stairways, toilets, washrooms, rubbish storage areas and common storage facilities in or on the Land or the Building;
“Consumer Price Index” means the Consumer Price Index (All Groups) Perth number published from time to time by the Australian
Bureau of Statistics;
“Corporations Act” means the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth);
“CPI Rent Review Date” means each rent review date specified in item 7 of Schedule 1 asa CPI Rent Review;
"Current CPI" means the Consumer Price Index number last published before the relevant Rent Review Date, or if an actuary is
appointed under clause 6.2 to determine an index, the number certified by that actuary;
“Damage Notice” means a notice from the Lessee to the Lessor notifying the Lessor of damage or destruction and given in
accordance with clause 15.2;
“Employees” means employees, agents, professional consultants, contractors, tenants, licensees and/or invitees;
“Event of Default” means the events set out in clause 17 of this Lease;
“Facilities” means the drainage, sewerage and plumbing facilities and the gas and electricalfittings or appliances in or on the
Land or the Building;
"Final Period" means the period between the start of the final Lease Year before the date ofTermination until the date of
Termination;
“Financial Year” means each of:
(a)

the period from and including the Commencement Date to and including the 30th ofJune next;

(b)

each subsequent twelve (12) month period ending on June 30; and

(c)

the period from and including July 1 in the Lease up to and including the date ofTermination;

"First Period" means the period between the Commencement Date and the last day of thefirst Lease Year;
"Further Term" means each further term specified in item 5 of Schedule 1;
“GST” means goods and services tax or similar value added tax levied or imposed inAustralia pursuant to the GST Law or
otherwise on a supply;
“GST Act” means A New Tax System (Goods and Services Tax) Act 1999 (Cth);
“GST Law” has the same meaning as in the GST Act;
“Insured Risks” means risk of flood or destruction by aircraft, earthquake, explosion, fire, flood, riot, civil commotion, burglary,
lightning, storm and tempest and such other normal commercial risks as the Lessor may nominate by notice to the Lessee;
“LAA” means the Land Administration Act 1997 (WA);
“Land” means the land described in item 1 of Schedule 1;
“Laws” means all statutes, rules, regulations, proclamations, ordinances, or by-laws present or future;
“Lease” means this deed and the Schedules, appendices and plans as amended, supplemented, or varied from time to time;
“Lease Year" means a Financial Year or any other period of 12 months nominated by the Lessor, and includes, where appropriate,
the First Period and the Final Period;
“Lessee’s Business” means the business, trade or calling specified in item 10.1 of Schedule 1 carried on by the Lessee from the
Premises and trading under the Business Name;
“Lessee’s Covenants” means the covenants and agreements contained or implied in this Lease to be observed and performed by
the Lessee;
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“Lessee’s Fixtures” means each fixture and fitting installed by the Lessee in the Premises with the Lessor’s consent which is not
re-classified as a Lessor’s Fixture in accordance with this Lease;
“Lessee’s Proportion of Outgoings” means unless otherwise specified:
(a)

in respect of Outgoings incurred in relation to the Premises alone, the total amount of those Outgoings;

(b)

in respect of Outgoings not attributable to the Premises alone, the proportion of those Outgoings attributed to the Lessee based
on the proportion the lettable area of the Premises (as specified in item 2 of Schedule 1) bears to the total lettable area of the
Land; or

(c)

if the Retail Shops Act applies to this Lease, the relevant proportion as defined in section 12(3) of the Retail Shops Act;

“Lessee’s Rights” means the rights of the Lessee under this Lease or implied by law,including without limitation the non-exclusive
right to use the Lessor’s Fixtures, the Facilities, the Services, and the Common Areas;
“Lessor’s Fixtures” means the Lessor’s fixtures and fittings in the Premises and the Building and any Lessee’s Fixtures which are reclassified by the Lessor as Lessor’s Fixtures in accordance with this Lease, and shall include the Lessor’s Plant and Equipment;
“Lessor’s Plant and Equipment” means the Lessor’s Plant and Equipment listed at Schedule 3;
"Market Rent" means:
(a)

if the Retail Shops Act applies to this Lease, the same as “market rent” in s.11(2)(a) of the Retail Shops Act; or

(b)

otherwise, the rent obtainable at the relevant Market Rent Review Date in a free and open market if the Premises were
unoccupied and offered for rent for a use permitted by and on the same terms as are contained in this Lease determined on
the basis that the following are taken into account:
(i)

any rent payable under a lease at the time of the Market Rent Review Date by asitting tenant in a comparable
location;

(ii)

the provisions of this Lease;

(iii)

the Term and the benefit of any option to renew; and

(iv)

any other criteria, not inconsistent with any provision in this Lease, which the valuer regards as being relevant to
the determination;

and the following are disregarded:
(v)

any default by the Lessee under this Lease;

(vi)

any part of the Term which has expired;

(vii)

any value attaching to the goodwill created by the Lessee’s occupation of the Premises, or to any licence or permit
belonging to the Lessee in respect of the Permitted Use;

(viii) the Lessee’s trade fixtures and fittings, and any improvements, racking or installations erected or installed at the
Lessee’s cost and which the Lessee is permitted to remove upon the expiry or sooner determination of this Lease (but
taking into account permanent improvements installed at the Lessee's cost which the Lessee may not remove upon
the expiry or sooner determination of this Lease;
"Market Rent Review Dates" means each market rent review date specified in Item 7 of Schedule 1 as a Market Rent Review;
“Minister” means the Minister for Lands, a body corporate under section 7 of the LAA;
“Outgoings” means all of the costs, expenses and outgoings of the Lessor charged orincurred in respect of the Land or the Building
or in the maintenance of the Land or the Building, including but not limited to:
(a)

insuring the Building or any part of the Building and any equipment or appliance in the Land or the Building against the Insured
Risks and against impact by vehicles, machinery breakdown and malicious acts or omissions, loss of rent, demolition and
removal of debris, architects and other consultants fees, claims under Workers Compensation legislation, and statutory liability
by Employees of the Lessor workingin or about the Building, owners third party liability, and all other risks which the Lessor
insures against;
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(b)

supplying, providing, and maintaining the Services to and Facilities in the Building, including but not limited to air-conditioning,
heating, cooling, ventilation, sanitary conveniences and accessories, firefighting and prevention systems, music and public
address systems, and emergency generators, security systems and security personnel, including employees and independent
contractors, for the Building;

(c)

storing, treating, and removing all kinds of waste including rubbish and sewerage from the Land or the Building;

(d)

taxes, levies, imposts, duties, and statutory charges associated with undertaking the matters referred to in this definition,
including but not limited to any tax on goods and services;

(e)

Rates and Taxes;

(f)

legal and audit fees in relation to matters referred to in this definition;

(g)

leasing any plant, equipment or other items required for or in connection with the operation of the Premises;

(h)

regular upkeep of the Building;

(i)

administration and operation costs for undertaking the matters referred to in this definition;

(j)

maintaining, repairing, renovating, replacing, redecorating, and refurbishing theBuilding;

(k)

cleaning the Common Areas and all charges for sanitation, including toilet requisites;

(l)

landscaping, gardening, and reticulating the Land and, if applicable, the Building;

(m)

policing and regulating traffic in the Common Areas;

(n)

employing staff to undertake the matters referred to in this definition;

(o)

providing motor vehicles, plant and equipment, and tools and materials for the purposes of undertaking the matters referred
to in this definition;

(p)

one half of all accounting and audit fees and charges with respect to the preparation, verification and provision of statements
relating to the Outgoings including audit certificates and reports;

(q)

leasing any plant, equipment or other items required for or in connection with the operation of the Building;

(r)

pest control;

(s)

providing car parking areas, toilets, rest rooms and other public amenities on the Land or in the Building;

(t)

any other costs and expenses reasonably and properly incurred in the preservation, operation, maintenance, upkeep, repair,
servicing, inspection, administration, or management generally of the Land or the Building,

but expressly excluding:
(u)
(v)

subject to clause 9(a)(iii), any amount attributable to works of a structural or capital nature
any amount separately and directly charged to and payable by a particular lessee of any part of the Land or the Building from
time to time and for which that lessee is solely responsible for under the terms of its lease;

(w)

any plant or equipment that is or becomes the property of the Lessor; and

(x)

while and for so long as the Retail Shops Act applies to this Lease, any other item which pursuant to the Retail Shops Act
may not be recovered from lessees.

“Outgoings Notice” means a notice given in accordance with clause 7.2(a);
“Outgoings Statement” means the statement given in accordance with clause 7.3(a);
“Permitted Use” means use of the Premises for the Lessee’s Business;
“Plan” means the plan attached to this Lease as Annexure A;
"Plant and Equipment" means the plant and equipment used in connection with the provision of any Services or the heating,
cooling, lighting, power, plumbing or drainage facilities on or connected to the Land or the Building;
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“Premises” means the premises described in item 2 of Schedule 1;
"Previous CPI" means the Consumer Price Index number last published before the date which is twelve (12) months before the
relevant Rent Review Date, or if an actuary is appointed under clause 6.2 to determine an index, the number certified by that actuary;
"Rate" means the interest rate specified in item 8 of Schedule 1;
“Rates and Taxes” means all rates taxes charges assessments and impositions of everykind including municipal, water,
sewerage and drainage rates, land tax (State or Federal)and Metropolitan Region Improvement Tax from time to time levied
charged assessed or imposed by the relevant Authority in respect of this Lease, the Premises and/or the ownership and/or the
occupation thereof for or during each Financial Year on the basis that the Land is the only land owned by the Lessor;
“Rent” means the Rent referred to in clause 5, and item 6 of Schedule 1;
“Rent Review Date” means each date specified in item 7 of Schedule 1;
“Retail Shops Act” means the Commercial Tenancy (Retail Shops) Agreements Act 1985(WA);
“Rules and Regulations” means the rules and regulations for the Land or the Building asmade, varied, amended or substituted
by the Lessor from time to time;
“Schedule” means a schedule to this Lease;
“Special Conditions” means the special conditions set out in Schedule 2;
“Services” means electricity, gas, oil, fuel, water, grease trap, sewer, MDF (phone), or other similar commodity, facility, or service
in or on the Land or the Building or otherwise serving the Land or the Building;
"Term" means the term specified in item 4 of Schedule 1 and where applicable the term of any Further Term; and
"Termination" means the expiry of the Term by effluxion of time or by earlier termination in accordance with this Lease.
1.2

Interpretation
In this Lease:
(a)

words importing the singular shall include the plural and vice versa, words importing gender shall include the masculine,
feminine and neuter genders and words importing persons shall include individuals, firms, associations, partnerships,
government authorities, incorporated and unincorporated entities and corporations;

(b)

if two (2) or more persons by this Lease undertake an obligation or make or give any warranty or undertaking, or waive any
right or entitlement, they shall be bound both jointly and jointly and severally;

(c)

a reference to this Lease includes a reference to any Schedule, recital, part, clause, sub-clause, paragraph, or Annexure in
or to this Lease, and in or to this Lease as amended, novated, supplemented, varied, or replaced from time to time, and vice
versa;

(d)

a reference to a statute, Act or Code, regulation, or by-law or to any section, sub- section, or paragraph thereof, includes any
statutory amendment, replacement, consolidation, modification, or re-enactment thereof from time to time, and for the time
being in force, and all ordinances, by-laws, regulations, and other statutory instrumentsissued under them;

(e)

where the day or last day for doing an action or for the payment of any money or on which any entitlement is due to arise or
a notice is deemed served is not a Business Day, the day or last day for doing that act or for payment of that money or on
which that entitlement arises or notice is deemed served shall be deemed to be the next Business Day;

(f)

where any requirement, calculation or payment of money might otherwise fall to be performed or paid on the 29th, 30th or 31st
day of a month which does not contain such a date, then references thereto shall be construed as references to the last day
of thatmonth;

(g)

a reference to any Party includes that Party in its own right and in its capacity as trustee of any trust (whether specified or
not), and also includes that Party’s executors,administrators, successors, substitutes and permitted assigns in accordance
with this Lease, including any person taking by way of novation;

(h)

all headings and any table of contents or index have been inserted for convenience purposes only and shall not affect the
interpretation of this Lease;
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(i)

where any word or phrase is given a defined meaning, any other part of speech or other grammatical form in respect of such
word or phrase shall have a corresponding meaning;

(j)

all references to monetary amounts are references to Australian dollars unless stated otherwise;

(k)

a reference to:
(i)

a right includes a benefit, remedy, discretion, authority, or power;

(ii)

an obligation includes a warranty or representation;

(iii)

a failure to observe or perform an obligation includes a breach of warranty orrepresentation;

(iv)

provisions or terms of this Lease include a reference to both express and impliedprovisions or terms;

(v)

writing includes any means or mode of representing or reproducing words in atangible and permanently visible form,
and includes facsimile transmissions;

(vi)

signature and signing includes due execution by a corporation or other relevantentity;

(vii)

a month means a calendar month;

(viii) conduct includes, without limitation, an omission, statement or undertaking, whether or not in writing; and
(ix)

an amount for which a person is contingently liable includes, without limitation, an amount which that person may
become actually or contingently liable to pay ifa contingency occurs, whether or not that liability will actually arise;

(l)

each paragraph or sub-paragraph in a list is to be read independently from the othersin that list;

(m)

no rule of construction of documents shall apply to the disadvantage of a Party on thebasis that that Party put forward this
document or any relevant part of it;

(n)

“including” and similar expressions are not words of limitation;

(o)

a covenant, agreement, representation, or warranty in favour of two (2) or more persons is for the benefit of them jointly and
severally;

(p)

a reference to a statutory, professional or industry body includes a reference to a successor or substitute for that body;

(q)

unless repugnant to the context, a covenant by a Party to do or omit to do anything includes a covenant by an agent,
employee, licensee, contractor, or invitee of that Party to do or omit to do that thing, and the Party is liable for all acts or
omissions of itsagents, employees, licensees, contractors, and invitees;

(r)

a general description of any matter or thing whatever shall not be read down if followedby any specific examples of that matter
or thing;

(s)

derivatives of a word or expression defined in clause 1.1 have a correspondingmeaning to that assigned to it in that
clause; and

(t)

covenants implied by Laws are not incorporated in this Lease, unless the relevantLaw provides that certain covenants
are to be implied and cannot be excluded by agreement.

2.

Consents, Approvals and Legal Compliance

2.1

Performance of Functions by Minister
(a)

All acts and things which the Lessor is required or empowered to do under thisLease is done under section 46 read
together with section 18 of the LAA.

(b)

Where, pursuant to this Lease, payments and rights accrue to the Minister or obligations are imposed on the Minister the
same are for the benefit and burden respectively of the Lessor unless the context otherwise requires.
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2.2

2.3

Approval by Minister
(a)

In any case where under this Lease the doing or executing of any act matter or thing by the Lessor is dependent on the
approval or consent of the Minister, such approval or consent will not be effective unless it is given in writing and
may begiven or withheld by the Lessor in the Lessor’s absolute discretion and may be given subject to such conditions as
the Lessor may reasonably determine unless otherwise provided in this Lease.

(b)

The Lessee agrees that any failure by the Lessee to comply with or perform a condition imposed under clause 2.2(a) as part
of the Lessor providing its approval or consent will constitute a breach of a condition or covenant under this Lease.

Land Administration Act
The Lessor and the Lessee agree that the provisions of:

2.4

(a)

the LAA relating to leases of Crown land granted under section 79 of the LAA applyto the Lessee; and

(b)

this Lease does not in any way affect alter or derogate from the Lessor’s or theMinister’s rights or powers conferred
under the LAA.

Condition Precedent
(a) This Lease is subject to and expressly conditional upon:
(i)

the Lessor complying with the procedures set out in section 3.58 of the LocalGovernment Act 1995 (WA) relating to
the disposal of property; and

(ii)

the Minister granting his or her consent to this Lease pursuant to section 18 of theLAA.

by the date that is 90 days after the date that the last party to execute this lease executes this lease (“Sunset Date”).
(b) The Lessor must use best endeavours to satisfy the conditions in clause 2.4(a) by the Sunset Date.
(c) The conditions in this clause 2.4(a) are for the benefit of both parties and may only be waived by written agreement of both
parties.
(d) In the event that the above conditions are not satisfied or waived by the Sunset Date, either party may terminate this lease by
written notice to the other party (provided, in the case of the Lessor, it has complied with clause 2.4(b)).
(e) If this lease is terminated pursuant to clause 2.4(d), then:
(i)

this lease and the parties’ rights and obligations under this lease shall be immediately at an end on the date the notice
is received by the non-terminating party; and

(ii)

the Lessor shall have no claim against the Lessee under this lease or arising from the termination of this lease
(excluding any claim existing prior to the termination).

3.

Operative Part

3.1

Lease of Premises
In consideration of the Lessee agreeing to duly pay the Rent and all other money payable under this Lease and to duly observe and
perform the Lessee’s Covenants, the Lessor leases the Premises and grants the Lessee's Rights to the Lessee for the Term
commencing on the Commencement Date subject to the reservation of the Lessor's rights under this Lease.

3.2

Quiet Enjoyment
Subject to the rights of the Crown, and provided that the Lessee duly pays the Rent and all other money payable under this Lease
and duly observes and performs the Lessee’s Covenants, the Lessor agrees that the Lessee may quietly hold the Premises and
enjoy the Lessee's Rights during the Term without any disturbance from the Lessor or any person lawfully claiming through the
Lessor, except to the extent that the interruption, disturbanceor interference arises because of the exercise of the Lessor’s rights
under the terms of this Lease or is otherwise permitted by any provision of this Lease.

4.

Reservation of Lessor's rights
Without limiting any other provision of this Lease, the Lessor reserves the following rights:
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4.1

Right to Enter
(a)

The Lessee must permit the Lessor to enter the Premises at all reasonable times onthe giving of reasonable notice, or
immediately in the case of emergency, to:
(i)

view the state of repair of the Premises and to ensure compliance with the Lessee’s Covenants;

(ii)

comply with any requirement or order of any local government or other Authority;

(iii)

carry out any maintenance, modification, installation or extension to the Land, the Building, the Plant and Equipment or
cables, pipes, or wires on or in the Premises, the Land, or the Building;

(iv)

view the Premises with any persons interested in the Premises or any part of the Land or the Building; and

(v)

affix re-letting notices to the Premises during the last three (3) months of the Term,

but, in exercising these rights, the Lessor will use its reasonable endeavours t o minimise interference with the conduct
of the Lessee's Business.

4.2

(b)

The Lessor may also enter the Premises at reasonable times on reasonable notice for the purpose of doinganything which
should have been done by the Lessee under this Lease but which has not been done (and in relation to which the Lessee
has first received formal notice to complete that thing).

(c)

The Lessor’s right of entry under this clause 4.1 allows the Lessor to enter the Premises with or without workmen or other
interested persons and, in the case of works that are required to be undertaken, with all necessary plant, equipment and
materials to effect those works, provided the Lessor and those workman and interested persons all use reasonable
endeavours to minimise interference with the conduct of the Lessee’s Business.

Rules and Regulations
The Lessor may at any time make, amend, cancel, add to, suspend, enforce, waive, apply,or not apply any Rules and Regulations
by giving prior notice of the making, amendment, cancellation, addition, suspension, enforcement, waiver, application or nonapplication tothe Lessee, and the Rules and Regulations shall bind the Lessee and, to the extent of any inconsistency between the
Rules and Regulations and this Lease, the terms of this Lease shall prevail.

4.3

Creating or removing easements etc.
The Lessor may create or remove easements of support over any part of the Land or dedicate or transfer any part of the Land in
favour of another person for any reason whatsoever except that the Lessor shall not without the Lessee's prior consent (which may
be given or withheld in the Lessee’s absolute discretion) do anything which will substantially derogate from the quiet enjoyment of
the Lessee's Rights by the Lessee.

4.4

Re-classification of fixtures and fittings
(a)

(b)

4.5

The Lessor may by notice to the Lessee at any time within ten (10) Business Daysafter the expiration or earlier termination
of the Lease, re-classify some or all of those Lessee's Fixtures which it reasonably considers form an integral structural part
of the Premises as Lessor's Fixtures. Ownership of the Lessee’s Fixtures specified in the notice will pass to the Lessor after:
(i)

notice of the re-classification has been received by the Lessee from the Lessor;and

(ii)

an amount equal to the fair market value of the Lessee’s Fixtures, as agreedupon by the Lessor and the Lessee,
has been paid to the Lessee as compensation.

Failing agreement between the Lessor and the Lessee as to the fair market valuewithin fifteen (15) Business Days after service
of the notice of the re-classification by the Lessor on the Lessee, the fair market value is to be determined by a valuer
agreed between the Lessor and the Lessee who shall act as an expert and not an arbitrator, but failing agreement as to the
valuer to be appointed then at the direction of either party a valuer shall be appointed by the President for the time being of
the Business Brokers Association (WA) Inc. whose final decision shall be binding on the Parties.

Run or maintain Services
The Lessor may, or may permit others to, run, maintain, alter, or remove Services on, in,over or under the Land or the
Building, provided that the Lessor and its Employees use reasonable endeavours to minimise interference with the conduct of the
Lessee’s Business and that running, maintenance, alteration or removal will not have a material adverse impact on the Lessee’s
Business.

4.6

Grant leases etc.
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The Lessor may grant and accept leases, including concurrent leases, and surrenders ofleases affecting the Land or the
Building (but excluding the Premises).
4.7

Control of Common Areas
The Lessor reserves the right to:

4.8

(a)

control the operation and use of the Common Areas;

(b)

change the area, level, location, and arrangement of the Common Areas;

(c)

close temporarily the Common Areas for the purpose of carrying out maintenance orconstruction works, provided the
Lessor and its Employees use reasonable endeavours to minimise interference with the Lessee’s Business;

(d)

close temporarily the Common Areas to avoid the accrual of any right or interest inthe Common Areas by any person,
provided the Lessor and its Employees use reasonable endeavours to minimise interference with the Lessee’s Business; and

(e)

police the Common Areas.

Naming the Building
The Lessor may at the Lessor’s absolute discretion at any time name or rename or createor change a logo for the Building or
grant those rights to any other person.

4.9

Improvements to Land or Building
The Lessor may at any time carry out improvements to the Land or the Building, including,without limitation:
(a)

construct new buildings or any other improvements on the Land;

(b)

alter, add to, extend, reduce the size of, or otherwise modify, existing buildings orother improvements on the Land;

but, in exercising these rights, the Lessor must use reasonable endeavours to minimise interference with the conduct of the
Lessee's Business and must not alter or reduce the lettable area of the Premises (as specified in item 2 of Schedule 1).
5.

Rent
The Lessee must pay the Rent to the Lessor in the manner set out in item 6 of Schedule 1 without deduction or set-off (except as
provided in clause 15) except that the first and last payments will be apportioned on a daily basis in respect of periods of less
than a month,and the first payment is due on the Commencement Date.

6.

Rent review

6.1

General
On each Rent Review Date, the Rent shall be reviewed to determine the Rent to be paid bythe Lessee until the next Rent Review
Date.
The review will be either based on:

6.2

(a)

a CPI Rent Review; or

(b)

a Market Rent Review.

CPI Rent Review
(a)

With effect from each CPI Rent Review Date, the Rent shall be reviewed on the basisof the following formula:
Where: RR = (R x CCPI) divided by PCPI
“RR” =

the annual Rent as reviewed;

“R” =

the annual Rent payable immediately before the relevant CPI RentReview Date;

“CCPI” =

the Current CPI; and“PCPI” =
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the Previous CPI.

(b)

The Lessor shall, not earlier than three (3) months before a CPI Rent Review Date,give the Lessee a notice setting out
the amount of the reviewed Rent which shall be payable from the CPI Rent Review Date (“CPI Rent Review Notice”), except
that the failure of the Lessor to give such a notice before the CPI Rent Review Date does not preclude the Lessor from giving
such a notice in respect of that CPI Rent Review Date at any later time.

(c)

Determination of Current CPI or Previous CPI
If for the purposes of a CPI Rent Review under clause 6.2(a), the Consumer Price Index number is not published or no
Consumer Price Index number was published in the twelve (12) to fifteen (15) month period before the relevant CPI Rent
Review Date for the purposes of determining the Previous CPI, then the Lessor may appoint an actuary from the Fellows of
the Institute of Actuaries of Australia to determine:
(i)

in respect of the Current CPI, an index number which reflects the prevailinglevels of prices for the Premises at that
CPI Rent Review Date; and

(ii)

in respect of the Previous CPI, an index number which reflects the prevailing levels of prices for the Premises at the date
which is twelve (12) months prior to that CPI Rent Review Date;

and the actuary's determination will be binding on the Lessor and the Lessee andthey will pay the actuary's costs in
equal shares.
6.3

Market Rent Review
With effect from each Market Rent Review Date, the Rent shall be reviewed in accordancewith the following provisions:
(a)

The Lessor shall, not earlier than six (6) months and not later than three (3) months before a Market Rent Review Date, give
the Lessee a notice setting the Rent at a rent which the Lessor considers to bethe Market Rent (“Market Rent Review
Notice”) except that the failure of the Lessor to give such a notice before the Market Rent Review Date does not preclude the
Lessor from giving such a notice in respect of that Market Rent Review Date at any time within six (6) months of the
relevant Market Rent Review Date (and in which case, any increase in Rent shall only be payable from the date of the Market
Rent Review Notice).

(b)

If the Lessor gives the Lessee a Market Rent Review Notice and the Lessee disagrees with the Lessor's determination of the
Market Rent in that Market Rent Review Notice, the Lessee shall give the Lessor a notice within fourteen (14) Business Days
of service of the Market Rent Review Notice on the Lessee disputingthe Lessor's determination (“Dispute Notice”), and the
Market Rent shall be determined:
(i)

by agreement between the Lessor and the Lessee; or

(ii)

if the Lessor and the Lessee cannot agree on the Market Rent, by a licensed valuer jointly appointed by the Lessor and
the Lessee or, failing agreement between them as to who to appoint, by a licensed valuer appointed on request by either
party by the President for the time being of the Australian Property Institute (Western Australian Division),

and the licensed valuer shall:
(iii)

determine the Market Rent;

(iv)

act as an expert and not as an arbitrator; and

(v)

give the Lessor and the Lessee the licensed valuer's determination in writing setting out the reasons for it;

and:
(vi)

the annual Rent as reviewed and payable from the Market Rent Review Date (subject to clause 6.3(a)) shall be the
Market Rent as determined by the licensed valuer under this clause;

(vii)

the Lessor and the Lessee shall be obliged to pay the licensed valuer’s fees in equal shares;

(viii) if the Lessee gives a Dispute Notice the Lessee shall continue to pay the Rent amount applicable immediately before
the Market Rent Review Date (“Prevailing Rent”) until the amount of the reviewed Rent is determined in accordance
with this clause 6.3;
(ix)

if the Market Rent determined by the licensed valuer is less than the Prevailing Rent, the Lessor shall credit the Lessee
with the amount of the overpayment in respect of any future instalments of Rent due;

(x)

if the Market Rent determined by the licensed valuer is more than the Prevailing Rent, the Lessee shall immediately pay
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the Lessor the amount of the underpayment for the period from the Market Rent Review Date (subject to clause 6.3(a));
and
(c) if the Lessee fails to give a Dispute Notice within the fourteen (14) BusinessDay period stipulated in this clause 6.3(b), the
Market Rent as determined by theLessor and set out in the Lessor’s Market Rent Review Notice shall apply and is payable by
the Lessee from the relevant Market Rent Review Date.
7.

Outgoings

7.1

Outgoings

7.2

(a)

The Lessee must pay to the Lessor the Lessee’s Proportion of Outgoings in respect of each Financial Year during the Term.

(b)

Where any Outgoings are payable or incurred by the Lessor for a period of twelve months, part of which includes the First
Period or the Final Period, the Lessee must pay to the Lessor a pro-rata proportion of the Lessee’s Proportion of Outgoings
calculated as being an amount which is equal to the proportion of the number ofdays that the First Period or the Final
Period bears to 365 days.

Estimate of Outgoings
(a)

The Lessor will give the Lessee:
(i)

in relation to the First Period, not less than seven (7) days before the Lesseeenters into this Lease; or

(ii)

in relation to any other Financial Year, one (1) month before thecommencement of that Financial Year,

a notice in writing estimating the total Outgoings for that Financial Year andspecifying the Lessee’s Proportion of those
Outgoings.
(b)

Subject to paragraph 7.2(c)(ii), the Lessee must pay to the Lessor the estimated amount of the Lessee’s Proportion of
Outgoings specified in each Outgoings Notice by equal monthly instalments on the same date and in the same matter as
Rent is payable under this Lease.

(c)

Where any Outgoings (being Outgoings not separately payable in relation to the Premises) become fixed and certain after
the commencement of a relevant Financial Year, then:

(d)

7.3

(i)

the Lessor may give the Lessee written notice of the amount of thoseOutgoings and the Lessee’s Proportion of
Outgoings; and

(ii)

the Lessee must pay those amounts to the Lessor one (1) month after receiptof the notice given by the Lessor
under paragraph (c)(i); and

(iii)

the Lessor must reduce the amount payable by the Lessee under paragraph
(b) on account of the Lessee’s Proportion of the estimated Outgoings for therelevant Financial Year.

If the Outgoings include any GST, the Lessee must also pay that GST to the Lessorin the same proportion as the
Lessee’s Proportion of Outgoings.

Outgoings statement
(a)

(b)

Within three (3) months of the end of each Financial Year, or in the case of the Final Period within three (3) months of the
end of the Financial Year that includes the Final Period, the Lessor will give the Lessee a statement setting out:
(i)

the actual amount of Outgoings charged to, incurred, or paid by the Lessor in relation to that Financial Year;

(ii)

the final amount of the Lessee’s Proportion of Outgoings for that FinancialYear; and

(iii)

the lettable area of the Premises.

If the Retail Shops Act applies to this Lease:
(i)

each Outgoings Statement will be prepared in accordance with relevant principles and disclosure requirements of the
applicable accounting standards made by the Australian Accounting Standards Board, in force from time to time and
accompanied by either:
(A)

a report on the Outgoings Statement prepared by a registered company auditor within the meaning of the
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Corporations Act which includes a statement by the auditor as to whether or not the Outgoings Statement
correctly states expenditure by the Lessor during the Financial Year in respect of the Outgoings to which the
Lessee is liableto contribute under this Lease and as to whether or not the total amount of the estimated
Outgoings for that Financial Year (as shown in the Outgoings Notice) exceeded the total actual Outgoings
chargedto, incurred or paid by the Lessor in that Financial Year; and
(B)

(ii)

7.4

if and only if the Outgoings Statement relates only to Rates and Taxes, copies of all assessments, invoices,
receipts, or other proof of payment of the Rates and Taxes by the Lessor during that Financial Year; and

the costs of the audit referred to in paragraph (b)(i)(A) will be paid as to half by the Lessor and as to the other half by:
(A)

the Lessee solely if the audit relates solely to the Premises; or

(B)

the Lessee jointly with all other lessees of the Land (and then in equal shares) if the audit relates to both the
Premises and other premises within the Land.

Adjustment of Outgoings liability
If an Outgoings Statement discloses an:
(a)

(b)

7.5

7.6

overpayment by the Lessee on account of Outgoings for the relevant Financial Year, then:
(i)

if that Financial Year is not the Final Period, the Lessor will credit that overpayment to the Lessee towards the Lessee’s
liability to pay Outgoings for the subsequent Financial Year; or

(ii)

if that Financial Year is the Final Period, the Lessor will pay the amount of the overpayment to the Lessee within ten
(10) Business Days of service of the Outgoings Statement on the Lessee; or

underpayment by the Lessee on account of Outgoings for the relevant Financial Year, then within ten (10) Business Days
of receipt by the Lessee of the Outgoings Statement the Lessee must pay to the Lessor the amount of the underpayment.

Rates and Taxes separately assessed
(a)

The Lessee must pay to the Lessor within one (1) month, or if the demand is madeto the Lessee by any Authority then to
that Authority on demand, in full all Rates and Taxes separately assessed or imposed by any Authority or other service
provider solely in respect of the Premises.

(b)

Except in the case of manifest error, a statement issued by the Lessor under paragraph (a) will be prima facie evidence of
the matters stated in that statement.

Services separately assessed
The Lessee must pay to the Lessor or, if demand is made by any Authority, to that Authority, all amounts separately charged or
assessed in respect of the Premises or the Lessee for or in connection with Services to or for the benefit of the Premises or the
Lessee, including telecommunications, electricity, gas and power charges and the cost of installation of any meter, wiring or other
device necessitated by the use of telecommunications services, electricity, gas or power.

7.7

Bulk supplies of Services
If the Lessor supplies any Services to the Building or the Premises the Lessee must on demand pay to the Lessor the amount which
the Lessee would have been charged by the relevant Authority if the Services had been supplied to the Lessee directly.

8.

Use of Premises and Facilities

8.1

The Lessee shall not:

8.2

(a)

use the Premises for any purpose other than the Permitted Use or for any purposeother than that for which the
Premises was designed or designated; or

(b)

use any Facility, Service, item of Plant and Equipment or Lessor's Fixture for apurpose other than that for which it
was designed or designated.

The Lessee shall:
(a)

comply with the Lessor’s reasonable requirements for the use of each Facility,Service, item of Plant and Equipment and
Lessor’s Fixture; and
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(b)

9.

not do or omit to do anything which might interfere with or impair the efficient supplyor operation of each Facility, Service,
item of Plant and Equipment or Lessor’s Fixture.

Covenant to repair and maintain
The Lessee must:
(a)

(b)

10.

maintain the Premises in a state of condition and repair that is good, safe, clean, rubbish free, obstruction free and tidy except
in respect of:
(i)

fair wear and tear;

(ii)

damage which is or will be reinstated from the proceeds of insurance;

(iii)

structural damage which has not been caused by an act of the Lessee or an Authorised Person;

(iv)

any repairs or works of a capital nature not resulting directly from any act of the Lessee or an Authorised Person; and

(v)

damage which is caused by the Lessor or the Lessor’s Employees;

maintain the Lessor's Fixtures, the Lessee’s Fixture’s, all floor coverings in the Premises (regardless of ownership) and any
Facilities and Services serving only the Premises (including any connections linking such Services to common Services
whether lying inside or outside of the Premises) in a state of condition and repairthat is good, safe, clean, rubbish free,
obstruction free and tidy except in respect of:
(i)

fair wear and tear;

(ii)

damage which is or will be reinstated from the proceeds of an insurance policy;

(iii)

any repairs or works of a capital nature not resulting directly from any act of the Lessee or an Authorised Person; and

(iv)

structural damage which has not been caused by an act of the Lessee or an Authorised Person; and

(v)

damage which is caused by the Lessor or the Lessor’s Employees;

(c)

promptly replace all broken or damaged items in or attached to the Premises (including floor coverings, windows, plate glass,
the Lessor's Fixtures and Lessee’s Fixtures and any coverings or furnishings that are part of the Lessor’s Fixtures) (excluding
fair wear and tear) in the Premises to the reasonable satisfaction of the Lessor (unless that breakage or damage was caused
by the Lessor or the Lessor’s Employees); and

(d)

if required by the Lessor, at least three (3) months before the date of Termination, paint those parts of the Premises usually
painted in a proper manner using suitable good quality materials and suitably qualified tradesmen first approved by the
Lessor in writing,

Positive covenants
The Lessee must:
(a)

keep the Facilities within the Premises unobstructed;

(b)

report promptly to the Lessor in writing:
(i)

all damage or defects in the Premises, the Lessor's Fixtures, the Plant and Equipment or the Facilities in the
Premises of which the Lessee is or becomesto be aware;

(ii)

any malfunction of any Plant and Equipment or Facility within the Premises; and

(iii)

any circumstances likely to be a danger or cause any damage or danger tothe Premises, the Building or any
person on or in the Premises, the Building or the Land of which the Lessee is aware;

(c)

remove on a regular basis rubbish which is not of a kind usually removed by thelocal government authority;

(d)

comply promptly with all Laws affecting the Premises or the use of the Premises;
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11.

(e)

observe and comply with the Rules and Regulations;

(f)

observe and comply with any conditions of supply of Services by the Lessor, or where no conditions of supply are imposed
by the Lessor, observe, and comply with the conditions of supply of Services imposed by the relevant supply Authority on the
Lessor and/or the Lessee;

(g)

on demand by the Lessor, pay the Lessor interest on any Rent or other money payable under this Lease which is not paid
on the due date, calculated at the Rate from the due date for payment until the date of actual payment;

(h)

if the consent of any Authority or a licence is required to carry on the Lessee's Business from the Premises, obtain and
maintain the currency of that authority or licence and provide a copy of each such Authority and licence to the Lessor on the
Commencement Date and otherwise upon request by the Lessor, but not limited to, a food premises licence;

(i)

if the Lessor arranges the cleaning of the Premises, to pay to the Lessor on demand the cost of cleaning the Premises;

(j)

notify the Lessor immediately of any notice or order received by the Lessee from any court relatingto the Premises or the
Common Areas;

(k)

keep the Premises open for business during such times as a prudent businessproprietor operating a business similar
to the Lessee’s Business; and

(l)

securely lock all doors or other openings to the Premises when the Premises are unoccupied.

Negative covenants
The Lessee must not:
(a)

without the Lessor's prior written consent (which must not be unreasonably withheld, delayed, or conditioned) make any
alteration to or addition to or demolish any part of the Premises, or remove or alter any of the Lessor’s Fixtures,the Plant
and Equipment or any Facility in the Premises;

(b)

by any act directly cause the Rent to be substantially reduced;

(c)

do any act or thing which might result in excessive stress or floor loading to any partof the Premises;

(d)

except for reasonable quantities for normal applications in connection with the useof the Premises, bring onto, store, or
use any chemical or inflammable substance in the Building;

(e)

fail to comply with and observe the reasonable requirements of the Lessor in theuse of the Plant and Equipment;

(f)

without the Lessor's prior written consent (which must not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned, or delayed), use any
Service, heating, cooling, lighting,or power, except battery power, other than that provided by the Lessor;

(g)

without the Lessor's prior written consent (which must not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned, or delayed), install any
electrical equipment on the Premises which might overload the cables, switchboards or sub-boards through which electricity
is connected to the Premises;

(h)

do or omit to do anything which might cause the Common Areas to deteriorate or become impaired except for fair wear and
tear, to be obstructed, or to be in a condition other than a good and sanitary condition;

(i)

do or carry on in the Premises any activity which might be harmful, offensive, or illegal, or cause a nuisance, damage
or disturbance to the Lessor, any other lessee of the Building or the Land, their visitors and Employees or any neighbour
(whether within or outside the Building);

(j)

without the Lessor's prior written consent (which must not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned, or delayed), erect or place
outside the Premises any radio or television aerial or antenna;

(k)

without the Lessor’s prior written consent (which must not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned, or delayed), place or
operate in any part of the Common Areas any radio, television, loudspeaker, amplifier, or other similar device;

(l)

without the Lessor's prior written consent (which must not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned, or delayed), use any
sound producing equipment so as to be audible from outside the Premises;

(m)

without the Lessor's prior written consent (which must not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned, or delayed), erect, install,
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exhibit, paint, display or affixto the Premises or any other part of the Building any advertisement, notice or sign, whether or
not it is visible from outside the Premises;

12.

(n)

without the Lessor’s prior written consent (which must not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned, or delayed), erect, install,
or affix to the Premises orthe internal or external surfaces of the Premises any blinds, awnings, or shop fittings;

(o)

deliver or permit to be delivered goods or furniture to or from the Premises except ina manner which causes minimum
interference with persons using the Common Areas;

(p)

leave goods in or otherwise obstruct the Common Areas;

(q)

store goods other than those intended for sale by retail in the Premises or necessary to supply services to the customers
of the Lessee’s Business, and then only in those parts of the Premises designed or intended for storage;

(r)

place any rubbish in any part of the Building or the Land except in a place and receptacle designated by the Lessor for the
disposal of rubbish;

(s)

burn any rubbish in the Building or the Land other than at a place approved in writing by the Lessor or any relevant Authority
for that purpose;

(t)

without the Lessor’s prior written consent (which must not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned, or delayed), carry out
works on the Premises during normal business hours except in the case of an emergency;

(u)

lodge an absolute caveat to protect the Lessee's interest in the Premises or the Land;

(v)

fail to remove a subject to claim caveat lodged by the Lessee over the Premises or tthe Land on Termination of this Lease;

(w)

smoke or allow smoking in the Premises or any enclosed part of the Building (other than in any room legally designated for
that purpose);

(x)

permit rodents, vermin, insects, and other pests to infest the Premises; or

(y)

conduct any business or activity on or in the Premises that is at any time prohibitedby law.

Insurance
The Lessee shall effect and maintain all policies of insurance in the names of the Lessorand the Lessee with an insurance
company approved by the Lessor in respect of:
(a)

public liability insurance for an amount not less than the amount specified in item 9 of Schedule 1;

(b)

employers' indemnity insurance including workers' compensation insurance in respect of all employees of the Lessee
employed in or about the Premises;

(c)

plate glass insurance against breakage or damage (of any cause) to any type ofglass at the Premises; and

(d)

any other insurance that the occupier of such premises is required by Law to have, and the Lessee shall:

(e)

on demand by the Lessor supply to the Lessor details of all insurance effected in accordance with this clause, including
copies of certificates of insurance or policy documents and receipts for premiums as updated, amended, or varied from time
to time;

(f)

not without the Lessor's prior written consent (which must not be unreasonably withheld, delayed, or conditioned) alter the
terms or conditions of any policy;

(g)

ensure that each policy of insurance includes a provision for cross liability and waiver of subrogation rights in favour of the
Lessor; and

(h)

not by any act or omission cause any insurance policy effected under this Lease orin respect of the Building or the Land
to become void or voidable or cause the premium on any policy to be increased.

13.

Indemnities

13.1

General indemnity
The Lessee shall indemnify and keep indemnified the Lessor against all losses, claims, damages, demands, costs, and expenses
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for which the Lessor becomes liable in respect of loss or damage to property in or on the Premises, or death or injury of any nature
occurring in or on the Premises and however or wherever sustained:

13.2

(a)

which are caused or contributed to by the use or occupancy of the Premises, except to the extent caused or contributed to
by the Lessor;

(b)

resulting from an act or omission of the Lessee; or

(c)

resulting from a notice, claim or demand against the Lessee to do or refrain fromdoing anything except to the extent that
the Lessor is obliged by this Lease or at law to pay for or contribute to the cost of compliance with the notice, claim or
demand and failstodo so.

Specific indemnity
The Lessee shall to the extent permitted by law:
(a)

pay to the Lessor on demand all money paid by the Lessor on behalf of the Lesseein the discharge of any of the Lessee's
liabilities under this Lease;

(b)

pay to the Lessor on demand on a full indemnity basis all amounts payable by theLessor in respect of legal costs and
disbursements of and incidental to:

(c)

13.3

(i)

each notice, search and inquiry given or made for the purpose of anydocument required to be prepared and
executed under this Lease; and

(ii)

any breach of the Lessee's Covenants; and

pay all duty, fines and penalties required to be paid under the Duties Act 2008 (WA)
or this Lease, save for any duty, fine or penalty that is the responsibility of the Lessor at law or under this Lease.

Nature of indemnity
The obligation of the Lessee to indemnify the Lessor under this Lease or at law is not affected by the obligation of the Lessee to
effect insurance and all indemnities shall survive the termination of the Lease.

13.4

Indemnity in favour of the Crown and the Minister
The Lessee also indemnifies the Crown and the Minister and the agents, servants, employees, and contractors thereof, against any
liability or loss arising from and any costs, charges and expenses incurred in connection with:
(a)

any damage to the Premises or any loss of or damage to anything on it; and

(b)

any injury to any person on the Premises,

and for which the Crown or the Minister become liable to the extent caused by the Lessee.
14.

Assignment

14.1

No assignment
The Lessee must not assign, mortgage, or charge the Lessee's leasehold estate in the Premises, nor sublet, part with possession,
or dispose of the Premises in any way withoutthe prior written consent of the Lessor and the Minister (such consent not to be
unreasonably withheld, delayed, or conditioned).

14.2

Property Law Act excluded
Sections 80 and 82 of the Property Law Act 1969 (WA) are excluded.

14.3

Changes in beneficial ownership of shares
If the Lessee is a company whose shares are not listed on any Stock Exchange in Australia, a Change in Control of the Lessee
or any “holding company” or “ultimate holding company” (as those terms are defined in the Corporations Act) of the Lessee will be
deemed to be an assignment of the Lessee's leasehold estate. For the purposes of this clause a “Change in Control” means a
change in control of more than 50% of the shares of a company.
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14.4

Lessor may consent to assignment
In the case of an assignment under clause 14.1, the Lessor will not unreasonably withholdits consent if the following criteria are
satisfied:
(a)

14.5

the Lessee satisfies the Lessor that:
(i)

the proposed assignee is a respectable and responsible person of good financial standing with sound business
acumen and who is capable of meeting their financial commitments under this Lease;

(ii)

there is no Rent or other money payable under this Lease due but unpaid;and

(iii)

there is no unremedied breach of the Lessee's Covenants and there havebeen no substantial breaches of the
Lessee's Covenants during the Term;

(b)

the Lessee procures the execution by the proposed assignee of an assignment of lease prepared by the Lessor's solicitors
at the Lessee's cost which contains terms acceptable to the Lessor, including a covenant by the proposed assignee with the
Lessor to pay all Rent and other money payable under this Lease and to observeand perform all of the Lessee's
Covenants; and

(c)

if the proposed assignee is a company, the directors, or substantial shareholders ofthe company at the option of the
Lessor guarantee to the Lessor the observance and performance of all of the Lessee's Covenants including payment of
the Rent and other money payable under this Lease.

Lessor may consent to sublease
In the case of a sublease of the whole or part of the Premises under clause 14.1, the Lessor willnot unreasonably withhold its
consent if the following criteria are satisfied:
(a)

(b)

the Lessee satisfies the Lessor that:
(i)

the proposed subtenant is a respectable and responsible person of goodfinancial standing with sound business
acumen and who is capable of meeting their financial commitments under this Lease;

(ii)

there is no Rent or other money payable under this Lease due but unpaid;and

(iii)

there is no unremedied breach of the Lessee's Covenants and there havebeen no substantial breaches of the
Lessee's Covenants during the Term;

the Lessee procures the execution by the proposed subtenant of a sublease approved by the Lessor at the Lessee's cost
which contains terms consistent in all respects with this Lease and acceptable to the Lessor.

15.

Damage, destruction, or resumption

15.1

Definitions
In this clause 15:

15.2

(a)

“Reinstatement Notice” means a notice given by the Lessor to the Lessee of theLessor’s intention to carry out the
Reinstatement Works; and

(b)

“Reinstatement Works” means the work necessary to:
(i)

reinstate the Premises; or

(ii)

make the Premises fit for occupation and use or accessible by the Lessee.

Abatement
(a)

If the Premises are damaged or destroyed so as to render any part of the Premiseswholly or substantially:
(i)

unfit for occupation and use by the Lessee; or

(ii)

inaccessible having regard to the nature and location of the Premises andthe normal means of access to them,
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then from the date the Lessor receives a Damage Notice:
(iii)

the Rent;

(iv)

any other money payable by the Lessee under this Lease; and

(v)

the covenant to repair and maintain,

will abate according to the nature and extent of the damage or destructionsustained.
(b)

If paragraph (a) applies, the remedies for:
(i)

recovery of the Rent and any other money or a proportionate part falling dueafter the damage or destruction; or

(ii)

enforcement of the covenant to repair and maintain,

will be suspended (or partially suspended as the circumstances require) from thedate of the Damage Notice until the
Premises are:

15.3

(iii)

restored;

(iv)

made fit for the Lessee’s occupation and use; and

(v)

made accessible.

Either party may terminate
If sub-clause 15.2(a) applies, either party may terminate this Lease by notice to the otherunless the Lessor:

15.4

(a)

within thirty (30) calendar days of receiving the Damage Notice, gives the Lessee aReinstatement Notice; and [

(b)

diligently proceeds to complete within a reasonable time to carry out the Reinstatement Works.

Lessee may terminate
If the Lessor gives a Reinstatement Notice to the Lessee and fails to commence the Reinstatement Works within a reasonable time,
the Lessee may terminate this Lease by giving not less than thirty (30) days’ notice to the Lessor and, at the expiration of
thatperiod, this Lease will terminate.

15.5

Exceptions
Sub-clauses 15.2, 15.3 and 15.4 will not apply to the extent that:

15.6

(a)

the damage or destruction is caused or contributed to, or arises from any wilful act of the Lessee or an Authorised Person;
or

(b)

an insurer under any policy effected by the Lessor under this Lease refuses indemnity or reduces the sum payable under
the policy because of any act, omission or default of the Lessee or an Authorised Person.

Lessor to terminate
If the Lessor considers the damage to the Premises renders it impractical or undesirable to carry out the Reinstatement Works, the
Lessor may terminate this Lease by giving not less than thirty (30) days’ notice to the Lessee and, at the expiration of that notice,
this Leasewill terminate.

15.7

Antecedent breaches
No liability will attach to either party because of termination of this Lease under this clause
15 but that termination will be without prejudice to the rights of either party for anyantecedent breach or non-observance of any
provision on this Lease.

15.8

Dispute resolution
Any dispute arising out of the provisions of this clause 15 will be determined by a single arbitrator under the provisions of the
Commercial Arbitration Act 2012 (WA) and the Parties may each be represented by a legal practitioner of their choice.
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15.9

Lessor not obliged to reinstate
Nothing in this Lease obliges the Lessor to reinstate the Premises or the means of accessto them.

15.10 Proceeds of insurance
If the Premises are damaged or destroyed and the Lease is terminated under this clause15, the Lessee will have no interest in
the insurance proceeds.
15.11 Resumption of Land
If the Land or any part of the Land is resumed by any Authority so as to render thePremises inaccessible or substantially unfit
for the occupation of the Lessee, this Leasemay be terminated without compensation or other liability by either the Lessor or
the Lessee by giving thirty (30) calendar days’ notice to the other but without affecting the rights of either party against the other in
respect of any previous breaches of the provisions of this Lease.
16.

Limit of Lessor's liability

16.1

No warranties or representations
The Lessee acknowledges and agrees that:

16.2

(a)

all property in the Premises shall be at the sole risk of the Lessee during the Term;

(b)

the Lessor gives no warranty as to the use to which the Premises may be put; and

(c)

the Lessee has not relied on any representation or warranty of the Lessor in entering into this Lease and the Lessee has
made its own inquiries into the suitability of the Premises for its purposes.

Lessor only liable while registered proprietor
Each Lessor is only liable for any breaches under this Lease occurring while that person isthe registered proprietor of the Land.

17.

Default
An Event of Default occurs if:
(a)

the Lessee fails to pay the Rent or other money payable under this Lease within seven (7) days of written demand for
payment;

(b)

the Lessee fails to perform any of the Lessee's Covenants for fourteen (14) daysafter the Lessor has given written notice
to the Lessee of the default;

(c)

the Lessee is in breach of any document other than this Lease giving the Lessee a right to use or occupy any part of the
Land or the Building and fails to remedy that breach within fourteen (14) days of the Lessor giving written notice to the Lessee
requiring it to do so;

(d)

distress is levied or a judgement, order, security, or encumbrance is enforced against any property of the Lessee;

(e)

a receiver or receiver and manager or controller as defined in the Corporations Actis appointed in respect of any part of the
Lessee's property;

(f)

a person is appointed under legislation to investigate or manage any part of theLessee's affairs;

(g)

the Lessee ceases to carry on the Lessee's Business from the Premises;

(h)

where the Lessee is a company and:
(i)

an application is made to a court for an order or an order is made that the Lessee be wound up;

(ii)

an application is made to a court for an order appointing a liquidator orprovisional liquidator in respect of the Lessee;

(iii)

except for the purposes of reconstruction or amalgamation, the Lessee enters into a scheme of arrangement, deed
of company arrangement or composition with, or assignment for the benefit of, all or any class of the Lessee's
creditors;
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(iv)

the Lessee resolves to wind itself up or otherwise dissolve itself;

(v)

the Lessee states that it is insolvent; or

(vi)

the Lessee takes any step to obtain protection or is granted protection fromits creditors under any applicable
legislation.

18.

Lessor's powers on default

18.1

Lessor's right of possession
On the occurrence of an Event of Default, the Lessor may without giving any further noticeor demand enter the Premises and retake possession, and on re-entry, the Term willimmediately determine.

18.2

18.3

Lessor may remedy Lessee's default
(a)

If the Lessee has defaulted in doing anything or paying any money, the Lessor may do that thing or pay that money on behalf
of the Lessee without affecting any of the Lessor's rights against the Lessee, including the right to recover the cost of
remedying that default from the Lessee.

(b)

None of the following events constitutes a re-entry or forfeiture or waiver of the Lessor's rights to recover in full all Rent and
other money payable by the Lessee under this Lease:
(i)

acceptance of the keys or other access devices for the Premises;

(ii)

entry to the Premises by the Lessor for the purpose of inspection or for the purpose of showing the Premises to
prospective lessees or to remedy an Event of Default; or

(iii)

advertising the Premises for re-letting.

No prejudice of Lessor's rights
Any re-possession or attempted re-possession of the Premises by the Lessor or any demand for or acceptance of any of the Rent
or other money payable under this Lease will not:

18.4

(a)

prejudice or affect the Lessor's rights under this Lease;

(b)

release the Lessee from performing the Lessee's Covenants; or

(c)

be deemed an election by the Lessor as to the exercise of the Lessor's rights underthis Lease or at law.

Exercise of rights by Lessor
The Lessor may exercise the Lessor's rights under this Lease or at law notwithstanding laches, neglect, or waiver in respect of any
breach of the Lessee's Covenants, and without giving notice except in accordance with this Lease or as required by law, and
without having to prove default by the Lessee or the continuance of that default.

19.

Essential terms

19.1

Breach of Essential Terms

19.2

(a)

Subject to clause 19.5, if the Lessee’s conduct constitutes a breach of an essential term of this Lease and the Lessor
elects to treat that breach as repudiation or the conduct otherwise constitutes repudiation of this Lease, the Lessee shall
compensate the Lessor for all loss or damage suffered by reason of or arising from the repudiation.

(b)

Clauses 5 (“Rent”), 6 (“Rent Review”), 7 (“Outgoings”), 8 (“Use of Premises and Facilities”), 9 (“Covenant to Repair and
Maintain”), 12 (“Insurance”), 14 (“Assignment”) and 23 (“Environmental Matters”) of this Lease, and all of the Special
Conditions, are deemed to be essential terms.

Damage for Breach of Essential Terms
Subject to clause 19.5, any loss or damage for the unexpired residue of the Term suffered by the Lessor as a result of the
Lessee’s breach of an essential term may be recovered as damages at any time.

19.3

Lessor’s Entitlement to Damages
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The Lessor’s entitlement to recover damages from the Lessee or any other person will not be limited or affected by any of the
following:

19.4

19.5

(a)

if the Lessee abandons or vacates the Premises;

(b)

if the Lessor elects to re-enter the Premises or terminate this Lease;

(c)

if the Lessor accepts the Lessee’s repudiation; or

(d)

if the Parties’ conduct (or that of any of their servants or agents) constitutes or may constitute a surrender by operation of
Law.

Lessor to Mitigate Damages
(a)

If the Lessee vacates the Premises or if the Lessor accepts the Lessee’s repudiation based on the Lessee’s breach of an
essential term of this Lease and terminates this Lease, the Lessor must take reasonable steps to mitigate its loss and
endeavour to re-lease the Premises on reasonable terms.

(b)

The entitlement to damages will be assessed on the basis that the Lessor has observed the obligation to mitigate damages.

(c)

The Lessor’s conduct in mitigating its damages will not of itself constitute acceptanceof the breach or repudiation or a
surrender by operation of Law.

Calculation of Damages
Following repudiation by the Lessee if the Lessor terminates this Lease then, without prejudice to any other right or remedy, the
Lessor may recover the difference between the aggregate of the Rent and the reasonable estimate of the other money payable
by theLessee for the unexpired residue of the Term less any amount the Lessor obtains, or could in the Lessor’s opinion reasonably
be expected to obtain, by observing clause 19.4.

20.

Termination

20.1

Yield up Premises
The Lessee must on Termination surrender and yield up the Premises to the Lessor in a condition consistent with the compliance of
the Lessee's Covenants during the Term and deliver to the Lessor all keys, access cards and other security devices for the Premises
and the Building.

20.2

Remove Lessee's Fixtures
The Lessee must prior to Termination or on the termination of any period of holding over remove from the Premises or the Building
all of the Lessee's Fixtures and make good any damage caused to the Premises by the removal of the Lessee's property (including
the Lessee’s Fixtures).

20.3

Restoration of Premises on Termination
Subject to clause 20.2, the Lessee must, unless the Lessor agrees to the contrary, prior to Termination or on the termination of any
period of holding over, restore the Premises, the Facilities and those parts of the Plant and Equipment affected by the Lessee's
occupationof the Premises to their original state having regard to the age of the Premises and the relevant Facilities and Plant and
Equipment, subject to fair wear and tear.

20.4

Dealing with Lessee's property not removed at Termination
The Lessor has the following rights in respect of the Lessee's property, including theLessee's Fixtures, which are not removed at
Termination:
(a)

to remove and store the Lessee's property in alternative premises at the Lessee'scost; and/or

(b)

to sell or dispose of the Lessee's property and apply the proceeds of sale towards payment of any unpaid Rent or other
money payable under this Lease; and/or

(c)

to elect that the Lessee's property is the absolute property of the Lessor and to deal with the Lessee's property as the Lessor
sees fit,

and the Lessor shall be indemnified in respect of any loss or damage suffered by the Lessor as a result of the Lessee failing to
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remove all of the Lessee's property at Termination or any claim against the Lessor by any person by reason of the exercise by the
Lessor of its rights under this clause 20.4.
21.

Option of renewal
If and only if:
(a)

no earlier than six (6) months or no later than three (3) months before the date of Termination, the Lessee gives notice to the
Lessor exercising an option of renewal for a Further Term; and

(b)

the Lessor is satisfied that there is no Rent, Outgoings or other money payable under this Lease which is due but unpaid;
and

(c)

there is no unremedied breach of the Lessee's Covenants at the time the notice is given,

the Lessor shall grant the Lessee a lease of the Premises for the relevant Further Term at the Rent payable immediately before
Termination as varied and reviewed pursuant to this Lease and otherwise on the same terms and conditions of this Lease except
for the optionof renewal for the relevant Further Term which shall cease to have any further effect.
22.

Holding Over
If, after the expiry of the Term, the Lessee continues in possession of the Premises, the Lessee shall be deemed to be holding over
as a monthly Lessee:
(a)

at a rent equal to the annual Rent payable immediately before the expiry of the Term but adjusted in accordance with the
method of rent review specified in item 7 of Schedule 1;

(b)

the Lessee’s right to remain in possession of the Premises shall be subject to the continued performance of the Lessee’s
Covenants; and

(c)

the monthly tenancy created by this clause may be terminated by either party giving the other party one (1) months’ notice
of termination which notice may be given atany time.

23.

Environmental Matters

23.1

Lessee’s Environmental Covenants
The Lessee must:
(a)

comply with all Environmental Laws including, without limitation, obtaining all necessary permits, authorisations and
approvals required for the Lessee to carry out the Permitted Use on the Premises;

(b)

take all practicable precautions to ensure that no Contamination of the Premises or the Environment in the vicinity of the
Premises occurs;

(c)

not discharge into any stormwater drain any trade effluent, Hazardous Material or Waste, other than that which is authorised
by the relevant Authority;

(d)

immediately notify the Lessor if:
(i)

to its knowledge, a Contamination Event occurs on the Premises; or

(ii)

an Environmental Notice is served on the Lessee;

(e)

if a Contamination Event occurs as a direct result of an act, omission or default by the Lessee, and irrespective of whether
an Environmental Notice has been served on the Lessee, promptly take all usual and reasonable actions at the Lessee’s
own cost and in accordance with best industry practice for the Remediation of the Premises and any land in the vicinity of
the Premises to a condition, as far as practicable, as if the Contamination Event had not occurred;

(f)

at the Lessee’s own cost, comply with every Environmental Notice served on the Lessee and issued in respect of, or arising
from, the Lessee’s occupation or use of the Premises, whether the notice is served on the Lessor or the Lessee;

(g)

allow the Lessor and its employees and contractors:
(i)

after receiving reasonable notice from the Lessor, access to the Premises toconduct environmental audits or
inspections from time to time (at the Lessor’s cost); and
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(ii)
23.2

Remediate Contamination
(a)

Without limiting the Lessee’s obligation under clause 23.1(e), the Lessee must ensure that at the expiration of the Term
it has Remediated any Contamination of the Premises or any land in the vicinity of the Premises caused by the Lessee,
to the absolute satisfaction of the Lessor.

(b)

Subject to clause 23.2(e), not later than six (6) months before the expiration of the Term, the Lessee must arrange for a
reputable environmental consultant approvedby the Lessor (whose approval must not be unreasonably withheld) to:

23.4

(i)

carry out an investigation of Contamination at the Premises;

(ii)

prepare a report with respect to any (if any) Contamination at the Premises (and state whether that
Contamination was caused by the Lessee, and if so, to what extent);and

(iii)

prepare a Remediation Notice (if applicable).

(c)

Subject to clause 23.2(b)(iii), the Lessee must promptly carry out all the works specified in the Remediation Notice to the
satisfaction of the Lessor (acting reasonably), and at the Lessee’s sole cost.

(d)

The Lessee is under no obligation to carry out remedial works in respect of Contamination of the Premises shown to exist
at the Commencement Date.

(e)

If this Lease is terminated by the Lessor prior to the expiration of the Term, theLessor may:

(f)
23.3

immediate access to the Premises to conduct an inspection following aContamination Event.;

(i)

arrange for the investigation of Contamination referred to in clause 23.2(a)and for the preparation of a
Remediation Notice (if applicable); and

(ii)

carry out the works specified in the Remediation Notice, at the Lessee’sreasonable expense, and the Lessee
will indemnify the Lessor under clause 23.3(a).

For the avoidance of doubt, this clause 23.2 is for the benefit of the Lessor and canonly be waived by the Lessor.

Environmental Indemnity
(a)

Without limiting clause 13 of the Lease, the Lessee indemnifies the Lessor, the Lessor’s employees, and the Minister in
respect of all claims, judgments, orders,costs (including legal costs on a full indemnity basis) and expenses for which the
Lessor or the Minister is or may become liable in respect of or arising from the Lessee’s breach of any of the Lessee’s
Environmental Covenants.

(b)

Without limiting clause 23.3(a), if the Lessee fails to promptly comply with its obligations under clauses 23.1(e), 23.1(f),
23.2(a), 23.2(b) or 23.2(c) the Lessorshall be at liberty to carry out all of the said obligations at the reasonable cost of the
Lessee, which cost shall be recoverable from the Lessee on demand.

Definitions
In this clause 23:
(a)

“Contamination” means the affectation of land (including any surface water, ground water or other waters and airspace) by
any matter or substance, including but not limited to a solid, liquid, gas, odour, heat, sound, vibration, or radiation which:
(i)

(ii)
(b)

makes or may make such land or the surrounding Environment:
(A)

unsafe or unfit for habitation or occupation by persons or animals;

(B)

environmentally degraded; or

(C)

not comply with any Environmental Law; or

otherwise gives rise to a risk or possible risk of harm to human health or theEnvironment;

“Contamination Event” means any incident originating on the Premises involving:
(i)

any Contamination of the Land or the Environment inthe vicinity of the Premises; or
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(ii)
(c)

(d)

the unlawful disposal of Waste in a manner which harms or is likely to harmthe Environment;

“Environment” means all components of the earth, including:
(i)

land, air, and water;

(ii)

any layer of the atmosphere;

(iii)

any organic or inorganic matter and any living organism including humans;

(iv)

human made or modified structures and areas;

(v)

the aesthetic characteristics of the components of the earth, includingappearance, sound, odour, taste, and
texture; and

(vi)

ecosystems with any combinations of the above;

“Environmental Law” means any law, whether statute or common law (including the laws of negligence and nuisance),
concerning the Environment and includes laws concerning:
(i)

the carrying out of uses, works or development or the subdivision of land;

(ii)

emissions of substances into the atmosphere, waters, and land;

(iii)

pollution and contamination of the atmosphere, waters, and land;

(iv)

production, use, handling, storage, transportation, and disposal of:
(A)

Waste;

(B)

Hazardous Materials; and

(C)

dangerous goods

(v)

conservation, heritage, and natural resources; and

(vi)

threatened and endangered and other flora and fauna species,

(vii)

the erection and use of structures; and

(viii)

the health and safety of people,

whether made or in force before or after the date of this Lease;
(e)

“Environmental Notice” means any direction, order, demand, or other requirement to take any action or refrain from taking
any action in respect of the Premises or its use from any Authority in connection with any Environmental Law;

(f)

“Hazardous Material” means material which, because it is toxic, corrosive, flammable, explosive or infectious or possesses
some other dangerous characteristics, is potentially dangerous to the Environment when stored or handledor when any
part of the Environment is exposed to it;

(g)

“Lessee’s Environmental Covenants” means the Lessee’s obligations under clause 23.1, together and each of them
separately;

(h)

“Remediation” includes the investigation, clean-up, removal, abatement, disposal, control, containment, encapsulation, or
other treatment of Contamination and includes the monitoring and risk management of any Contamination, and
‘Remediated’ and ‘Remediate’ has a corresponding meaning;

(i)

“Remediation Notice” means a statement of the works necessary to remediate any Contamination at the Premises or the
surrounding Environment to an appropriate standard;

(j)

“Waste” means any discarded, rejected, unwanted, surplus, or abandoned substance whether or not:
(i)

it is intentionally discarded;
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24.

(ii)

it has a value or use; or

(iii)

it is intended for sale, recycling, reprocessing, recovery, or purification.

Lease Costs
The Lessor shall be responsible for the costs associated with the preparation and executionof this Lease.

25.

Miscellaneous

25.1

Schedules
The Schedules shall form part of this Lease.

25.2

Retail Tenancies
If the Retail Shops Act applies to this Lease and any provisions of this Lease are in conflict with the terms of that Act, then those
provisions will be deemed to be amended to complywith the Act for the period of that conflict.

25.3

Lessor's consent
Unless otherwise stated in this lease, the Lessor may give a conditional or unconditional consent or approval at its absolute discretion
to any matter in this Lease without giving any reasons for refusing or giving its consent.

25.4

Proper Law
This Lease is governed by the Law in force in Western Australia or, where applicable, theCommonwealth of Australia.

25.5

Time of the essence
Time shall be of the essence in all respects.

25.6

Certificates
A certificate signed by the Lessor or the Lessor's solicitors about a matter or a sum payableis sufficient evidence of the matter or
sum stated in the certificate unless the matter or sumis proved to be false or there is a manifest error.

25.7

Exercise of rights by Lessor
The Lessor may exercise each right, power, or remedy at its discretion, separately orconcurrently with any other right, power, or
remedy, and:

25.8

(a)

a single or partial exercise of a right, power or remedy does not prevent a further exercise of that right, power, or remedy;

(b)

a failure to exercise or any delay in the exercise of a right, power or remedy doesnot prevent its exercise;

(c)

the rights, powers and remedies of the Lessor are cumulative with and not exclusiveof the rights, powers and remedies
provided by Law; and

(d)

any demand made shall not in any way be deemed to constitute a waiver by the Lessor of any breach or non-observance of
a Lessee’s Covenant and shall not prejudice any other right of the Lessor in relation to such breach.

Lessor may act by agent
All acts and things which may be done by the Lessor may be done by a solicitor, agent, employee, or contractor of the
Lessor.

25.9

Variation
This Lease may not be varied except in writing signed by all of the Parties.

25.10 Giving of notice
Any notice, approval, consent, or other communication given under this Lease:
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(a)

shall be in writing and in English;

(b)

may be served on the recipient:

(c)

(d)

(i)

personally; or

(ii)

by addressing it to the person and leaving it at or posting it by registered post to the address of the party appearing in
this Lease or any other address nominated by the party by notice in writing to the other;

(iii)

by email or facsimile transmission sent to the recipient’s email address or facsimile number (if known);

will be deemed to be given or made:
(i)

if served personally - at the time of handing the notice to the recipient;

(ii)

if left at the recipient's address as specified in clause 25.10(b)(ii) above - atthe time of leaving the notice;

(iii)

if sent by pre-paid post to the recipient's address as specified in clause 25.10(b)(ii) above - on the sixth Business Day
after the date of posting;

(iv)

if sent by email or facsimile transmission, on the same date as transmitted if transmitted prior to 4:00 pm on a Business
Day at the place of receipt and if transmitted on a non- Business Day or after 4:00 pm on a Business Day at the place
of receipt then on the next BusinessDay; and

if given by the Lessor, may be signed by the Lessor or a solicitor or agent of theLessor.

25.11 No moratorium
The provisions of any statute which extends a date for paying money under this Lease or which abrogates, nullifies, postpones, or
otherwise affects any provision in this Lease shallnot apply to limit the terms of this Lease.
25.12 Further assurances
Each Party to this Lease must execute and do all acts and things necessary to give fullforce and effect to this Lease.
25.13 Effect of execution
This Lease binds each person who executes it notwithstanding the failure by any otherperson to execute it.
25.14 Severance
If any part of this Lease is or becomes unenforceable or void or voidable, that part will be severed from this Lease and those parts
that are unaffected shall continue to have full force and effect.
25.15 Goods and services tax
The Rent and other moneys payable under this Lease have been calculated without regardto GST and the Lessor and the Lessee
agree that the Lessor shall be entitled to charge an additional amount if the Lessor becomes subject to GST as a result of the
grant of thisLease or any supply to the Lessee under or in connection with this Lease and the following provisions shall apply:
(a)

the Lessee must do everything reasonably requested by the Lessor to ensure this Lease is treated as taxable for the purposes
of the GST, the Lessee must pay the GST to the Lessor at the same time as the payment to which the GST relates, and
the Rent and other amounts payable under this Lease are exclusive of the GST;

(b)

the Lessee must pay to the Lessor on demand any GST charged on goods and services acquired or payable or paid by the
Lessor in connection with this Lease or the Premises, including but not limited to any GST payable in connection with or in
respect of the provision of any Service and the Rent; and

(c)

where the liability of the Lessee under this clause cannot be separately determined, the Lessee must pay to the Lessor on
demand an amount which is equal to the Lessee's proportion of the relevant GST.

25.16 Special Conditions
(a)

The Lessor and the Lessee acknowledge and agree that the Special Conditionsform part of this Lease.

(b)

In the event that the Special Conditions are inconsistent with the terms of the Lease,then the Special Conditions shall
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prevail to the extent of such inconsistency.
25.17 Entire Agreement
This Lease and the heads of agreement made between the Lessor and the Lessee on or about the date of this lease constitutes
the entire agreement between the Parties and contains all the representations, warranties, covenants, and agreements of the Parties
in relation to the subject matter of this Lease.
25.18 CEO and Lessor as Attorney
The Lessee for valuable consideration:
(a)

(b)

irrevocably appoints the Lessor and the CEO of the Lessor jointly and severally asthe Lessee’s attorney for the purpose
of:
(i)

withdrawing any caveat which the Lessee is obliged to withdraw but doesnot; and

(ii)

doing anything else the Lessee is obliged to do under this Lease but does not do so when required;

undertakes to ratify all that the attorney does or causes to be done under thisclause; and
(c) indemnifies the Lessor in respect of:
(i)

losses arising from any act done under this clause; and

(ii)

the Lessor’s costs and expenses of and incidental to the withdrawing of anycaveat mentioned in this clause.

25.19 Trustee Provisions
If the Lessee has entered into this Lease in the capacity of trustee, whether or not theLessor has any notice of the trust, the
Lessee:
(a)

is taken to enter into this Lease both as trustee and in the Lessee's personal capacity and acknowledges that the Lessee
is personally liable for the performanceof the Lessee's Covenants;

(b)

will take any action necessary to ensure the assets of the trust are available tosatisfy any claim by the Lessor for any
default by the Lessee;

(c)

will assign to the Lessor any right of indemnity the Lessee has against the assets of the trust to the extent of the liability of
the Lessee under this Lease; and

(d)

warrants that the Lessee has the power and authority under the terms of the trust to enter into this Lease.
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Schedule 1 – Items
1.

Land
Portion of Crown Reserve 28541, Lot 303 on Deposited Plan 414324 (Volume LR3173, Folio 254) situated at Corner of
Roberts Street and Heaton Street, Jurien Bay Western Australia.

2.

Premises
The Premises comprise a vacant space within the Building shown hachured on the Planand comprising an area of 230.9m².
The Premises, so far as enclosed within the Building, includes:
(a)

the lower surface of the floor plate or pad of the Premises;

(b)

the upper surface of the structural ceiling plate of the Premises;

(c)

the outer surface of any plate glass;

(d)

the outer surface of any window frame, door frame and door where the window ordoorway forms part of the boundary
of the Premises;

(e)

the middle point of any non-load bearing inter-tenancy walls; and

(f)

the outer surface of any walls of the Premises that:
(i) form part of the exterior of the Building; or
(ii) divide the Premises from the Common Areas.

3.

Commencement Date
1st August 2022 (or the first trading day of the Lessee’s Business, whichever is earlier).

4.

Term
Five (5) years

5.

Further Term(s)
Two (2) further terms of five (5) years

6.

Rent
From the Commencement Date until varied pursuant to this Lease, the Rent is $56,160 plus GST per annum, payable by
instalments of $14,040 plus GST per quarter in advance on the first day of the month with a proportionate payment for broken
periods at the beginning and end of the Term.

7.

Rent Review
The Rent shall be reviewed on the following dates in accordance with the mechanism set out alongside each date:
Date
1st August 2023

Method

1st August 2024

CPI Rent Review
CPI Rent Review

1st August 2025

Market Rent Review

st

1 August 2026

CPI Rent Review
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1st August 2027
(if the first option is exercised)

CPI Rent Review

1st August 2028

Market Rent Review

st

8.

1 August 2029
1st August 2030
1st August 2031
1st August 2032
(if the second option is exercised)

CPI Rent Review
CPI Rent Review
Market Rent Review
CPI Rent Review

1st August 2033
1st August 2034
1st August 2035
1st August 2036
If the Lessee holds over pursuant to
clause 22 then on the anniversary of the
Commencement Date in each year of
holding over.

CPI Rent Review
Market Rent Review
CPI Rent Review
CPI Rent Review
Market Rent Review everythree years of the holding over period,
otherwise a CPI Rent Review.

Rate of Interest
The rate which would be charged to the Lessor by the Lessor’s bank in respect of aborrowing by the Lessor by way of an
unsecured overdraft for an amount not exceeding
$100,000.00 as certified by the manager of the Lessor’s bank from time to time.

9.

Public Liability Insurance Amount
Twenty Million Dollars ($20,000.000.00)

10.

Lessee’s Business & Business Name

10.1

Lessee’s Business
Café / kiosk for the retail sale of food and beverages

10.2

Business Name
Jurien Bay Beach Café
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Schedule 2 – Special Conditions
1.

INTERPRETATION
These are the Special Conditions referred to in clause 25.16 of the Lease.
For the purpose of these Special Conditions, “Tender Document” means the tender document that was submitted by the Lessee to
the Lessor on 15 February 2021 in response to RFP 06-2020; and
All other words and expressions used but not defined in these Special Conditions but which are defined in clause 1 of the Lease,
shall have the same meanings respectively assignedto them in clause 1 of the Lease.

2.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR CONSTRUCTION & FIT OUT
The Building on the Premises will be constructed by the Lessor to “lock-up” standard.The Lessee will be responsible, at its sole
cost, for the fit out of the Premises.

3.

SERVICES / UTILITIES
The Premises will be delivered to the Lessee with all essential Services.
If any additional Services are required by the Lessee to enable the efficient and sustainable operation of the Lessee’s Business then
the Lessee shall make its own arrangements at its own cost for the supply of the Service to the Premises unless otherwise agreed
in writingwith the Lessor.

4.

LESSEE’S FIT OUT WORKS

4.1

Definitions
For the purpose of this clause 4:
“Approval” means all approvals and consents necessary for completing the Lessee’s Works, including but not limited to, any
building licence required and the approval of the Lessor;
“Lessee’s Works” means the fit out of the Premises by the Lessee in accordance with:
(a)

the Approvals,

(b)

the Plans and Specifications;

(c)

the acknowledgements and proposals of the Lessee that were set out in the Tender Document including, without limitation,
paragraphs 3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 3.9, 4.2 and 4.3 ofthe Tender Document; and

(d)

the terms and conditions set out in this Lease;

“Lessee’s Works Period” means the period from which the Lessee’s Works commenceuntil the date that all the Lessee’s Works
have been completed;
“Plans and Specifications” means all plans, specifications and working drawings in relation to the Lessee’s Works as prepared
by or on behalf of the Lessee and in the form approved by the Lessor (acting reasonably);
“Works Conditions” means the conditions set out in clause 4.10 below; and
“Works Equipment” means those things used, or work undertaken by the Lessee or its contractors to complete the Lessee’s
Works.
4.2

Lessee’s fit out obligations
The Lessee must:
(a)

carry out and execute the Lessee’s Works in accordance with the Works Conditions; and

(b)

not make any alterations to the Plans or Specifications or include, construct, or erect any works on the Premises without:
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4.3

the prior written consent of the Lessor which consent may be granted or refused or granted subject to conditions at the
absolute discretion of the Lessor EXCEPT THAT the Lessor shall not arbitrarily or unreasonably withhold its approval
in the case of any mandatory alterations required by a relevant Authority; and

(ii)

if applicable, the prior approval of any Authority.

Access to the Premises
(a)

4.4

(i)

Unless otherwise agreed to prior in writing by the parties, the Lessee is entitled to take possession of the Premises, to enter
upon the Premises and to commence the Lessee’s Works from the Commencement Date provided that:
(i)

the Lease has been executed by the Lessee and the Lessor and all relevantconsents have been obtained; and

(ii)

the conditions precedent in clause 2.4 of the Lease have been satisfied.

(b)

For the avoidance of doubt, the Lessee is obliged to pay full Rent and all other money payable under the Lease from the
Commencement Date regardless of whether the Lessee has commenced or completed the Lessee’s Works.

(c)

Notwithstanding clause 4.3(a) above, should the Lessee commence the Lessee’s Works prior to the satisfaction of any
conditions precedent, whether with or without the Lessor’s prior consent, the Lessee does so at its own risk and shall
have no claim against the Lessor in the event that any of the conditions precedent are thereafter not satisfied.

Facilities for Lessee's contractors
The Lessee and the Lessee's contractors must provide and, as necessary, negotiate withthe Lessor for all temporary services
(including, without limitation, electricity, water, and telephone services), toilet facilities, hoisting facilities, lunchrooms and other
amenities, and the carting away of rubbish which the Lessee or its contractors may require, and must payto the Lessor on demand
any expenses which the Lessor may thereby incur.

4.5

Lessee responsible for damage
The Lessee shall, at the option of the Lessor, either repair and make good any damagewhich may be caused to the Land or
the Premises or any part thereof as a result of the construction, erection or installation of the Lessee’s Works, to the satisfaction of
the Lessor (acting reasonably) or alternatively, shall reimburse on demand the Lessor for all the reasonable costs incurred by
the Lessor in having such damage made good by the Lessor's own contractors.

4.6

Lessee's insurance
(a)

(b)

4.7

Prior to the commencement of the Lessee’s Works (or any associated or incidental works on the Premises), the Lessee must
have:
(i)

procured the public liability insurance policy referred to in item 9 of Schedule 1; and

(ii)

otherwise complied with the terms of clause 12 of the Lease in respect of thatinsurance policy.

Notwithstanding any other provision of the Lease, the Lessee must, prior to the commencement of any Lessee’s Works or
associated or incidental works on the Premises, insure against and ensure that all of its contractors engaged in carrying out
the Lessee’s Works, throughout the Lessee’s Works Period insure against any liability, loss, claim or proceeding whatsoever
arising by virtue of any Laws relating to workers' compensation or employer's liability, by any person employed in or about the
execution of the Lessee’s Works and shall also insure for the Lessee's and its contractors' common law liability to all such
persons for such amount as shall be nominated by the Lessor.

Assumption of risk by Lessee
The Parties expressly acknowledge and agree that:
(a)

the construction of all of Lessee’s Works shall be at the risk of the Lessee in all respects;

(b)

without limiting clause 4.7(a) above, the Lessee bears all of the risk in respect of:
(i)

the Lessee’s Works;

(ii)

all Works Equipment;

(iii)

all unfixed goods and materials used or to be used in carrying out the Lessee’s Works, including anything provided by
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the Lessor to the Lessee or brought onto the Premises by any contractor;
(iv)

(c)

4.8

the suitability of the Premises for the Permitted Use and the Lessee’s Business or the state or condition of the Leased
Premises or the Land during the Term or the Further Term; and

the Lessee releases and discharges the Lessor from all claims for loss of or damageto the Land or the Premises, and any
plant, equipment, fixtures, fittings, merchandise, good or property of the Lessee contained in or about the Land or the Premises
for the purpose of the Lessee’s Works and from any loss of profits resulting from such loss or damage, except to the extent
such damage or loss is caused or contributed to by an act, omission, default or the negligence of the Lessor or the Lessor’s
Employees.

Property in works
Despite any rule of law or equity to the contrary, title to and ownership of the Lessee’s Works shall be the property of the Lessee
regardless of their attachment or affixation to theLeased Premises, and shall be a Lessee’s Fixture, unless re-classified as a
Lessor's Fixture in accordance with this Lease.

4.9

Indemnity
Without limiting the generality of clause 13 of the Lease, the Lessee indemnifies the Lessor and the Lessor’s employees, officers
and agents against all claims, demands, loss, damage, costs and expenses of every description which the Lessor may suffer or
incur in arising directly from the Lessee's entry upon and occupation of the Premises for the purpose of the Lessee’s Works or
the construction, installation or carrying out the Lessee’s Works (whether undertaken by the Lessee or the Lessor or any contractor
on behalf of or at the direction of either the Lessee or the Lessor).

4.10

Works Conditions
In carrying out the Lessee’s Works, the Lessee must:
(a)

do so:
(i)

at the Lessee’s cost;

(ii)

in a safe and proper workmanlike manner and to the satisfaction of the Lessor, acting reasonably;

(iii)

using only good quality materials;

(iv)

in full compliance with:

(v)

(b)

(A)

and only after obtaining the Approvals;

(B)

and subject to the conditions of, the Lessor’s consent in relation to those works;

(C)

plans and specifications approved by the Lessor;

(D)

all relevant requirements and Laws;

use a qualified and competent contractor engaged by the Lessee (who has a public liability policy of not less than
$20,000,000.00 and appropriate contract construction risk, workers compensation and other usual insurances, which
insurance must note the rights and interest of the Lessor and evidence of which must be provided to the Lessor);

ensure that the Lessee and all its Employees employed in executing the relevantworks:
(i)

duly and punctually comply with the reasonable directions of the Lessor in relation to their conduct in and access to the
Premises and when going to and from the Land and Premises; and

(ii)

do not do or permit any act or thing to be done which may be a nuisance orcause damage, disturbance or offence
to the Lessor or other occupiers of the Land or Building;

(c)

if required by the Lessor, erect, and maintain a fence around the Premises during the erection and completion of the works
and ensure that such fence is sufficiently sound, high, and secure to prevent entry upon the Premises by unauthorised persons
and members of the public;

(d)

clean up the Premises progressively during the construction, installation or demolitionof the works as the case may be and
promptly remove from the Premises all rubbish and waste arising from such works; and
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(e)

5.

pay on demand to the Lessor:
(i)

all the reasonable costs of the Lessor in connection with the relevant works including the Lessor’s administrative and
other reasonable costs of giving consent and the fees of any architect or other consultant used by the Lessor in
connection with the relevant works EXCEPT THAT such costs do not includeany costs or expenses incurred by the
Lessor or entitled to be recovered bythe Lessor in its capacity as the local government charged with the responsibility
of approving such works; and

(ii)

all costs and expenses incurred or arising as a consequence of any disruption caused by the Lessee or the Lessee’s
contractors on the Premises in carrying out the relevant works.

LICENCE AGREEMENT
The Parties agree and acknowledge that they will enter into a separate agreement on mutually satisfactory terms, which grants a
non-exclusive licence to the Lessee to use and occupy an outdoor alfresco seating area, ancillary to the leased undercover
alfresco dining area, of suitable size immediately adjacent to the area marked alfresco dining on the Building plans. The term of that
licence agreement will coincide with the Term and Further Term(s) of this Lease.

6.

ABLUTION FACILITIES
The Lessee, its staff and customers will have access to the new ablution facilities in the Building to be constructed by the Lessor.
The Lessor will be responsible for cleaning the ablution facilities once each morning and thereafter the ablution facilities will be
cleaned by the Lessee at regular intervals throughout the Business’ opening hours to ensure they remain in a clean and sanitary
condition. The lessor and lessee will share the costs of consumables including toilet paper, handwashing soap and sanitary bins
equally. The Lessor will invoice the Lessee for the Lessee’s share of the costs.

7.

WASTE MANAGEMENT
The Lessee shall manage all waste produced as a result of the operation of the Lessee’s Business in or on the Premises to the
satisfaction of the Lessor, and in accordance with clause 15 of the Lessor’s Community Amenities, Recreation and Culture Policy
6.3: Waste Management.
The Lessee shall allow for appropriate bin storage in the area marked “bin enclosure” in Annexure A.
The Lessor, through the services of a contractor, provides a fee for service kerbside collection of 240-litre general waste bins on
Tuesdays of each week.
Recycling is actively promoted in the Shire of Dandaragan and supported by a fortnightly kerbside fee for service recycling service.
In addition, the Containers for Change program currently operates at the Jurien Bay Sport and Recreation Centre twice weekly on
Tuesdays and Sundays.
The kerbside collection point for the Lessee’s bin receptacles will be as agreed in writing between the Parties.

8.

WATER SUPPLY
The Premises will be provided with mains water supply with a minimum of 2 water outlets.
The Lessee shall be responsible during the fit-out process for installing any additional water outlets or any other apparatus that may
be required for the supply of water to the Premises.
The Premises may be provided with sub-metred water by the Lessor. If a water sub-metreis installed, the Lessee must pay to the
relevant statutory or other public authority all amounts separately charged or assessed with respect to the supply of water to the
Premises.

9.

POWER SUPPLY
The Premises will be provided with sub-metred power.
The Lessee must pay to the relevant statutory or other public authority all amounts separately charged or assessed with respect to
the supply of power to the Premises.
The Lessee is only permitted to use generators where there is a disruption to the mains power supply.
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Temporary wiring shall not be permitted to be laid on the ground in any part of the Premises or be accessible to the public unless it
is adequately protected or positioned in such a manner that is not considered a safety hazard.
10.

PARKING
Parking will be available to the Lessee, and its staff and customers, within the currentallotment of parking for the foreshore
area. The Lessee has been notified and acknowledged that changes, including a potential reduction or removal of existing parking
spaces may be carried out by the Lessor, at the Lessor’s sole discretion, in the future.
The Lessee will not be required to provide parking or contribute towards parking costs.

11.

HOURS AND DAYS OF OPERATION
The Parties acknowledge that, in accordance with the Retail Shops Act, the Lessor is not permitted to specify the hours or times for
which the Lessee is to operate the Lessee’s Business.

12.

NOISE
The Lessee shall ensure that all activity carried in or on the Premises complies with the noise levels set out in the Environmental
Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997 (WA) (Noise Regulations).
Variations to the Noise Regulations may be considered by the Shire’s Environmental Health Officer, at least 60 days prior to the
relevant event.

13.

LIQUOR LICENSING
Applications that include the sale or provision of alcohol may need to obtain one orboth of the following:

14.

(a)

Liquor Licence issued by the Department of Racing, Gaming and Liquor; and/or

(b)

A Consumption of Alcohol Permit issued by the Shire of Dandaragan.

MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION OF LESSEE’S BUSINESS IN THE PREMISES
Without limiting the effect of any other provision of this Lease, the Lessee shall manage and operate the Lessee’s Business in or
on the Premises in accordance with the acknowledgements and proposals of the Lessee that were set out in the Tender Document
unless otherwise agreed in writing with the Lessor.

15.

BANK GUARANTEE / SECURITY
The Lessee agrees to provide a bank guarantee or other security satisfactory to the Lessor (such as cash to be held in the Lessor’s
Trust account) to guarantee payment of 50% of one year’s Rent. The amount of the security shall be adjusted annually to reflect
the Rent for the upcoming year and shall be renewed, if requested by the Lessor, not later than 30 Days prior to the expiration date
of the then current security.
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Schedule 3 – List of Lessor’s Plant and Equipment
#
Not Applicable.
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EXECUTED BY THE PARTIES AS A DEED
THE COMMON SEAL of the
SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN
was affixed in the presence of

)
)
)

Shire President

Print Name

Chief Executive Officer

Print Name

EXECUTED on behalf of Lobster Hut Hospitality Group in accordance with Section 127 of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) by:

______________________________
Signature of the sole Director/Secretary who states he/she is the sole director and sole secretary.

_____________________________
Name of the sole Director/Secretary (print)

)
in the presence of:

)
)

Witness signature
Witness full name
Witness address
Witness occupation:
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Annexure “A”
Plan identifying the Premises

Bin Enclosure
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Attachment: 9.4.2
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Public Art and Percent for Art Policy
PART A - Policy
Objective
The objective of this Policy is to:
• Promote public awareness of the cultural, social, and economic value of art and culture
by providing high-quality, innovative, inspiring, and diverse public art within the Shire of
Dandaragan.
• Be aspirational in our vision to enhance the utility and amenity of public places and spaces
by incorporating public art into the built and natural environment to enhance sense of
place and community identity.
• Engage the community, activate imaginations, and generate appreciation of cultural and
natural and built heritage.
• Encourage cultural tourism by increasing the appeal of the region to visitors through a
variety of art forms and cultural practices.
Policy Statement
The Shire of Dandaragan and Council value creative and cultural arts and supports their
continued growth in the public domain such as town centres, main streets, town squares and
parks within the Shire’s boundaries by the installation of public art.
The Shire of Dandaragan Vibrant Communities Arts and Culture Plan (2020) identified a key
action to develop and adopt a Public Art Policy to support co-creation and commissioning of
public art in public spaces. This policy applies to all public art developed and managed by the
Shire of Dandaragan, and the provision of public art commissioned by third parties in public
spaces. The policy defines the process for the provision of:
• Permanent and temporary public art located on Shire land and public open space;
• Public art commissioned by private enterprise, property developers, community
groups, associations, business or other third parties;
• Public art commissioned and produced by third parties transferred or donated to the
Shire;
• Percent for Art cash contribution payments by private developers.
To achieve these objectives:
1. The Shire of Dandaragan will allocate funds of 1% of any new or redevelopment of
Shire public building, urban planning, or urban landscape project with a capital cost of
$500,000 or more to public arts;
2. Will encourage private developers to undertake a similar commitment to allocate funds
to public art in accordance with 1.6;
3. The Shire will also allocate 1% of the gross yield of budgeted rates income to the Shire
of Dandaragan Public Arts Fund (Percent for Public Art) at the beginning of each
financial year to be expended in accordance with this policy.
In addition, the Shire will:
• Support the development of high quality, innovative, inspiring, and diverse public art
on public open space and private land in the Shire of Dandaragan;
• Follow best practice principles in commissioning, managing, maintaining and deaccessioning public art;
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•

•
•
•

Collaborate with third parties to facilitate the provision of public art on private land and
public open space according to these principles. Submissions can be submitted
throughout the year and will be reviewed and selected in preparation for annual budget
deliberations;
Work with third parties to pursue a range of funding options to encourage the
commissioning, production, and installation of high-quality, inspirational public
artworks in the public realm;
Adopt a target of supporting, funding or developing new artwork each year;
Maintain a register of all public art under the Shire’s management.

P A R T B - Management Procedures
1.1

Objective
The objective of these Procedures and the Policy is to provide guidelines for a consistent
approach for all public art support and provision, and percent for art practice for the Shire
of Dandaragan.

1.2

Scope
Public art in the Shire of Dandaragan will include but not be limited to references to:
• Yued Country, culture, people, and history;
• Maritime heritage and settler history;
• The biodiverse natural environment;
• The marine environment;
• Local cultural and social life and contemporary community interests;
• Celebration or commemoration of events;
• Innovative or current topics.
Public art will:
• Consider the context and profile of the location;
• Contribute to sense of place and cultural tourism;
• Promote artistic excellence, quality, and skill, and encourage innovation;
• Reflect diverse forms of artistic practice, materials and approaches including:
o Free-standing
o Integrated
o Applied
o Installation
o Temporary
• Involve consultation with Traditional Custodians, where appropriate;
• Involve community consultation and/or collaboration, where appropriate;
• Consider public access and safety;
• Address maintenance, conservation, and disposal issues.
Wherever appropriate, a professional artist, or artist team lead by a professional artist,
will be commissioned to produce public art that aspires to high standards of creativity,
integrity, and innovation.
The Shire of Dandaragan will adopt a target of budgeting for one new art project at each
annual budget to enable the development of the Shire as a creative, innovative, and
proactive local government body. The value and type of public art will differ from year
to year and be determined by Council after consideration of project ideas. The
community and artists are encouraged to approach Shire staff with ideas and possible
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art projects. Alternatively, staff will take a proactive role to developing innovative,
creative, and diverse art projects to be developed and reviewed at annual budget
deliberations. The value of each project is only limited by the funds available at that time
in the Shire of Dandaragan Public Arts Fund (Percent for Public Art), however it is
intended that the Fund will build over time to fund larger projects planned and developed
over several years.

1.3

Definitions
For the purposes of the Policy and these procedures:
Public art

Refers to artworks in any medium created with deliberate artistic
intent to be clearly visible and experienced in publicly accessible
space. It can be located on public land or private property that
contributes to public space. Public art may be permanent,
temporary, or ephemeral.
Permanent Public Means enduring artworks designed to be situated in a location
Art
for an expected lifespan of 5 to 25 years.
Temporary Public Means installations and artist-led actions that occur in a location
Art
for between 1 day and 5 years.
Integrated Artwork Means works that are incorporated into interior or exterior fabric
of a building such as walls, ceilings, floor surfaces, glazing,
screens, rather than attached or installed in proximity.
Applied Artwork
Means work that is applied or attached to an interior or exterior
surface, and includes commissioned paintings and murals
produced in any medium.
Public
Art Refers to mass produced objects, fixings, functional elements or
Exclusions
equipment made to a standard design by an architect, landscape
architect or design consultant and not designed by the artist or
team of artists selected through a commissioning process.
Ephemeral Art
Refers to work that is not permanent, including temporary
installations, performance art, pop-up exhibitions, or work that is
designed to deteriorate without leaving any trace.
Professional Artist
Refers to someone with an established track record of creating
and exhibiting artworks. Professional artists may be categorised
as established, mid-career or emerging.
Emerging Artist
Refers to someone who has a tertiary qualification in the visual
arts and who is at an early stage of their professional career.
1.4

Exclusions to Public Art
Art projects ineligible for consideration include:
• commercial promotions in any form;
• directional elements such as supergraphics, signage or colour coding;
• ‘art objects’ which are mass produced such as fountains, statuary or playground
equipment;
• most art reproductions;
• landscaping or generic hardscaping elements which would normally be
associated with the project, however murals on external infrastructure walls are
eligible; and
• services or utilities necessary to operate or maintain artworks.
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1.5

Commissioning Models
1. Open Invitation refers to a process where individual artists and/or artist teams
respond to a brief following a call for Expressions of Interest (EOI). Two stages will
include:
o Shortlisting a select number of artists from the EOI submissions who develop
their proposal further for an agreed fee.
o Shortlisted artists present their concept to a selection panel who select and
approve one artist or an artist team. Selection panels are structured in the
following way:
a) Shire of Dandaragan officer coordinating the project, plus a staff member
of the Infrastructure, Development, and Community Services
departments and the Chief Executive Officer will meet to review and
select successful recipient for projects where the total value of the
artwork is up to and including $10,000.
b) Shire of Dandaragan officer coordinating the project, plus a staff member
of the Infrastructure, Development, and Community Services
departments, Chief Executive Officer, a community representative and
one nominated Councillor will meet to review and select successful
recipient from the shortlisted submissions for projects where the total
value of the artwork is between $10,001 and $50,000.
c) Shire of Dandaragan officer coordinating the project, plus a staff member
of the Infrastructure, Development, and Community Services
departments, Chief Executive Officer, a community representative and
one nominated Councillor will meet to review and make a
recommendation to Council for endorsement for projects where the total
value of the artwork is more than $50,000.
d) When the Open Invitation commissioning model is undertaken for a
Percent for Art project, the Shire CEO (or representative) will be required
to be invited to join the developer’s selection panel.
2. Limited Invitation refers to a select number of artists being invited to respond to a
brief or present the scope of their practice or concept to a panel as per 1.5.1. This
model can be used for commissions up to $20,000.
3. Community Participatory projects involve input from community members at any
stage from design to installation, under the guidance of a principal artist or
experienced community arts worker. Projects of this nature will be required to invite
the Shire of Dandaragan CEO (or representative to join the selection panel).

1.6

Percent for Art
The Shire of Dandaragan encourages developers of green field subdivisions, industrial
development projects and other mixed use, commercial, civic, institutional, educational
projects or public works, and all new and revitalisation landscaping projects, to allocate
a minimum of one percent of the capital cost of projects with a capital cost of $500,000
or more, to the installation of public art.
When creating a Percent for Art public art project, developers should use the Open
Invitation model to ensure the artwork demonstrates value for money and encourages
quality submissions.
The creation of a Percent for Art public artwork should take site and context into
consideration as part of the process.
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No artist under consideration for a Percent for Art commission should have a familial
relationship to the Developer or a financial interest in the development. If the Percent
for Art commission involves First Australians’ histories or themes, Yued, Aboriginal or
Torres Strait Islander artists are exempt from this expectation and would be eligible for
consideration.
Local artists should be considered using the same selection criteria as non-local artists
for any Percent for Art commission.
It is expected that Percent for Art projects are led by a professional artist who fulfills at
least two of the following categories, in addition to holding an ABN:
• a tertiary qualification in the visual arts, or other art forms when the brief calls
for it, such as multimedia, writing, performance, writing;
• a track record of exhibiting artwork at reputable art galleries, for example a
State regional public gallery, or recognised commercial gallery;
• their work is represented in major public, corporate or private collections;
• earns more than 50% of their income from arts-related activities, such as public
art commission, teaching, sales of their original artworks.
If the project has First Australians’ histories or themes, it is encouraged that the
commissioned artist/s has/have a link to the Country on which the artwork is being
developed. If the commissioned artist/s has/have no link to Country on which the
artwork is based, permission must be given to work on Country by Yued Elders.
Emerging artists should not be the lead artist in a Percent for Art initiative, however
emerging artists could be considered to work as part of a project team.
Public Art provided pursuant to these provisions should be provided on site, or
on Shire-managed land immediately adjacent to the site, in a location approved by the
Shire. If this is not appropriate, the artwork may be developed within the town closest
to the development. If the development is at equal distances from two towns in the
Shire, the developer may elect which town the artwork is to be developed, with
approval from the Shire.
Upon completion of the artwork, artwork developers will be required to submit
information contained in a report for the artwork to be included on the Shire of
Dandaragan Asset Management Register and information contained therein will be
used for the purposes of managing and maintaining the artwork as a Shire asset. The
report must include: details of the artwork including name; artist; artist contact details;
materials used; engineering/design drawings; and maintenance manual, within 4
weeks of completion of the artwork on site.
Alternatively, the proponent may choose to satisfy the contribution through a cash
contribution payment towards public artwork. The cash contribution option refers to a
financial payment made by a developer or landowner to the same value of the Percent
for Art opportunity for the purpose of providing an alternative artistic solution.
Such cash contribution payments are to be paid to the Shire of Dandaragan Public Arts
Fund (Percent for Public Art) and expended in accordance with this policy. Funds
contributed to the PAF may be combined with existing or future PAF (or other) funds
to enable a pooling for substantial, integrated, and themed artwork rather than ad hoc
artworks.
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Commissioning for art projects funded through the Shire of Dandaragan Public Arts
Fund (Percent for Public Art) from cash contributions are to be determined by the Shire
of Dandaragan using the relevant Commissioning Models (1.5). Projects managed by
the Shire of Dandaragan utilising funds from the Public Arts Fund (Percent for Public
Art) will be developed in the vicinity or townsite of the development from which the
original cash contribution was received. Consideration of the site, location and value
of the artwork is at the discretion of the Chief Executive Officer and the relevant
Commissioning Model (1.5).
Ephemeral artworks, particularly performances, events or activities are not considered
appropriate for Percent for Art (or cash contribution) projects.
1.7

Eligible Costs
Costs associated with the production of an art project may include:
• professional artist’s budget, including artist fees, Request for Proposal,
material, assistants’ labour costs, insurance, permits, taxes, business and
legal expenses, operating costs, and art consultant’s fees if these are
necessary and reasonable;
• fabrication and installation of artwork;
• site preparation;
• structures enabling the artist to display the artwork;
• documentation of the artwork; and
• acknowledgment plaque identifying the artist, artwork and development(s) from
which funding was obtained.

1.8

Authority for Selection of Artwork
1. Minor public art project with a value of up to $10,000
o Shire Project Lead, in consultation with CEO and staff representatives from
development, infrastructure and community services.
2. public art project with a value of $10,001 or above
o Shire Project Lead, in consultation with CEO and staff representatives from
development, infrastructure and community services. Representatives of
community stakeholder group/s will have the opportunity to view and make
comment on shortlisted designs / submissions. Community stakeholder
groups may be the local ratepayer group or other community group as
determined by project engagement plan developed by project lead and
community development representative;
o Council endorsement of recommended project design required.
3. Public art projects coordinated by community groups must invite the Shire of
Dandaragan CEO (or representative) to be part of the selection panel.

1.9

Working with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists and communities
The Shire of Dandaragan commits to best practice in encouraging consultation with the
Yued Aboriginal community who are custodians of any intended sites of public art in the
Shire. We acknowledge all places in the Shire have a connection to Indigenous
traditional owners, who will hold valuable insights and expertise on the history and
cultural practices associated with project sites. The Shire will recognise and respect
these cultural connections to sites and places and consult with Yued Elders with regards
to both the proposed sites and commissioned artworks.
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Where Selection Panels are established as per 1.5.b or 1.5.c, traditional owners will be
invited to sit on the panel in a paid role in recognition of their expert cultural advice. The
payment will not exceed $150 per panel meeting.
If the project contains First Australians themes and histories, Yued, Aboriginal or Torres
Strait Islander artists will be specifically invited to submit via an Expression of Interest
as per the Open or Limited Invitation commissioning model. Criteria will be ranked to
reflect the preference for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists in addition to the
detailed specification of the requirement and pre-determined evaluation criteria.
1.10 Artist Brief
The Shire of Dandaragan or Percent for Art representative will prepare an Artist Brief
outlining:
• Project background, context, scope, and objectives (social and aesthetic);
• Location and characteristics of the site;
• Reference to relevant master plans and heritage information, where appropriate;
• Technical requirements, constraints, and parameters for the art form and/or
materials;
• Project budget;
• Level of community consultation to be undertaken;
• Submission selection criteria;
• Whether additional weighting will be added for local artists;
• Timeframe for the commencement and completion of the artwork and any other
key milestones;
• Sub-contracting options and responsibilities, where appropriate;
• Contract arrangements;
• Closing date for submission;
• Project contact person and information.
1.11 Expression of Interest (EOI)
Artist Brief will be released through an EOI process inviting artists to express their
interest in the project by submitting:
• A CV outlining their art practice, qualifications, and relevant arts experience;
• Written responses to the artist brief demonstrating experience relevant to the
selection criteria and intended approach;
• Relevant images of past artworks;
• Indication of availability within proposed timeframe.
The EOI process will involve:
• Distribution of project information via professional visual arts organisations and
networks such as Artsource, NAVA, Arts Hub and Regional Arts WA, through
regional community organisations and local newspapers;
• Percent for Art projects will be advertised on Vendor Panel;
• EOIs will remain open for 3-4 weeks. Large commissions may be open for
longer;
• Submissions received from individual artists and / or artist teams will be
assessed against the selection criteria by the relevant selection authority outlined
in 1.8;
• Following assessment, between 2 and 5 artists / artist teams will be shortlisted
and invited to proceed to the design concept stage;
• All artists will be notified in writing of the outcome of the EOI process;
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•

All deliberations of the selection process will remain confidential, however
unsuccessful artists may seek feedback on their submission.

1.12 Shortlisting
Selection criteria may include:
• Quality of application and strength and/or relevance of intended approach;
• Calibre and track record of the artist / artist team;
• Evidence of experience, appropriate skills and specialist expertise is required;
• Support material;
• Suitability of the artist’s practice to the context and profile of the project;
• Material selection and maintenance considerations.
Criteria specific to each project will be assessed taking into account the Shire of
Dandaragan’s Regional Price Preference Policy (1.3 C-1RPP03).
1.13 Design Concept
Shortlisted artists will be asked to submit a detailed design concept. An agreed fee will
be paid to all shortlisted artists to assist with the development and production of a design
concept. The fee (per concept design) will not exceed 5% of the project budget. The
fee will not include rights to concepts, drawings, maquettes, or models submitted as part
of the process, which remain the property of the artist.
Artists will be given 4 weeks to submit their design concept. Variations to this schedule
may occur depending on the scope and complexity of the commission.
The design concept will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A written description of the artwork and response to the project theme;
Drawings, sketches and/or digital images indicating the location, scale, and
materials of the proposed artwork;
3D model, where appropriate;
Material samples, where appropriate;
Methodology for community consultation and/or participation in the project, if
appropriate;
Details of major fabricators, industry collaborators and other professionals
required to produce the artwork;
Preliminary budget or cost estimates;
Work program and payment schedule;
Proof of relevant insurances, including Public Liability, Professional Indemnity
and Workers Compensation;
Safe Work Method Statement;
Preliminary details of installation requirements.

1.14 Final Selection
The design concepts will be selected according to process outlined in 1.8 using a set of
criteria similar to the EOI process:
•
•

Response to the brief;
Artists understanding of the project objectives;
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•
•
•
•
•

Quality and creativity of the proposal;
Previous experience and appropriate level of skill to match the project
requirements;
Demonstrated ability to work collaboratively with the project team/community;
Realistic, or within set, budget;
Work program and payment schedule.

1.15 Contract
The successful artist or artist team will be invited to enter into a contract with the Shire.
The contract will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contact details for the artist / artist team;
Concept design approval with image attached;
Attribution details and copyright agreement;
Work program with commencement date, progress milestones and completion /
handover date;
Artist fee, payment schedule and other budget items;
Variations, changes (number, reasons, process to approve), penalties, dispute
resolution procedures;
Insurance requirements;
Indication of preferred sub-contractors, if relevant;
Indigenous cultural and intellectual property rights (copyright) and protocols, if
appropriate;
Maintenance and repair procedures, and defects liability (up to 12 months);
Expected lifespan of artwork;
Terms around change of property management or ownership;
Obligations of all parties and specific requirements of the project, such as who:
o Pays for preparatory site work such as services and fixtures
o Pays for transport, delivery, and installation of the artwork
o Organises and pays for remedial work around the artwork after
installation
o Hire equipment or professional advice required for items such as footings
or installation
o Insures the work in progress and when does the responsibility transfer
o Is responsible for maintenance and care of the completed artwork

1.16 Moral Rights
Since 2000, moral rights legislation has protected artists. In brief, an artist’s moral rights
are infringed if:
• their work is not attributed or credited;
• their work is falsely attributed to someone else; or
• their work is treated in a derogatory way by distorting, modifying or removing it
without their knowledge or consent.
In practical terms this means that all artworks should have the artist’s name on or
attached to it, that the Shire cannot change an artwork in any way without seeking the
artist’s permission; likewise, cannot remove or re-locate the artwork without seeking the
artist’s permission. In the case that an artist has moved, and the Shire cannot find them,
evidence that a reasonable attempt to find the artist must be provided on request.
1.17

Acknowledgement of Artwork
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In line with moral rights legislation, the Shire (or developer where the artwork is
situated on private land) should install a plaque or plate near each artwork,
acknowledging the name of the artist, and the name of the person, agency or
company who funded the artwork.
1.18

Artist Fees
Fees paid to artists invited to submit a Concept Design, or selected as the successful
artist for a project, will be credited to the value of the Public Art project. The amount
paid will be at the discretion of the proponent and in proportion to the overall artwork
budget. The Concept Design fees will be paid after the proposal has been submitted
and deemed to comply with the requirements. The artist commission fee will be paid
as per the agreed Payment Schedule in the Public Art Commission Agreement
between the artist and the Shire of Dandaragan and will not exceed 20% of the
project budget.

VIBRANT
COMMUNITIES
Arts & Culture Plan
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
OF PEOPLE &
COUNTRY
On behalf of the community, the Shire of Dandaragan
acknowledges the traditional owners of the land and sea
of this area, the Yued People. They pay respect to the Elders
past, present and emerging who hold the memories,
traditions, culture and hopes for the future.
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WHY DO WE NEED
AN ARTS AND
CULTURE PLAN?
Vibrant Communities is the Shire of Dandaragan’s
first arts and culture plan. Coupled with a public
art policy, this plan consolidates the Shire’s
commitment to increase cultural opportunities
across the region. Packed full of insight and
evidence drawn from local knowledge, first-hand
observation and a review of current trends in valuing
the arts, Vibrant Communities presents a vision for
arts and culture that builds on existing networks
and talents and aspires to engaging new creative
endeavours.

Badgingarra, Dandaragan, Cervantes and Jurien
Bay. Triangulating community aspirations with other
Shire plans and compelling evidence about the
value of arts, culture and creativity in communities
strengthens the case for proclaiming a thriving
cultural scene benefits everyone.

VISION: CREATIVE ENDEAVOURS ENRICH LIVES
AND BRING PEOPLE TOGETHER

•

Building on this imagery, a set of inter-related
outcomes emerge:
•
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•
To realise this vision, Vibrant Communities
re-imagines familiar strategies to guide the growth
of arts and culture in the Shire of Dandaragan along
five creative paths:
•
•

•
•

•

People – nurture recognised, emerging and
hidden creative talent
Activities – enliven public spaces with events,
festivals, public art, live performance and
pop-ups
Tourism – develop authentic creative and
cultural tourism products and experiences
Hubs – cultural centres where people come
together to enjoy individual and collective
creative endeavour
Storytelling – embrace history, heritage and
Indigenous culture.

•
•
•

Participation – linking creative producers,
residents and visitors
Lifestyle benefits – quality of life, wellbeing and
health, skills development, life-long learning
Authenticity – distinctive products and activities
that link people and place
Collaboration – community cohesion and
partnerships bringing people together
Engaged experiences – creative expression,
enjoyment, excitement, experimentation
Sense of place and belonging – identity and
inclusion.

Vibrant Communities is a dynamic document
designed to strengthen support for all forms
of creative and cultural activity in the Shire of
Dandaragan. It illustrates the capacity of arts,
creativity and culture to enrich the vitality of the
region, enhance its appeal to residents and visitors,
enliven public spaces and contribute to the local
economy.
Vibrant Communities articulates this vision by:

CREATIVE PATHS LEAD TO CREATIVE PLACES
The concept of creative paths evokes an image of
cultural exploration across the Shire. This visual
framework emerged from discoveries made in the
creation of this document. It draws on a communitydriven proposal for a public art trail through
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•
•
•
•
•
•

establishing links with other Shire plans
exploring the Shire’s cultural landscape
discovering what people like and what they want
identifying common ground and priorities
outlining key projects and action strategies
quoting some of the benefits of arts and culture.

WHAT DO WE
MEAN BY ARTS
AND CULTURE?
Arts, culture and creativity exist everywhere in
many aspects of everyday life. As a stand-alone
concept, culture encompasses material products
and experiences – artefacts, music, performance,
literature – and intangible meanings and memories
embedded in ways of life, social traditions,
celebrations and sense of identity.
Recent research supports using ‘arts and culture’ as
a single term to demonstrate its relevance and value
expressed as:
•
•
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creativity, imagination, inspiration
participation, belonging, community
(A New Approach 2020).

Arts, culture and creative activities embrace many
forms of cultural practice and fields of endeavour
– conventional and contemporary, commercial and
not-for-profit – that take place in designated venues
such as galleries, libraries, museums, theatres,
workshops, studios; community halls and people’s
homes; gardens and public open spaces. Whether
hobby, professional practice, business or social
occasion, arts, culture and creativity connect and
engage people of all ages from all walks of life.
To sustain the widespread relevance of arts, culture
and creativity to individuals and communities,
Vibrant Communities is shaped by a definition
embracing a range of activities:
•
•

•

visual art and craft
public art: multi-disciplinary artworks in public
places or accessible to the public on private
property
community art: grassroots creative production
that sometimes involves collaboration with
professional artists
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

festivals and events
performing arts, theatre, music, dance, circus
writing and storytelling
video, film and photography
digital media, fashion, design
Indigenous culture and history
creative tourism: travel involving creative
experiences, authentic cultural products
characteristic of destination and active
participation in creative skills development at
workshops and masterclasses
cultural tourism: visits to heritage sites,
events, exhibitions, performance and active
participation in cultural experiences – creative
and cultural tourism overlap as part of the
’creative economy’ and ‘experience economy’,
reflecting growing demand for interactive
encounters and co-creation experiences linked
to place and producers (Richards 2018)
creative industries: creative and cultural
products and experiences made with talent,
knowledge and skill
history and heritage interpretation.
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Visiting the South West and seeing the
diversity and vibrancy of arts and crafts
and cultural groups that collaborate to make
a real community (participant).
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HOW DID WE FIND
WHAT WE NEEDED TO KNOW?
The content of Vibrant Communities is shaped by three principal methods of data collection – site visits,
desktop research and community workshops.
Following an informal visit to the Shire of Dandaragan in June 2019 to investigate the context of the project,
desktop research began with a review of relevant Shire planning and policy documents to discern how the
arts and culture plan aligns with other Shire initiatives. This was followed by an extensive review of cultural
sector literature from state, national and international sources to identify current trends, common themes
and best practice models in arts and cultural planning, creative tourism and public art policy.
A formal site visit took place in September 2019. This visit involved a tour of the Shire with the project
manager to survey existing arts and cultural activities, identify key sites and locations, and meet
representatives of cultural groups.
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Community workshops played a pivotal role in this project to ensure Vibrant Communities is grounded in
local input. Following IAP2’s key principles for public participation – inform, consult, involve, collaborate,
empower – all community members with a potential to be affected by the arts and culture plan were invited
to participate, including representatives from the tourism, business, regional development, planning,
education and youth sectors. Broadening the scope of participants was also based on the premise all
Shire residents had a stake in the process and contributions from a diverse range of voices may unearth
imaginative new possibilities and opportunities for collaboration.
Four workshops were held in Dandaragan, Badgingarra, Cervantes and Jurien Bay on 11, 12 and 14 March
2020. 58 participants from a diverse mix of cultural activities and community groups took part. Anyone
unable to attend a workshop was invited to respond to a brief questionnaire on the Shire’s Have Your Say
website link which was open until mid–April. Pre and post-workshop community liaison also took place via
email and telephone.
Covid-19 social distancing and regional travel restrictions introduced in mid–March meant a meeting with
members of the Yued community in neighbouring Moora could not be arranged. However, two members
of the First Nations community attended workshops in Dandaragan and Cervantes, and a telephone
conversation with a prominent Aboriginal spokesperson provided additional input.
STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK ON DRAFT ARTS AND CULTURE PLAN
Following a presentation to Dandaragan Shire Council on 25 June 2020, the draft Arts and Culture Plan
went out for public comment with a feedback survey. Thirteen responses were received, of which three
were unfortunately deemed invalid due to incomplete submissions or failure to read the draft plan – a
requirement for this stage of consultation.
The draft plan feedback survey identified overwhelming support for arts, heritage and culture as important
aspects of community life and agreement that Vibrant Communities Arts and Culture Plan is a positive step
forward for the Shire, reflecting community desires. This survey also identified the most popular methods
of communication about arts and cultural activities are local papers and online platforms such as the Shire
website and social media.
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SHIRE SNAPSHOT			
Shire vision: a dynamic, diverse and desirable region delivering sustainable growth
and socially-connected communities.

The Shire of Dandaragan covers 6934 square kilometres of Noongar Country traditionally owned by the
Yued people. History of European contact began with nautical exploration in the 17th centuries, followed by
settlement of inland areas in the mid to late 19th century (Badingarra and Dandaragan), and development of
coastal areas in the mid 20th century (Cervantes and Jurien Bay).
Endowed with a spectacular coastline and natural environment featuring the world-famous Nambung
National Park and Lesueur National Park, the Shire of Dandaragan is well-known as a desirable residential
and holiday destination.
Key industries include pastoral farming, rock lobster fishing, mineral sands mining, renewable energy and
tourism. Over 300,000 domestic and international tourists visit each year, causing the resident population of
3259 (2018/19) to double in peak seasons.
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Demographic trends show a high proportion of the Shire’s current population is aged over 50. Population
growth can be attributed to the ‘sea-change’ phenomenon and appeal of the region’s laid-back lifestyle to
families and retirees. An aging population is a national trend.
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STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
WITH OTHER SHIRE PLANS
Community aspiration: recognise the value of creative and cultural arts
and support its continued growth in our communities.

Vibrant Communities belongs to a suite of planning
documents that inform the Shire’s Corporate
Business Plan and annual budget process which
underpin its capacity to resource operations and
projects.
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ENVISION 2029:
SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN
STRATEGIC COMMUNITY PLAN
Structured around four key themes – infrastructure,
prosperity, environment, community – Envision 2029
endorses the value of creative and cultural arts and
the continued growth of cultural opportunities in the
Shire. Within these four themes a number of specific
aspirations and priority outcomes relate directly and
indirectly to the positive impact arts, culture and
creativity make in communities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

activating public open space
place-making
growing the visitor economy
developing Indigenous cultural experiences
increasing social well-being and opportunities
for life-long learning
supporting inclusive events that celebrate
community and cultural spirit and bring people
together
valuing history.
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RECOMMENDATION
To enhance sense of place, quality of life and
diversify the local economy, harness the potential of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

♦ existing, emerging and hidden creative talents
♦ creative industries
♦ creative and cultural tourism
♦ Yued culture and history
♦ heritage sites, artefacts and settler history
♦ cultural events and festivals
♦ creative workshops and masterclasses.

To create:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

authentic cultural and creative products
connected to place
engaging creative encounters between
producers, residents and visitors
respect for Indigenous culture and history
authentic storytelling
lively public spaces with inspiring public art
creative skills development across all ages and
abilities
social cohesion, inclusion and well-being
confident skilled youth
job opportunities
community awareness of climate change and
other environmental issues.

JURIEN BAY AND CERVANTES
FORESHORE MASTERPLAN REPORT
2020
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Both plans identify numerous opportunities for
incorporating inspiring public art, cultural activity,
creative interpretation and storytelling into aesthetic
and practical improvements.
CERVANTES FORESHORE MASTERPLAN
An ideal location to showcase the talents of
Cervantes’ creative arts and heritage communities:
•

•

•
•
•
•

Catalonia park public art entry statement
co-created or commissioned from a renowned
artist to create a sense of arrival
public artworks and interpretation located
along foreshore path, beach access nodes and
look-outs, linked to place and inspired by local
stories and natural features
public art and interpretation at proposed
Turquoise Way trail head
artistic wildflower interpretation along coastal
wetland boardwalk
foreshore hub with spaces for cultural events
and live performance
playful bespoke furniture and fixings fabricated
locally featuring local stories and links to place.
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JURIEN BAY FORESHORE MASTERPLAN
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An ideal location to install imaginative, innovative
inspiring public art co-created and/or commissioned
public art from renowned artists, showcase the
creative talents of Jurien Bay’s creative arts and
heritage community, collaborate with the Yued
community and youth to ensure they are involved in
storytelling and creative production:
•
•

•

•

creatively-designed wayfinding signs along
Bashford Street to the foreshore
foreshore plaza hub featuring public art entry
statement co-created or commissioned from a
renowned artist to create a sense of arrival
public art and interpretation along Turquoise
Way foreshore promenade signalling beach
access points, co-created or commissioned from
renowned artists, linked to place, Yued culture
and local history
public artworks and interpretation along
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•
•
•
•

foreshore path towards Marina signalling beach
access nodes and look-outs, linked to place and
inspired by local stories and natural features
imaginative playground equipment designed by
an artist as an additional attraction
flexible open spaces for large and small cultural
events, live performance and markets
playful bespoke furniture and fixings fabricated
locally, featuring local stories and links to place
creative elements and artwork incorporated into
ground surfaces.
Other Shire initiatives that illustrate synergies
with Vibrant Communities include plans for a
youth precinct on Jurien Bay foreshore – an ideal
opportunity to use fun creative arts activities in
peer-led community engagement. Cultivating the
benefits of integrated planning across portfolios will
achieve better outcomes and more effective use of
resources.

YOUTH PLAN 2019 – 2024
Harness creative activities to empower youth with opportunities they have identified:
•
•
•
•
•

develop skills, such as photography and video
design projects that appeal to a wide variety of ages and cultural interests
participate in more festivals and events and watch outdoor cinema
develop confidence and self-esteem
stay in the Shire.

DISABILITY ACCESS AND INCLUSION PLAN 2016 AND AGE-FRIENDLY COMMUNITY PLAN 2016 – 2020
Harness creative and cultural activities to provide social benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

establish a creative hub with mixed-use shared facilities to bring people together to create, collaborate,
socialise
encourage participation in creative and cultural activities that generate well-being and social cohesion
ensure people with disabilities have the same opportunities as others
improve respect between older and younger people in the Shire and build intergenerational
relationships
encourage ongoing mentoring and sharing of stories between seniors and children to create
connections.
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CORPORATE BUSINESS PLAN 2020 – 2029
As well as major projects such as the Foreshore Masterplans, Youth Precinct and Turquoise Way extension, this
plan identifies initiatives that already incorporate arts and culture. Further cross-portfolio connections could be
cultivated:
•
•

•

•
•

Jurien Bay CBD revitalisation to increase vibrancy and public amenity
incorporate place-related creative design features and co-created public art
Regional Economic Development Strategy and Tourism Development Plan
embrace the creative economy and experience economy to harness potential of creative industries and
creative tourism, as well as Yued cultural enterprise, in economic development and destination
marketing strategies
renew Shire gateway signs on major highways to provide distinctive entry features; develop attractive
town entry statements to promote community vibrancy and pride; commission public art sculpture,
location to be determined
exploit the parallels between gateway signs, town entry statements and public art commissions and
opportunities for interactive photos
Dandaragan Streetscape Beautification
incorporate place-related creative design features and co-created public art
North Head Radar Station heritage site signage; Cervantes Memorial Wall
incorporate community creativity and storytelling.
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NATIONAL ARTS PARTICIPATION SURVEY 2016
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN HIGHLIGHTS
ENGAGEMENT
98% of West Australians engage with the arts
97% listen to music
80% engage online
77% read books
70% attend festivals, events and live performances
53% music
51% dance and theatre
44% festivals
44% visual arts and crafts
30% First Nations arts
19% literary events
49% participate creatively
34% engage with art as part of their cultural background
13% involved with community arts and cultural development.
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POSITIVE IMPACTS ON DAILY LIFE
69% believe the arts impact their ability to express themselves
66% believe the arts impact child development
63% believe the arts impact their understanding of other people and cultures
59% believe the arts impact their sense of wellbeing and happiness
56% believe the arts shape and express Australian identity.
ATTITUDES
79% agree First Nations arts are an important part of Australia’s culture
77% believe artists make an important contribution to Australian society
74% believe the arts are an important way to get different perspectives
72% believe the arts make for a richer more meaningful life
71% believe the arts should be part of the education of every Australian
70% believe it is exciting to see new styles and types of arts.
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Source: Connecting Australians, Australia Council for the Arts 2017. Data gathered from
commercial and not-for-profit organisations, engagement with public art, and creative
participation at all levels, ie from hobbyist to professional.

		 CULTURAL LANDSCAPE
The Shire of Dandaragan is already blessed with a lively arts and cultural scene in each of its four
main communities – Dandaragan, Badgingarra, Cervantes and Jurien Bay. Individuals, cultural
organisations and community groups produce artworks, exhibitions, festivals and events. They
create, perform, sing, dance, play music, recite poetry, write stories, run workshops and much
more. Whether professional practice, hobby or business, they conceive, plan, design, fabricate,
organise and promote products and events. Collectively and individually they share their creative
skills with the rest of the community and visitors. They collaborate with local historical societies,
Men’s Sheds, collectors, restorers and well-known artists and performers from elsewhere who
come to the Shire to share their talents and expertise. They encourage children and youth to
explore their creativity, and people of all ages and abilities to participate in events they probably
don’t even think of as cultural. These events bring people together to watch, listen, imagine, make,
browse, shop, taste, socialise, celebrate, learn and have fun. The images, sounds and sights
produced by creative people enliven and colour the Shire’s social and cultural fabric, as well as its
physical environment.
Yet some things are missing and opportunities are not being fully explored or cultivated:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

stories and images of Yued culture and history
creative hubs where people can create, participate, socialise and shop
commissioned and co-created public art
the potential of creative and cultural tourism and the creative industries
social benefits generated through participation in arts and cultural activities
stronger connections between communities.

Arts and culture engage people from all walks of life in designing, making, imagining, storytelling
and place-making. Dandaragan Shire 4 Arts (DS4A) ‘coast to country’ public art trail provides
the departure point for a journey through the Shire’s cultural landscape to see what has
been happening in each of its four main communities over the last decade. This trail aims to
link Badgingarra, Dandaragan, Cervantes and Jurien Bay through a series of public artworks
characterising the personality of each community. At this stage Badgingarra and Cervantes are the
only towns with art trails in place.
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BADGINGARRA 		
Launched in 2019, Badgingarra’s 4.2 walk-cycle sculpture trail tells the story of people, place and community
in idiosyncratic steel sculptures produced by Natalie Tonkin and community members who created the little
clay figures that appear in some of the works. The trail starts at the Community Centre and ends at Vern
Westbrook Walk on North West Road. Named after a community member, Vern Westbrook Wildflower and
Heritage Walk features quirky little sculptures made from scrap by local children. You discover them as you
wind your way through bushland to a lookout with stunning views over the natural environment towards
farmland and spectacular wind turbines generating renewable energy.
Artists and creative metalworkers live in the district, and a lively program of repertory theatre, community
choir and social dances take place in the Community Centre, signs of Badgingarra’s unashamedly creative
character.
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DANDARAGAN
Heading south from Vern Westbrook Walk along Badgingarra Road, you arrive in Dandaragan and instantly
sense the district’s settler history through its beautiful stone buildings and plaques telling stories of
pioneers and pastoralists.
Dandaragan is a picturesque country town with a strong sense of community. It labels itself ‘clean and
green’ based on a commitment to innovative agriculture, renewable energy and responsible mining, but
laments that the streetscape does not reflect this image. A series of projects proposed to inject colour and
cultural identity include a new artist-conceived entry statement, murals on walls, silos and water tanks,
aesthetic streetscape improvements, a sculpture trail through the town centre, and using artworks tell the
story of Dandaragan’s history. Some of these ideas such as public art may be picked up in the Dandaragan
Streetscape Revitalisation identified in the Shire’s Corporate Business Plan 2020 - 2029. The community has
also identified five potential sites for water tank murals along Dandaragan Way scenic drive as part of a road
safety campaign devised by the RAC where established public artists to work with communities.
For business and pleasure, digital technology is vital in country communities. Young people’s lives
especially are entwined with digital media. Events such as #shoWcAse in Pixels gives WA schools an
opportunity to exhibit their artworks on the Yagan Square digital tower in Perth. In 2019 it was Dandaragan
Primary School’s turn to take part in this event which rotates around different shire schools each year.
P. 16

Repertory theatre, live music, pop-up markets, craft groups, historical society and desire to share the
Aboriginal culture and history of the area reveal Dandaragan is a productive and cultural community that
would like to promote its lively sense of place and history more creatively.
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CERVANTES
Cervantes’ creativity and playful interpretation of its cultural associations is visible as soon as you drive
from Indian Ocean Road along Cervantes Road towards the ocean. Named after an American whaling ship
that ran aground on nearby islands in 1844, that was named after Miguel Cervantes author of the popular
17th century novel Don Quixote, this coastal community celebrated the literary link in a symbolic Wind
Vane sculpture commissioned by Cervantes Cultural Committee. The Wind Vane is part of the Cervantes Art
Trail. The idea of an interpretive art trail was conceived in 2011/12 by a group of community organisations
including Cervantes Cultural Committee, the Historical Society, Ratepayers Association, Chamber of
Commerce and Cervantes Men’s Shed. It features sculptures and murals on public and private land that
relate to the locale, and witty installations like two zebras that catch the eye on the way into town close to
the Recreation Centre. The intent of a recent extension to the Recreation Centre was gallery space. But whilst
it works well for 3D installations, unfortunately the outcome has been less than optimum due to a firewall
extending along the full length of the inside wall, and poor acoustics. Installing an adjacent well-designed
full height false wall could be a solution for this otherwise lovely space.
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Cervantes’ biennial arts festival exhibition is held at the Recreation Centre. This popular event is run by the
Cultural Committee, a diverse group of people from Cervantes and surrounding communities who have been
promoting community participation in the arts since 2004. In 2019, Cervantes Arts Festival was opened by
the Hon. David Templeman, WA Minister for Culture and the Arts, Local Government and Heritage. As well as
the exhibition, lively workshops, creative demonstrations, street art, bush poetry and ‘Roar by the Shore’
ensured it was a family friendly community weekend. Skill sharing is an on-going benefit of the festival.
In 2017 feature artist Jarrad Martyn worked with school children from Cervantes and Badgingarra Primary
Schools to create a surreal mural of a large wrasse swimming through a shipwreck in Nambung National
Park, on an amenities block at the foreshore.
Cervantes Foreshore Masterplan and the proposed Turquoise Way extension provide opportunities for
this creative community to explore its history, Yued culture and sense of place in more whimsical and
imaginative artworks.
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NAMBUNG NATIONAL PARK
Ancient limestone forms create their own natural sculpture park in the desert landscape of Nambung
National Park. Every year music lovers from all over Western Australia gather in this spectacular setting for
a night of music under the stars, but unfortunately WA Opera in the Pinnacles was cancelled in 2020 due to
Covid-19.
Astro-tourism is becoming popular and, unsurprisingly, the Pinnacles is an astro-photography hotspot
for stargazers. Exploring the night sky through Yued Dreamtime stories and their people’s connection to
country could be a cultural tourism experience that promises to captivate audiences with an extraordinary
perspective of an extraordinary place. Traditional Custodian Charlie Shaw of Wedge Island is passing on
his cultural and ecological knowledge of Yued Country to rangers employed by the Northern Agricultural
Catchment Council’s Midwest Aboriginal Ranger Program. The Rangers are managed by Kwelena
Mambakoort Aboriginal Corporation (KMAC). In December 2019, visitors to KMAC’s Annual Cultural Day at
Wedge Island shared an experience involving a Welcome to Country and smoking ceremony, interpretive
walk and seasonal bush tucker cooked by Mary Nannup who also shared her knowledge of Noongar
language. Named after the Yued word ‘wedj’ which means place of emus, Wedge Island is managed by the
KMAC ranger team. School students from Jurien Bay have also visited Wedge Island to learn about Yued
cultural and heritage. The potential to develop immersive cultural experiences in this field is immense.
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Nearby Nambung Station offers an alternative immersive experience in its annual four day Country Music
Muster. This event is popular with folk who like to be entertained by well-known musicians and local talent
whilst camping on a working sheep and cattle station. 2019’s line up featured Grammy award-winning pedal
steel guitarist Lucky Oceans. In 2018 well-known Kimberley character, former stockman and pioneer of
Indigenous tourism Sam Lovell OA performed at Nambung Country Music Muster.
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NORTH HEAD RADAR STATION
Heading north from Nambung towards Lesueur National Park – an internationally renowned biodiversity
hotspot with strong links to Yued culture – then across to the coast to North Head near Jurien Bay, stories
of cattle droving and wartime defence add another dimension to the area’s natural and cultural heritage. In
1942 a coastguard watch station was established at North Head and the site operated as a radar station until
1945. North Head Radar Station is a recognised place of exceptional cultural significance, but according to a
heritage survey conducted in 2016 tensions exist between visitors and residents over access to the site and
its preservation. Historical experts and archaeologists say the site will deteriorate if nothing happens. This
story could be told through on-site interpretation and public art.
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JURIEN BAY
Heading back south along Indian Ocean Drive brings us to Jurien Bay. Although the highway provides a
direct scenic route from Jurien to Perth it divides the town centre in two. Planned upgrades to Bashford
Street – as Indian Ocean Drive is called as it passes through town – may address aspects of this challenge,
but the principle aim is streetscape improvement and an injection of vibrancy. Distinctive entry statements
and public art are also proposed. Whether these are perceived to be stand-alone projects or part of a public
art trail is immaterial to visitors who will be attracted to stop and take photographs if the outcomes are
eye-catching. The Shire has received proposals for dynamic entry statements previously. With so much
development planned and regional tourism gathering momentum, it is now time to take action.
Inspirational Community Arts Network (ICAN) is driving Jurien Bay’s response to the proposed DS4A ‘coast
to country’ public art trail. Given the cultural and social significance of the foreshore, recent approval of the
Jurien Bay Foreshore Masterplan and the potential for awe-inspiring public art to be a major tourist attraction,
it is essential to get the scale and ’wow factor’ right, and consult with local Yued people, as best practice
for public art recommend. A public art policy will provide a structured and transparent process involving
community members and public art specialists to assist with selection and commissioning of all public art in
the Shire. Any concepts submitted previously will be considered under the guidance of this new policy.
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ICAN has a history of delivering colourful and creative community workshops and currently they are looking
for a home for this purpose. A site has been set aside along Bashford Street for such a venture, pending
grant approvals for funds to build a new shed. However, there is potential to re-purpose the unoccupied
Apex Camp which may be a faster more cost-effective solution. This would be dependent on the outcome
of a State Government decision to wind up the Camp. The establishment of a creative ’village’ hub that
provides affordable studio and workshop space for individuals and collectives, as well as a venue for social
and cultural group, would fulfil a multitude of community needs and desires. Jurien could then become the
cultural heart of the Shire without detracting from the other communities’ creative personalities. The Shire
recognises multigenerational family groups visiting the region are demanding a great variety of tourism
‘product’ and experience. A hub housing commercial and notIn the experience economy people
for-profit creative enterprise could become a significant tourist
attraction for the growing number of visitors who, according to creative
seek new experiences … In terms of
tourism trends, seek authentic products and interactive encounters with
active engagement or participation,
local producers.

there is a fundamental relationships
between people’s need for new and
novel sources of fun, enjoyment and
lifestyle and the creative drive to
write, paint, draw, dance and perform
(Scott and Clark).

Mosaics, murals, galleries and artisan shops (Sea Spray Art Glow
in the Dark Gallery, Taylor Made Gallery, JB Glass Art, Tiges Surf
Shop) a superb but under-used open air cinema and stage in
an amphitheatre, and a world class private collection of historic
motorbikes confirm Jurien Bay has many cultural assets. However,
its creative and cultural persona is inconspicuous and there is no
visual evidence of Yued culture or history. Jurien could be on the cusp
of an exciting re-imagining if it chooses to capitalise on resident expertise and enthusiasm, and the Shire
embraces the social, cultural and economic benefits of creative and cultural tourism a strategy to grow the
visitor economy and develop the region.
Reflecting on this journey through the Shire’s cultural landscape, it is clear creative paths and choices do lead
to creative places, creative people and creative partnerships.
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COMMUNITY WORKSHOPS
DREAMS & DESIRES
P. 21

The purpose of a series interactive workshops held
in Dandaragan, Badgingarra, Cervantes and Jurien
Bay was to find out what the communities want
for and from arts and culture as a way to enliven
public spaces, create sense of place, encourage
social cohesion, provide opportunities for skills
development and life-long learning. Each workshop
invited participants to engage in two games. The
first was designed to discover motives – what
were their personal memories and experiences of
something that had inspired, moved or provoked
them. Appreciating the reasons why people engage
in activities is best understood from personal
experience, for then the motive becomes apparent
and can be applied to expectations of visitor or
community participation. So workshop participants
were invited to share an experience or memory
and how it made them feel. The second game was
designed to unearth their dreams and desires,
discover common themes and differences, and
explore opportunities for collaboration In other
words, what did they want to see happen and how
would their ideas benefit the community. The aim
was to unleash imaginations but ground aspirations
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in reality. The outcomes were ambitious, exciting
and consistent across each community. Through
this exercise a set of coherent desires emerged from
people involved in a wide range of cultural activities.
The workshops began in Dandaragan where a small
but engaged group of people heard Deborah Nannup
describe an event called ‘Look up and smile’ when
she created a 10,000m² artwork in sand with Sheila
Humphries and Fatima Drayton at New Norcia.
Although related, the three Yued artists had never
worked together before. The event took place on 26
January 2007 to mark the 40th anniversary of the
1967 referendum that recognised Aboriginal people
as citizens. A satellite image records the symbolic
artwork in the Guinness Book of Records as the
world’s largest Aboriginal art installation. Deborah’s
story was captivating and provided an inspirational
spring board for the rest of the consultation process.
She had been encouraged to come to the workshop
by KMAC Project Manager Annie Shaw. Deborah’s
aunt Margaret Drayton provided additional input,
ensuring Aboriginal voices have contributed to this
process.

PARTICIPANT REPESENTATIVES

Sea Spray Art Glow in the Dark Gallery
Taylors Dance Company
Taylor Made Art Gallery
Twitchen Hill Earthship
Business owners
Schools
Tour operators
Individual community members

Badgingarra Community Association
Badgingarra Playgroup
Cervantes Chamber of Commerce
Cervantes Cultural Committee
Cervantes Historical Society
Cervantes Library
Cervantes Men’s Shed
Community newspapers
Dandaragan Community Resource Centre
Inspirational Community Arts Network (ICAN)
Jurien Bay Camera Club
Jurien Bay Chamber of Commerce
Jurien Bay Herbarium
Jurien Bay Interpretive Group
Jurien Bay Men’s Shed
Kwelena Mambakoort Aboriginal Corporation (KMAC)
Regional Arts WA
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Age group

Badgingarra

ACTIVITES REPRESENTED
Aboriginal art and culture, archaeology and natural
sciences, visual arts and craft, textiles, metalwork,
woodwork, photography, community arts, recycled
arts, public art, art trails, murals, festivals, events,
performing arts, music, drama, dance, landscaping,
plant and seed cultivation, writing, workshops,
libraries, yoga.

Cervantes

Dandaragan

Jurien Bay

30 – 39

2

2

1

40 – 49

2

1

1

3

50 – 59

4

2

2

1

60 – 69

9

5

1

5

70 – 79

9

1

80 – 89

1

3

3

unkown

27

11

4

16

Additional responses and draft plan feedback		

16

								 Total inputs		

74
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WHAT PEOPLE LIKE
Events, Festivals & Creative Venues

Creating & Making

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Cervantes Arts Festival
WA Opera in the Pinnacles
Regional Arts WA tours
Aggie’s Cottage events
Nambung Country Music Muster
CWA Drama Festival
circus
family-friendly events
visiting galleries, exhibitions, open
studios & artisan collectives
markets.

Arts & crafts
sculpture
metalwork
textiles & fibre art
oil & watercolour painting
re-cycled art
photography
writing
restoration
gardening
stargazing
volunteering
organising
building earth-ships.
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Performing Arts

Public Art & Community Art

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Community choir
repertory theatre
acting & directing
singalongs
dancing
listening to & playing music
sizzling hot dance nights & social occasions
variety nights & community entertainment.

•
•

Cervantes Art Trail & whimsical sculptures
Badgingarra Art Trail
Vern Westbrook Walk & Heritage Trail
Turquoise Way plinth art trail concept
murals & street art that references local
culture & natural features
skate park kids’ artwork
deck chair collaborative project.

Learning, Sharing & Collaborating

Storytelling

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Workshops and demonstrations – all activities
visiting artists, musicians, performers, writers
anything interactive that brings people together
team work & achieving together
self-discovery & self-expression
working with like-minded people, kids &
people with disabilities
reading & listening.
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Yued culture & history
Noongar art
history & heritage interpretation
vintage machinery
archaeology – Madagascar egg story
sharing culture & diversity.

WHAT PEOPLE WANT
Storytelling

Events, Festivals & Creative Venues

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
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•

•
•

•

Tell our stories
references to local flora, fauna & natural
environment, culture & history featured in
streetscapes, signs & public art
to learn about other cultures
to keep local history alive
Yued signage & interpretation – link message
of place to target audiences eg tourists,
schools students
Indigenous involvement integrated into existing
events eg Welcome to Country ceremonies,
stories of place & looking after country sharing
& learning experiences – start with NAIDOC
Week to bring people together
partnership agreement with Yued People
leading to Reconciliation Action Plan & vision
for Yued country
off-shore island lookout with Aboriginal names
& telescope – a cultural learning attraction
use the arts as a vehicle to educate & create
awareness of environmental issues and to
show Shire is a centre for renewable energy.
creative interpretation at Thrombolites.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
Learning, Sharing & Collaborating
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

More interaction & collaboration with others
more activities for people with disabilities
more workshops – film & photography, arts
& crafts, sculpture & metalwork, textiles,
ceramics, murals, writing, acting, garden arts,
restoration – involve kids
visiting artists, authors, musicians & performers
artist-in-residence programs
Jurien Bay oil & watercolour group
purpose-built ‘earthship’ community project &
learning experience
Jurien Bay community garden with medicinal &
edible bush tucker.
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•

Holistic approach to tourism – include arts &
cultural activities
make towns more attractive & interesting
be inviting for locals & tourists
inspiring diverse events that involve locals &
attract visitors
grow Cervantes Arts Festival
re-vitalise Indian Ocean Festival – community
arts projects, sculpture by the sea
Festival del Viento in Tranquillo Park,
Cervantes – sculpture prize, whirly gigs, kites,
windsurfing competition
open studio event
pop-up outdoor exhibitions
ICAN wants its own inclusive arts hub for
all ages, abilities & art forms – workshops,
gallery after-school & holiday programs
re-purpose Apex Camp buildings as collective
creative space where people can learn &
share skills, display & sell products – each
cultural group responsible for maintaining
their building – involve youth – an
attraction for locals and tourists
Jurien cultural centre/collective showcasing
arts & culture from throughout the Shire
including Aboriginal art & culture
Cervantes Men’s Shed & Historical Society
acknowledged as resource & attraction
Yued astro-tourism – Dreamtime story of emu.

Visibility & Promotion
•
•
•
•
•

More visibility of arts & culture in Jurien Bay
better promotion everywhere
community acknowledgement of value &
benefits of arts & culture
support creatives to feel sense of belonging
and appreciation
FM radio station.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Art & Community Art

Funding

More public art & entry statements – involve
local & visiting artists
continue DS4A over whole Shire
accidental art & photo/selfie opportunities
extend Turquoise Way interpretive art trail
along whole path
water tank murals on Dandaragan Way
vintage machinery displays on Dandaragan Way
more whimsical sculpture in Cervantes eg
Zebras
extend Badgingarra art trail loop
brighten up Cervantes’ commercial strip with
artworks & murals
40-50m mosaic mural community arts project
promote wind technology with lookout
sculpture of man hanging on for dear life
re-locate sea lion sculpture to Dobbyn Park
maze made from old jetty pylons
sculpture of old jetty
windbreaks made with surf boards
totem poles in park temporary exhibition
billboard painting competition
Badgingarra nature playground ‘find your name’
stepping stones
avenue of awareness eg blue trees
front gate seasonal competitions.

•
•
•

Arts & Culture Plan

Short-series Shire funding for any cultural activity
Shire fund for community arts & touring troupes
business sponsorship, partnerships & in-kind
involvement.

Performing Arts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expand CWA drama festival
more cultural events in Badgingarra
Community Hall eg variety nights
new lights in Badgingarra Community Hall
performing arts group in Jurien Bay
use Jurien’s old town hall for dance classes
decent performing arts venue in Jurien Bay
more music to bring people together
Jurien Bay town band
sound recording studio.

Youth Involvement
•
•
•
•
•
•

More creative & cultural things for youth to do
give them a voice
engage under 25s & keep them involved
use contemporary media to engage youth
involve schools
intergenerational activities.

FEELINGS EVOKED THROUGH ENGAGEMENT WITH ARTS AND CULTURE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

happy and proud
self-confident, sense of purpose and achievement
appreciated, acknowledged
sense of community, inclusion and belonging
involved, welcome, less isolated
catalyst for change and self-discovery
driven to study and positive life choices
engaged, excited, inspired.

BROADER COMMUNITY BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

more attractive and inviting Shire for locals & visitors
atmosphere, vibrancy, celebration, sense of place
strengthens community’s social fabric, health and well-being
connected cohesive communities
skills development, cognitive development
happy kids
showcases what’s happening in the Shire
grows local economy through tourist $$ and encourages visitors to return.
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CHALLENGES THAT EMERGED
•
•
•
•
•
•

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

lack of visibility and integration of Yued culture and history
lack of cooperation and collaboration between groups
people not working well together in Jurien Bay
personal agendas overtaking the bigger picture
poor communications
lack of connection between the four towns.
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CREATIVE PATHS
LEAD TO CREATIVE PLACES
Address the challenges, play to your strengths, embrace potential

Two overarching themes emerged from the community consultation process:
•

•

A resounding desire for events and venues that bring people of all ages and abilities together (locals
and visitors) to share, learn, collaborate and have a good time enjoying a wide variety of creative arts
and cultural activities
creating community cohesion and sense of place whilst respecting the distinct characteristics of each
community.

These aspirations will guide the Shire’s strategies to grow creative and cultural opportunities in its
communities by focusing on these priorities:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Nurture the creative potential of people – existing, emerging and hidden talents
host inclusive events and festivals that inspire and engage locals and visitors
more visible engagement with Yued culture, stories and history
grow DS4A public art trail to connect the four towns
extend Turquoise Way interpretive art trail
foreshore public art, entry statements and art trails to involve local and visiting artists
more storytelling and heritage interpretation
incorporate local culture, history and natural features in public art, streetscapes and signs to create
sense of place
more murals and collaborative community arts projects to enliven public spaces
explore options for a mixed-use creative and social hub in Jurien Bay that’s open to all-comers and
welcomes visitors – consider re-purposing existing infrastructure at Apex Camp
more skill-sharing workshops and engaging creative encounters between producers, locals and visitors
more youth involvement in creative arts and cultural activities in ways that engage them
promote quality of life and social benefits generated through participation in cultural activities
make the most of existing infrastructure, such as Aggie’s Cottage, Badgingarra Community Centre,
Cervantes Recreation Centre, Jurien Bay’s outdoor cinema amphitheatre and old town hall
resolve Cervantes Recreation Centre firewall issue
harness potential of creative and cultural tourism and creative industries in economic development and
destination marketing strategies
support development of new creative and cultural tourism experiences and authentic products
connected to place
exploit parallels with other Shire projects to maximise outcomes and resources, such foreshore
masterplans, streetscape revitalisation, gateway signs, access and inclusion, age-friendly activities and
youth development
generate more visibility through conventional and contemporary media, and photo opportunities
harness potential of arts and culture to raise awareness of environmental issues and climate change,
promote Shire as centre of renewable energy, advocate safety at home, on the road, in the ocean, on the
farm, in the bush.

Arts & Culture Plan
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There is no reason
why we can’t link the 4 Shire towns with
4 photo opportunities and signage with
hashtag prompts to grow our reach into the
world of social media tourism
(participant).
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CREATIVE PATHS
LEAD TO CREATIVE PLACES
VISION: CREATIVE ENDEAVOURS ENRICH LIVES AND BRING PEOPLE TOGETHER

Vibrant Communities re-imagines familiar strategies
to build on existing talents and assets and guide the
growth of creative and cultural activities across the
Shire of Dandaragan along five creative paths:
•
•

•
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•

•

People – nurture creative potential of existing,
emerging and hidden creative talent
Activities – enliven public spaces with inclusive
events, festivals, live performance, public art
and pop-ups
Tourism – develop authentic creative and
cultural tourism products and experiences
Hubs – cultural centres where people come
together to enjoy individual and collective
creative endeavour
Storytelling – embrace history, heritage and
Indigenous culture.

Building on this imagery, a set of inter-related
benefits emerge:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Participation – linking creative producers,
residents and visitors
Lifestyle benefits – quality of life, wellbeing and
health, skills development, life-long learning
Authenticity – distinctive products and activities
that link people and place
Collaboration – community cohesion and
partnerships bringing people together
Engaged experiences – creative expression,
enjoyment, excitement, experimentation
Sense of place and belonging – identity and
inclusion.

I was involved in the deck chair artwork
when all members collaborated together
– an extremely satisfying project due to
everyone’s input (participant).
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PEOPLE
Key Projects

Action

Acknowledging
Yued people,
country and culture

Incorporate symbolic practices
such as Welcome to Country
& acknowledgement at Shire
events

2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Consult with Yued community
about public art, foreshore
masterplans, streetscape
revitalisation, placemaking &
heritage interpretation projects

Nurture creative
potential of
existing, emerging
& hidden creative
talents

Encourage local artists, performers, writers & musicians
to grow & share their skills,
knowledge & talents, exhibit
& sell their work, participate
in events, tell stories &
contribute their creativity
to projects & other relevant
fields of endeavour
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Involve visiting & local artists
in co-created & commissioned
public art & community arts
projects, streetscape
revitalisation, place-making
& heritage interpretation
Collaboration,
cooperation,
communication

Learning, sharing,
engaging creative
encounters

Youth development

Quality of life &
social benefits,
access & inclusion
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Encourage individuals &
community groups to
collaborate & communicate
with each other when
developing projects & events to
maximise resources & impact
Encourage community groups to
deliver skillsharing workshops
& artist/ writer/performer
in-residence programs across
all ages, abilities & cultural
activities for locals & visitors
Involve youth in activities they
find appealing & relevant to
their lives such as digital
media, film & photography

Promote & foster social benefits
gained from active participation
in creative & cultural activities
to wider community

~
~

~
~

~
~

~
~

Potential Partners
Shire of Dandaragan
Yued community
KMAC

Shire of Dandaragan
Yued community
KMAC

All creatives

~

~
~
~
~
~

~

~

~
~
~
~

~

~

~
~
~
~

~

~
~
~

All creatives
Artsource
Regional Arts WA

All creatives &
community groups

All creatives &
community groups

~

Under 25s
Schools
Community
Development Officers
Propel Youth Art

~

All community
members & agencies
involved in well-being,
access & inclusion

ACTIVITIES
Key Projects
Public Art

Action

2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Foster cross-portfolio approach to
Shire projects & exploit parallels
between public art, entry statements, gateway signs & streetscape
revitalisation to maximise resources
& generate photo opportunities
Adopt Public Art Policy to support
co-creation & commissioning of public
art on foreshores, Turquoise Way,
DS4A art trail & all public art
installation elsewhere
Support Turquoise Way art trail &
growth of DS4A art trail

Support growth of Cervantes Art Trail
& Cervantes commercial strip
revitalisation with site-specific
artworks, murals & interpretation
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Support Dandaragan Way tank mural
& vintage machinery on mounds
projects.

Support development of
Badgingarra Art Trail loop

Festivals &
Events

Shire of Dandaragan

~

~

~

~
~
~

~
~

~
~

~

Advance Dandaragan
Dandaragan CRC
All creatives
Artsource & visiting artists

~

~

Badgingarra Community
Association
All creatives

~

Cervantes Cultural Cmte
Men’s Shed
All creatives
performers
visiting artists

Support pop-up exhibitions, markets
& live performance/busking in public
spaces

~

~

Cervantes Cultural Cmte
Men’s Shed
Historical Society
All creatives
Artsource & visiting artists

~

~

~

~

ICAN
All creatives &
community groups,
Artsource & visiting artists

~

Support revitalisation of Indian
Ocean Festival to include sculpture
by the sea exhibition & community
arts activities
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~

Shire of Dandaragan

Support growth of Cervantes Arts
Festival by extending workshop
program & street art competition,
encourage them to host a Shire-wide
open studio event at the same time

Encourage Cervantes & Jurien Bay
communities to explore & develop
co-hosted Festival del Viento concept

Potential Partners

~

All creatives
performers
visiting artists

~
~
~

~

~

All creatives &
performers

~

Cervantes Cultural Cmte
ICAN
Men’s Shed

TOURISM
Key Projects

Action

Creative & Cultural
Tourism

Support local Yued enterprise
to develop authentic cultural
experiences to enlighten &
inspire locals & visitors, such
as astro-tourism & Dreamtime
emu story
Adopt a holistic approach to
tourism & promote creative
enterprise & cultural
experiences as attractions in
destination marketing
Encourage local artists &
artisans to produce distinctive
products & cultural experiences
to engage visitors seeking
place-related creative
encounters

2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

~
~
~
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Explore & develop concept for
an off-shore island lookout with
Aboriginal names & telescope
as a cultural learning attraction

Promotion

Better promotion
everywhere—banners,
billboards, pamphlets, signs,
social media, websites, maps
& apps
Generate more visibility of
creative arts & cultural
activities Shire-wide through
inclusion, acknowledgement &
promotion
Develop an art trail & festival
app — a collaboration between
creatives & community groups

Arts & Culture Plan

~
~
~
~

~
~

~
~
~

~
~
~

~
~
~

~
~

Shire of Dandaragan
Yued Community
KMAC
WA Stargazers Club

Shire of Dandaragan
Turquoise Coast Vis.Ctre

All creatives &
community groups

Shire of Dandaragan
Yued Community
KMAC

~
~

Potential Partners

~
~

All creatives &
community groups
Turquoise Coast Vis.Ctre
Community newspapers

All creatives &
community groups
Turquoise Coast Vis.Ctre
Community newspapers

Shire of Dandaragan
community grant
Business sponsorship
Regional Arts WA

HUBS
Key Projects

Action

Jurien Bay

Investigate use of Apex Camp
as a permanent or temporary
site for a mixed-use creative &
social hub with workspaces,
showroom for local products—
open to all-comers of all ages &
abilities, visitors welcome
to engage, browse, shop,
participate

2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

All creatives &
community groups

~

Explore option to build an
earthship made from recycled
materials in proposed interpretive complex or Apex Camp
Investigate use of Jurien Bay
Old Town Hall as venue for
dance classes for all ages &
abilities & music nights

~
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Encourage Cervantes Cultural
Committee & community groups
to use venue to host more events,
installations & workshops for all
ages & abilities & invite visitors
to participate
Badgingarra

Dandaragan
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Maximise use of Badgingarra
Hall as a creative hub & cultural
venue, expand existing events,
encourage participation for all
ages & abilities
Maximise potential of Aggie’s
Cottage as a creative hub &
cultural venue for local &
touring events, markets etc

~

All creatives &
community groups
Twitchen Hill Earthship

~
~

~

Establish community garden
with edible & medical bush
tucker & interpretation—launch
during NAIDOC Week
Resolve firewall issue

~
~

Support youth to develop a
digital media & film event to be
staged at the outdoor cinema
amphitheatre

Cervantes
Recreation Centre

Potential Partners

~
~

~

~
~

Under 25s
Schools
digitally-savvy creatives
Propel Youth Arts
Community Development
Officers
Yued Community
Jurien Bay Herbarium
Jurien Bay CRC

~

~

All creatives &
community groups

Shire of Dandaragan

~
~
~

~
~
~

~
~
~

Cervantes Cultural Cmte
All creatives &
community groups

Shire of Dandaragan
Community Grant
Business sponsorship
Regional Arts WA
CircuitWest
Aggie’s Cottage
Management Committee

STORYTELLING
Key Projects

Action

Public Art

Ensure local culture, stories &
natural phenomena feature in
public art to create sense of
place

Streetscape
revitalisation &
place-making

Make towns more attractive
& interesting with signs &
interpretation featuring
local culture, stories & natural
phenomena to create sense of
place
Include Yued names on signs &
in heritage interpretation
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Authenticity &
collaboration

Support collaborations with
historical societies to ensure
authentic storytelling &
heritage interpretation

Yued people,
culture & country

Integrate Indigenous stories &
culture into existing events &
new events

2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

~

Tell the story of North Head
Radar Station in public art
and/or creative interpretation

Cervantes Memorial
Wall

Involve creatives in
interpretation

Advocacy

Use art as a vehicle to educate
& create awareness of climate
change, environmental issues
& safety

Arts & Culture Plan

~

~

Shire of Dandaragan
All creatives &
visiting artists

Shire of Dandaragan
All creatives &
visiting artists

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

Shire of Dandaragan
Yued Community

~

Historical societies
All creatives &
community groups

~

Yued Community
KMAC
All community groups

~

Shire of Dandaragan
Yued Community
KMAC

~

Historical societies
All creatives &
community groups

~

Historical societies
All creatives &
community groups

~

Shire of Dandaragan
All creatives &
community groups
Renewable energy sector
Dept. Biodiversity,
Conservation &
Attractions

~
~

Celebrate NAIDOC Week with
stories about culture,
language, artefacts & looking
after country
North Head Radar
Station

~

Potential Partners

~
~
~

~
~
~

~
~
~

~
~
~
~
~
~
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TRENDS WITH BENEFITS

The timely release of ‘A View from middle Australia: Perceptions of arts, culture and creativity’ as Australia
emerges from Covid-19 restrictions underscores the value people place on artistic and cultural activities.
Across the world, people have been singing from balconies, dancing in the street, playing and learning
music, reading, watching TV, cooking, gardening, drawing, crafting, creating and sharing stories about life
at an extraordinary moment in time.

In a world that cannot sanction physical closeness, they are relying on arts
and cultural activities to help them connect, encourage each other, and try to make
sense of this experience (A New Approach 2020).
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As highlighted in previous reports, the benefits of participation in arts and cultural activities are wideranging and far-reaching. Commissioned before Covid-19 was declared a pandemic, ANA’s latest report
captures attitudes towards arts and culture from people aged 35 – 60 from suburban and regional
communities and found people are passionate about the essential role it plays in their lives and the
development of children. The most valued cultural activities include local events that bring people together
such as festivals, live performances and libraries, and two themes encapsulate the value people place on
arts and culture:
•
•

creativity, imagination and inspiration
participation, belonging and community.

It really enriches a place, when there’s lots of arts and culture and things to do.
You can meet lots of different people – it creates a real sense of community for an area.
It’s a real reflection of the place you live in (ANA participant).
ANA and others make it clear participating in creative and cultural activities generates multiple benefits at all
stages of life: quality of life, cultural expression, happiness, preserving heritage, sense of belonging, social
cohesion, civic involvement, more meaningful lives, improved health and wellbeing, stress relief, enhanced
self-esteem, improved cognitive skills, better educational and employment outcomes for young people.
There is numerous evidence of the positive impact participation in arts and culture has on the physical,
mental and social wellbeing of older people (which has a direct impact on the public health system) and
students who engage in the arts (especially theatre, drama and dance) attain higher levels of literacy, are
more likely to vote and contribute to their community.
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Economic benefits include the contribution creative and cultural industries make to the economy.
Creative industries and creative tourism play an important role supporting the socio-economic vibrancy of
communities. The creative arts contribute $14.7 billion to Australia’s GDP. The State Government economic
development framework for Western Australia Diversify WA articulates its endorsement of the contribution
creative industries and creative tourism make to the economy. They promote engagement between people
and place throughout the regions, increasing regional tourism and liveability.

Trends suggest the creative and cultural industries make a significant contribution to sense
of place and regional vitality as well as local economies (ANA).
There are five key ways that arts and culture can boost local economies: attracting visitors;
creating jobs and developing skills; attracting and retaining business; revitalising places;
and developing talent (Arts Council of England).
The experience economy is an important driver of cultural tourism and this means more
appetite for locations to showcase local arts, heritage, landscape, traditions and lifestyle
(Clark).
There is a growing interface between the craft industries of regional and rural communities
and creative industries (Clark).
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Creative tourism is about tourists getting actively involved in the creative lives of the places
they visits and meeting and interacting with local people (Carvalho).
Cultural heritage is a powerful asset for local development. It can help attract tourists,
bring revenue, regenerate local economies, promote inclusion and boost cultural diversity
(OECD).
Culture underpins the identity and quality of places that are attractive, liveable and better
able to accommodate population growth (Clark).
Cultural amenities and venues boost resident happiness and the ability of places to attract
and retain talent (Clark).
Try to imagine society without the humanising influence of the arts and you have to strip
out most of what is pleasurable in life, as well as much that is educationally beneficial and
socially essential (Arts Council of England).
The arts can provide spaces within which alternative ways of thinking, imagining and
acting may take shape (Crossick and Kaszynska).
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Knot workshop with Eggie – Andrea Gray and ICAN
Beach Sculpture in the Bay 2011 – Andrea Gray
Cervantes Arts Festival 2019 – Cervantes Cultural Committee
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Jurien Bay beach huts – Diana McGirr
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Daze Festival 2014 – Andrea Gray and Jurien Bay CRC
Jurien Bay skate park – Shire of Dandaragan
Badgingarra Art Trail – Diana McGirr
The Jackson Roses at Aggie’s Cottage 2017 – Jackson Roses
Murray Ford Dhufish Cervantes Art Trail – Clayton Jauncey
WA Opera in the Pinnacles 2017 – Sean Finney, West Australian Opera
North Head, Jurien Bay – Heritage Detection Australia
Vibrant Communities workshop participants – Dave Roberts
Anne Murray Banksia Menziesii, winner Shire of Dandaragan Purchase Prize,
Cervantes Art Festival 2019 – Cristi McPhee
Cervantes Arts Festival 2019 – Cervantes Primary School
Jurien Bay mosaic installation 2013 – Andrea Gray
Badgingarra Art Trail – Diana McGirr
Cervantes Recreation Centre
Jurien Bay open air cinema amphitheatre
Apex Camp, Jurien Bay
Proposed Turquoise Way trailhead, Cervantes
Potential mural site, Jurien Bay
Jurien Bay Old Town Hall – all photos Diana McGirr
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